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I 'rn bOt'PY to be so la ·'".~ in (iCttin~ you t!1h; roport, but 1 had to .roVE l 
tI1' next day. 'l'llut 's w~1y I wrote that ponclc letter. Please J.."orrslvc me. 

iw1ow you can l"cacl what happened to the par•ty. If tho people 
w110 r 11avo been ni~e to in Harlem would I1avo turned out as my real 
friends did dmm town tho party would have been a big success. 
However- I 1m lad that it dicln 't turn out worse. 

You rnrc th~ sweetest thing in . the world when you could sec 
t hnt the investment was going to be a lose. However I swear by my 
that I will pay every cent that I O\re in time. · 

Your~ sincerely. 

The Payed GUESJ. aty the Pk"lTYe 
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l7AKK1CK. THhAT.Kh 
Sunday Evening, December 6, 1925 

8:40 P. M. 

PROGRAM 
I. Didn't my Lord Deliver Daniel? 

My Lord's A-Writin' All De Time 
Swing Low Sweet Chariot 
Keep A-Inchin' .Along 

II. Go down, Moses 
I Got a Home In-a Dat Rock 

(Arranged by Lawrence Brown) 
My Lord What a Momin' 
All God's Chillun 

INTERMISSION 
10 M1Nt1TU 

Nobody Knows De Trouble. I Sec 
Git On Board, Little Chillen 

(Arranged by Lawrence Bro@ra 
Deep River 

Lit'le David Play On Yo' Harp 
Singin' Wid a Sword In Ma Han' . 
What Yo' Gwinc To Do ·when Yo' Lamp Bu~ 

Down -
Witncss . 

"]. Rosamond Jomison and Taylor Gordon ought to hire the Hippodrome twice a week 
and demonstrate to aspiring young singers of spirituals how it is done. These gentlemen 
sang, modulated -'1d harmonized beautifully; their rhythms were superb; above all they 
recreated the essence of the old time religious spirit of a vanished generation.''-N ew York Sun. 

"Both men arc artists in the best sense of the word."-New York Herald-Tribune. . 
"The audience rioted in ecstasy over everything it heard."-NtW York Evenin.g Telegram • 

. ' 

KNABE PIANO USED-COURTESY OF WM. KNABE AND CO., 
439 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 

THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE VIKING PRESS, 
"THE BOOK OF AMERICAN NEGRO 'SPIRITUALS" . 
WILL BE ON SALE IN THE LOBBY FOR THE BENEFIT 

OF CHRISTODORA HOUSE. 

GARRICK THEATRE 
65 W. 35th St., N. Y. C. 

Boxes (aeating 6) • • • $19.80 
Orchestra · • • • • • 2.20 
Balcony (firat 4 rows) • 1.65 

.(remainder) • 1.10 

I enclose$---- (Cheque or Money Order) for 

which please ~end me --- tickets in ------
/. 
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Appea rances in New York City. Six Public Recit:ils, Eleven 

Private Musicales. One And reas de Segurola Plaza Hotel Moro• 
ing Musical. Closing the season at a prominent home in Long 
Island, giving a concert in honor of the Crown Prince and 
Princess of Sweden. This is the record in New York of the 
first concert season of 

J. Rosamond Johnson and Taylor Gordon 

This season they mal.:e a coast-to-coast tour, giving three New York recitab, 
three Boston recitals, two Chicago recitals, in addition to appearances before the 

Icstitute of Aru and Sciences, Brooklyn, and important engagements at Columbia 
University and in Detroit, Canton, Louisville, Denver, Nashville, Loa Angelea, 
San Francisco and throughout the country. 

Mr. Johnson was born in Jacksonville, Florida, and began his study of music 

under bis mother at the age of four. Later he went to the New England Con· 
aervatory of Music in Boston and still later he completed his musical training in 
Europe. He studied the piano with Charles F. Denne and Mme • . Dietrich Strong, 
organ with George \Vhiting-, harmony with Carl Riessman and Davenport Kerrison 
and voice with William Dunham and Clarence B. Ashenden. He made his pro

fessional debut in Boston and then became supervisor of music of the public 
acboo1s of Jacksonville. Mr. J obnson toured the United States and Europe and 
for 3 time was director of music of Hammerstein's Opera House in London. He 
returned to New York to become head of the Music School ~ettlement for Colored 
People io New York City. IIe was director of the singing orchestra for Mrs. Emelie 

Hapgood's Colored Playera in Ne\V York. Mr. Johnson served in the war aa 
Second Lieutenant. He is the arranger of many negro spirituals and has composed 
more than 300 popular songs. In collaboration with his brother, James Weldon 

Johnson, he arranged the Book of American Negro Spirituals now having a large 
aale and which has attracted wide attention. In 1917 he received the honorary 
degree of Master of Arts from Atlanta University. 

Mr. Taylor Gordon was born in White Sulphur Springs, Montana. He got 
bi 1 firat inspiration for crooning Negro Spirituals from his mother, who, back in 
the aevcntic1, waa regarded as the greatest leader of camp-meeting songs on 
Poindexter Farm, Lexington, Kentucky. Mr. Gordon came to New York in 191S 
and began study with Mr. J; Rosamond Johnson at the Music School Settlement 
for Colored People, where Mr. Johnson's work was sponsored by Elbridge L 
Adami, Natalie Curtis-Burlin, David Mannes, Maud Powell, David Bispham, 

Walter Damrosch· and many other prominent musicians and teachers. In a 
special article on "The Guardian of the Spiritual," referring to the work of 

Mr. John1on and Mr. Gordon, II. Scrwer said: "It is my humble opinion that 
Johnson rendered the spiritual better than it has ever been rendered. He is the 
6rat ainger to give me a real thrill out of them. He recognizes the proper voice 

· for their singing. Taylor Gordon is a robust tenor with one of the best natural 
Toicc1 it baa been my fortune to hear-of absolute pitch, which Johnson h:ia been 

cultivating steadily. I prophecy great thinga for Gordon, even if his struggle 

ha1 been an arduous one; but he i!t in capable hands and has no need for fear." 

NE\V YORK SUN, SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1_926 

Music Novelties of the Week 
Rosamond Johnson Is the Outstanding Person

ality--Spjrituals Revitalize·d. 

By W. J. HENDERSON 

Art of Ro1amond John1on I 
Swinging the lantern through the 

shadows of the week one di~covcra l 
that the outstanding personality i.1

1 
Rosamond Johnson. Of course Tay· 
lor Gordon occupies a place in the 
light, but somehow that crouching fig-1 
ure at the piano and that low, faint, 
sepulchral voice · chain the thought. I 
This writer knows no other artist who

1 can equal Rosamond Johnson in his 
particular accomplishment, which ia 
not easy to define. 

He is too young to have known slav
ery days and conditiona. He is an , 
educated man and a trained musician. I 
Yet he sings and plays accompani
ments for spirituals as if be bad lived 
through .a whole library of Uncle ! 
Tom's Cabins. But always behind 
everything he docs, · no matter bow 
realistic, and in some moments even 
seemingly elemental, there lurks the 1 

spirit of the artist. Y cs, Rosamond 
Johnson was the foremost personality 
of the last week and together with 
Taylor Gordon he has revitalized the 
spiritual, which was pretty nearly 
drowned under the flood of sophia
tication. 

After all, the spiritual demands 
more consi<ieration because it can 
bear sophistication without losing ita 
quality. 11Dcep River," sung with the 
utmost perfection of tone production, 
intonation and nuance by a lieder 
singer, is still a characteristic folk 
song. But when it is aung by Gor
don and Johnson it ia the proclama
tion . of a faith. 

The audience rioted in ecstacy over 
everything heard.-The Nt<0 Yori 
Telegram, November 16, 1925. 

There was a look of unalloyed plea· 
sure on many faces.-The E<trtnin1 
World, November 16, 1925. 

At the conclusion of their songs aa 

1
occurrance took place · such as I have 
never seen in an American the J tre. 
The program was concluded, but not a 
person in the audience that reached 
to the doors stirred from a scat. Not 
one moved. Five encores were sung 
and not a dozen started towards the 
exits. Johnson and Gordon scored a 
veritable triumph.-T he World~ No
vember 16, 1925. 

No one should miss hearing these 
singers, who bring to their perform
iance a devotion, an emotional sim-

l
plicity, a direct intensity, which is 
unique among the more sophisticated 
entertainments to be found in this day 
and city.-Tlu New York llua/d-
Ttibu11e. 

\Vhcn one has heard these, all the 
others seem quite p:-t!e and culti
vated ... . -Boston llerald, February 
15, 1926. 

The two voices ro se and fell, met 
and parte1l in that glory of song which 
is controlled freedom. The :;p irit of 
the race an<l the ~pirit of music were 
alike upon chem.-l/. T. Parker in tlu 
l1osto11 Transcript, J:rnu:iry 11, ·1926. 

"After an evening more spiritu:il 
than m;iny church services, more dra
matic than many pbys, more truly 
musical th:rn most concert!!, it would 
be surpri:,iing if there were :iny one 
ii1 the aud iencc who is not no\V eager 
for the ~pccily return of these ;irtists." 
-Tiu Bostou Globe, March 29, 1926. 
(Followin~ their third public recital 
in that city.) 
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Marcella Sherfy suggested that I might contact you concerning a research project about 
Taylor Gordon that I'm working on. I met Marcella a few weeks ago, when she was 
finishing up her work on the Montana Heritage Project, and while I was visiting the 
Montana Historical Society archives and looking at the Gordon manuscript collection. 

My project is a book-length biography of Taylor, which I hope will also include a 
substantial amount of space devoted to his sister Rose, whose story is not only fascinating 
in and of itself but also (I feel) an important part of Taylor's story. My own interest in the 
Gordons comes out of my general interest in African American experience in the 
American West, a research topic that I have been exploring for 5-10 years now, and one 
which is always rewarding me with new discoveries. In the manuscript that eventually 
became a book that I published with the University of Oklahoma Press (Black 
Masculinity and the Frontier Myth in American Literature), I first made myself 
acquainted with Taylor through a chapter on his Born to Be autobiography. 

That chapter eventually got cut from the book, but I have continued to be interested in 
him, eventually revising the chapter as a stand-alone article. When the Western Literature 
Association held its annual conference in Big Sky in 2004, I thought that would be a 
good opportunity to acknowledge Gordon's contribution to western literature, and I got in 
touch with the folks at the Montana Historical Society and asked about the possibility of 
organizing an exhibit on Gordon's life. Primarily through the efforts of Jodie Foley at the 
MHS, a tabletop exhibit was created that we displayed at the conference, and which I 
introduced as part of a panel discussion devoted to Gordon and to Born to Be. 
Corresponding with Jodie about the exhibit inspired me to make a trip to Helena and look 
at the Gordon materials held in the archive, which, in tum, convinced me that enough 
primary source material existed from which a biography could be created and that there 
was a story there that shouldn't be left untold. 

After my most recent two-week visit to Helena, I'm back home in Maine, where I teach 
in the literature program here at UMP. I've finally had a chance to sit down and read 
Prairie Nocturne, which I enjoyed quite a bit, particularly in seeing the way you've 
transformed Taylor into a fictional character who has his own separate existence. Part of 

A member of the University of Maine System 



the fun of the book for me was in noting the points of correspondence and divergence 
between the lives of Taylor and Monty. I also enjoyed the singing scenes, lessons as well 
as performances. I also had not been aware of a Klan presence in Montana. I guess I 
shouldn't be surprised at the omnipresence of the Klan in the 20th-century. They were 
even a strong presence here in Maine, but their focus here was the French ethnic 
population, and they nearly succeeded in suppressing the French language and erasing 
Franco-American culture. Only in the past ten years has there been a resurgent effort by 
parents to see that their children are taught to speak French. 

Anyway, I just wanted to send this letter to introduce myself. As I continue to work on 
this project, especially given my geographic distance from Montana, I think it's important 
to make contact with people who know some of the history of the Gordons and especially 
who know the region and its history better than I do. Any assistance or suggestions you 
might offer regarding my research would be greatly appreciated. 

Just f.y.i., I've enclosed a couple of articles that I have written, one, a photocopy of my 
article on Born to Be that was published in the anthology Moving Stories, and the other 
an offprint from an African American Review article about another western African 
American writer, Oscar Micheaux. 

And best of luck with The Whistling Season. Marcella mentioned that you would soon 
being going out on a book tour to promote it. I am looking forward to reading it. 

Best wishes, 

Michael K. Johnson 
michael.johnson@maine.edu 
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MIGRATION, MASCULINITY, AND 
RACIAL IDENTITY IN 

TAYLOR GORDON'S BORN TO BE 

MICHAEL K. JOHNSON 

In Blazing Saddles, Mel Brooks's movie spoof of the western genre, the 
primary running gag in the movie hinges on the fact that the new sheriff, 
played by actor Cleavon Little, is African American. Like the citizens of 
Brooks's fictional town, Rock Ridge, we as film viewers don't expect to 
see a black man as the hero of a western, and Blazing Saddles plays for 
comic effect on the expectations established by the Hollywood western. 
Although black people have been part of every migration to every Ameri
can frontier and have always been involved in the history of the settling 
of the American West, that participation has been mostly invisible to 
Hollywood, to literary criticism, and, more generally, to the writing of 
the history of the American West. 

. Movement westward after the Civil War was the first mass mi
gration by free.African Americans. Between 1870 and 1880, for example, 
the black population of Kansas increased by 26,000 people. Historian 
William Katz notes in The Black Wt-st that between 1870 and 1910 the 
black population in "the mountain states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and Nevada increased thirteen 
fold," while the black population in the western coastal states "increased 
five times." Although such writing has received little critical attention, a 
number of black writers either have documented the experience of black 
migration westward or have used that experience as source material for 
fiction and drama. Nat Love _in his autobiography The Life and Adven
tures of Nat Love, Better Known in the Cattle Country as ''Deadwood Dick" 
(1907), Oscar Micheaux in his autobiographical novels The Conquest 
(1913) and The Homesteader (1917), Taylor Gordon in his autobiogra-
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phy Born to Be (1929), and Era Bell Thompson in her autobiography 
American Daughter ( 1946), all have narrated experiences in some ways 
similar to that of the black sheriff in Blazing Saddles-the story of a black 
individual (or single family) migrating to a predominantly white com
munity in the American West. Contemporary black writers such as play
wright Pearl Cleage and novelist Toni Morrison. have used historical set
tings to explore the stories of black communities in the West. Cleage,s 
play Flyin'West (1995) uses the turn-of-the-century setting of Nicodemus, 
Kansas, to tell the story of a group of black women who have fled anti-black 
violence in the South to start a new life in the all-black town. Like 
Nicodemus in Flyin' West, the Oklahoma towns of Haven and Ruby in 
Morrison's Paradise (1998) represent all-black refuges free from the racial 
restrictions and violence associated with white society. In each of these 
works, migration to the American West is marked by the hope of finding 
a "haven," a frontier space on the edge of "civilized" (white) society, a 
place where the protagonist's identity, choices, and decisions will not be 
limited by race-based restrictions. 1 

Nat Love's autobiography, for example, contrasts his childhood as a 
slave in Tennessee to his post-Emancipation life as a cowboy. Whereas race 
represents a barrier to his desire to be successful in the South, Love finds in 
the American West a community (his fellow cowboys) that judges him solely 
on his abilities. After joining an outfit of cowboys, Love drops all reference to 
his skin color, rarely mentions the existence of other black cowboys, and 
never mentions any encounters with racial animosity against him. "The strang
est aspect" of Love's autobiography, Brackette Williams comments, is that 
"his tale paints a picture of an African-American man who seems to seek no 
solace in contact with African-American communities." Although Love's rep
resentation of himself as a "raceless" cowboy perfectly assimilated into a com
munity of (primarily) white cowboys may seem strange to the contemporary 
reader, Love's desire to transcend the limitations of race was not untypical of 
African Americans of his era who migrated west. Paul Bontemps, father of 
Harlem Renaissance writer Arna Bontemps, moved his family to Southern 
California in 1906 (when Arna was four). Douglas Flamming notes that this 
move symbolized "a conscious break from the past, from the South, and 
even, to some degree, from his race." "Success," as Paul Bontemps saw it, 
"required a certain colorlessness, a conscious abandonment of ethnic cul
ture." Although the cost of such success may not have seemed so great to 
many turn-of-the-century African Americans, a later generation would prove 
more fesistant to abandoning ethnic culture and identity. 2 
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That hoped-for success was also tempered by the reality of con
tinuing racial oppression. Restrictive "black laws moved westward with 
the pioneer's wagons," as Katz notes, and such legal restrictions were of
ten accompanied by the anti-black terrorism that African Americans hoped 
had been left back east. Black migration patterns begin to change during 
the early part of the twentieth century, and we see increasing movement 
from rural areas to primarily northern urban areas. Such urban centers as 
Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland experienced large influxes of African Ameri
cans. From 1910 to 1930, New York alone saw its black population increase 
250 percent (to 327,763 people). Whereas turn-of-the-century writers such 
as Nat Love and Oscar Micheaux migrated west to a frontier environment, 
we see in the 1920s (the period of the Harlem Renaissance) such black 
writers as Langston Hughes, Arna Bontemps, Taylor Gordon, and Wallace 
Thurman (all born in the West, products· of earlier migrations) reverse 
that journey and migrate away from western states to Harlem. Arna 
Bontemps experienced in his father's "conscious break from the past" a 
sense of loss. Life in the American West "felt strangely like a severance of 
heritage and created in him a longing for the identifiably black aspects of 
African American culture." For Arna Bontemps, the African Americans 
who lived in the East and the South "possessed what he had lost growing 
up in the West ... an undeniable sense of self." For this second genera
tion of black western writers, the dominant migration experience is east
ward, and the dominant desire sparking that movement is to discover
not transcend-a race-based sense of identity. 3 

The pattern of moveme.nt sketched out in Taylor Gordon's auto
biography Born to Be (l 929) coincides with this shift in the history of 
African American migration.4 Unlike earlier narratives by black western 
writers such as The Life and Adventures of Nat Love that explore the possi
bility of transcending race, Gordon's book focuses on the discovery of 
"what it means to be bl~ck." Gordon migrates from the western environ
ment of Montana to the eastern United States-and from a "natural," 
racially unmarked identity to a race-based sense of self that he regards 
with more ambivalence than do Bontemps and other Harlem Renais

sance writers. 
Born to Be describes Gordon's early life and adolescence as a mem-

ber of the only black family living in White Sulphur Springs, Montana, 
his association with circus impresario John Ringling and his journeys as 
Ringling's private porter into the eastern and southern United States, and 
his rise to fame as ·a singer during the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s. 
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. I 

Taylor Gqrdon in studio shot in New York. Yale Collection of American Literature, 
Beinecke fRare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. 
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The various journeys described throughout the book also symbolize shifts 
in identity. In Montana, race is one aspect of his sense of self, but he does 
not represent his skin color as the primary determinant of the way that 
anyone (including himself) regards him. His journeys eastward and south
ward introduce him to racial prejudice. To be black in America is to be 
assigned the status of "non-being," "invisibility." Blackness also means 
possessing a unique heritage, one that in the context of the Harlem 
Renaissance's celebration of black cultural accomplishments offers Gor
don a means of making a name for himself as a singer, of securing a 
measure of fame and autonomy by embracing his ancestry. Gordon's dis
covery of "what it means to be black" alternates between these two op
posing positions-an awareness of blackness as a negation of identity, 
and an awareness of blackness as a source of agency and as the basis for a 
positive sense of self. Gordon's book addresses-but does not accept easy 
answers to-difficult questions about the relationships between self, so
ciety, place, .gender, and race. 

Montana 

I knew I was black and different in appearance from most of the 
kids I played with, but my being so never changed the values of 
the game we might be playing. I got a chance to pitch or bat at 
the time my merits won for me either of the positions. It was 
Colored people that put the fear of nature in my head. I wonder 
if they would have had this fear in their hea~ts if they had been 
given the chance to play the game of life that I had had in play-
ing ball? (233) . 

Gordon's ambivalent representation of African American identity is fig
ured in his response to African American literary tradition-in particu
lar, his use of motifs drawn from the male slave narrative. As critic Sidonie 
Smith notes, slave narratives were a popular form of nineteenth-century 
literature, "especially after 1831 when the antislavery crusade began op
erating full force. Thousands of narratives came' into print." Smith ar
gues that these narratives "established certain prototypal patterns, both 
thematic and structural, that recur again and again in subsequent black 
autobiographies." Frederick Douglass's The Narrative of the Life of Frederick 
Douglass (1845) begins with the statement, "I was born in Tuckahoe, 
near Hillsborough, and about twelve miles from Easton, in Talbot county, 
Maryland. I have no accurate knowledge of my age." Douglass goes on 
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to observe that his "father was a white man .... The opinion was also 
whispered that my master was my father; but of the correctness of this 
opinion, I know nothing." Booker T. Washington follows this pattern in 
the opening sentences of his autobiography, Up From Slavery (1901): "I 
was born a slave on a plantation in Franklin County, Virginia. I am not 
quite sure of the exact place or exact date of my birth." Washington notes 
a similar uncertainty concerning his paternity: "Of my father I know 
even less than of my mother. I do not even know his name. I have heard 
reports to the effect that he was a white man. "5 

If Washington and Douglass establish from the beginning of their 
narratives the question of their origins, their lack of knowledge about 
their paternity, Gordon states, "First I'll tell you about my father and 
mother" (3). His father, Gordon informs us, claimed Zulu ancestry. At 
the age of eighteen, his grandfather had gone to England, where he was 
employed as a domestic servant for a Scottish family. After immigrating 
to America, the family lost money "and sold everything they had," in
cluding Gordon's grandfather. After the Civil War, Gordon's grandfather 
and father ended up in Ohio, where his father learned "domestic sci
ence." After marrying Gordon's mother, "Miss Annie Goodlow of Lick
ing River, Kentucky," he began moving west (4). He found work as chef 
for the Higgins House Hotel in White Sulphur Springs and then went to 
Canada to serve as a cook for the railroad-where he was killed in a 
wreck around the time of Gordon's birth. 

Gordon's mother "was born a slave on Pondexter's Plantation 
near Lexington, Kentucky. She didn't know anything of her parents" (5). 
If Gordon's description of his mother's birth is reminiscent of the familiar 
slave narrative opening paragraph, he employs that tradition to provide a 
contrast to his knowledge of his origins. Of his own birth, Gordon writes, 
"I was born between six and seven o'clock on Saturday morning, April 
29th, 1893, at White Sulphur Springs, Montana, in a little three room 
shack with two gables, two doors, four windows and a cloth ceiling" (6). 
Unlike his mother (and unlike Douglass and Washington) who was born 
in slavery, Gordon knows the exact date and time of his birth. "The first 
thing I can remember," Gqrdon asserts in the first sentence of the autobi
ography, "is my home" (3). Gordon enters into the world with a sense of 
identity based on a knowledge of a maternal and a paternal history; with 
a sense of self based on a connection to a place (a "home") that does not 
belong to someone else ("Pondexter's Plantation"); and with a connec-

, tion t~ a geography where, he observes, "If God ever did spend any time 
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here on earth, that must have been His hang-out, for every little thing 
that's natural and beautiful to live with is around White Sulphur" ( 4). 
Although his use of the "I was born" trope indicates an awareness of 
African American literary tradition, his use of that trope sets up a con
trast between his family and his own birth history and his mother's in 
order to demonstrate how a life begun in the West differs from one be-
gun either in slavery or in the East or South. . 

Robert Hemenway observes in his introduction to the 1975 edi-
tion of Born to Be that Gordon invents "an ingenious strategy for protest
ing prejudice, one of the frequent themes of Black autobiography." Know
ing that white America might consider a black writer's exposure of racism 
as "proof that one's personality has been distorted by it," Gordon claims 
for himself a persona formed outside of society, "the role of the romantic 
child of nature." Gordon adopts that persona as a means of demonstrat
ing that his psyche has not been shaped by the limitations that a racist 
society places on black subjectivity. His pose as a "raceless innocent" en
ables him to expose "institutions of prejudice without appearing to be 
self-serving" and without appearing himself to have been damaged or 
altered by those institutions.6 That persona, while enabling his exposure 
of white racism, also creates a dilemma-how to reconcile his sense of 
connection to other black Americans with a rhetorical strategy that often 
emphasizes his difference from them: "It was Colored people that put the 
fear of nature in my head. I wonder if they would have had this fear in 
their hearts if they had been given the chance to play the game of life that 
I had had in playing ball?" (233). As with Gordon's use of motifs drawn 
from the African American tradition of the slave narrative, his take on 
the theme of protesting prejudice asserts both a connection to and a dif

ference from other black writers. 
Gordon's connection to life in the American West is a "natural" 

one. Race makes no difference in Gordon's relation to the landscape, as 
appreciation of beauty and a sense of wholeness with the natural world 
are as available to him as they are to anyone else-including God. "Over 
this range in the winter-January and February-at night come the ~ashes 
of the most beautiful Northern lights," writes Gordon, who contmues, 
"It's nature's grand opera season. Ah! many a night have I had a beer-box 
seat in that valley while the Grand Mistress of Art displayed her greatest 
kinetopic plays" (10). Gordon associates the West with beauty and inno
cence, and he accepts as his own birthright a place in this environment: 
"What a lucky bird I am to have been laid on top of the Rocky Moun-
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Taylor Gordon with his class, White Sulphur Springs, Montana. Used by permission of 
the Montana Historical Society, Helena. 

rains, hatched out by the Broiling Sun, a suckling of Honey Bluebacks 
and educated by the Grizzly Bear, with all the beauty and fresh air Nature 
can provide for her children" (234). If "all the beauty and fresh air" are 
not entirely outside the boundaries of white ownership, such ownership 
does not prevent Gordon from seeing in the mirror of the natural world 
a reflection of his own sense of self 

Gordon describes life in the West in terms of a fluidity of social 
relationships as well as in terms of a unique geography and natural beauty. 
Race does not affect his social relationships, Gordon asserts: "I knew I 
was black and different in appearance from most of the kids I played 
,with, but my being so never changed the values of the game we might be 
playing" (233). Although his various nicknames (Snowball, Zip, Blacky) 
reveal that difference in "appearance" is marked, "they called Jimmy Keen 
'Blacky' too, and really the only thing black about him was his hair" (76). 
White Sulphur Springs is a mining town marked by class differences, but 
Gordon describes himself as someone who can cross the boundaries of 
social relations. "I played all over town," he observes (16). He works for 
or hangs out with female prostitutes, male saloon and bowling-alley own
ers, gamblers, Chinese laundry owners, as well as such "hundred percent 
Yankee" wealthy landowners as C. H. Sherman, a former New Yorker 
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who owned "one of the largest farms in the county'' ( 42). 
Gordon's construction of racial harmony in the West may de

pend on a selective memory. We might compare his experiences in White 
Sulphur Springs to those of members of the black community in 
turn-of-the-century Helena, Montana. Historian William L. Lang notes 
a "relative lack of racial conflict in Helena,'' which he attributes to the 
moderate size of the black community (at its height, 420 people, 3.4 
percent of the city's total population) and "the absence of residential seg
regation." In contrast, however, to Gordon's description oflife in White 
Sulphur Springs, Lang reports very little social mixing between blacks 
and whites in Helena. Discrimination also regularly occurred in Helena's 
legal system. African Americans "frequently faced charges for gambling, 
disorderly conduct, and other disturbances, but whites usually escaped 
punishment for the same activities." Even in Gordon's White Sulphur 
Springs, as Hemenway notes, "Gordon's sister was once prevented from 
singing spirituals in church, and only ten years before he was born four 
Black students were expelled to preserve the all-white local high school." 
Given that African Americans in Montana and elsewhere in the Ameri
can West during this period experienced discrimination, we must regard 
Gordon's description of racial harmony in White Sulphur Springs as a 
rhetorical device constructed to support his "innocent" persona rather 
than as a necessarily realistic portrayal. 7 

If the whores do not exactly have hearts of gold in White Sul
phur Springs, Gordon paints them as colorful western characters whose 
business acumen he admires. One of his earliest jobs is working for the 
brothels. He delivers messages for prostitutes, whose customers "were not 
all miners and bachelors. I fitted right in the network perfectly on ac
count of the pigment of my skin. I was accepted both high and low, never 
questioned why or what I was doing in conspicuous places" (16-17). In 
White Sulphur Springs, Gordon asserts, "my face was a passport stamped 
in full" (17). Gordon finds race more advantage than detriment, for his 
blackness provides him a "passport" into the wealthier parts of town. His 
descriptions here also indicate the existence of racial stereotypes. As 
Hemenway notes, Gordon "understood at an early age white ~ssump
tions about a Black man's place. "8 His "passport" is not so much his "face" 
as his awareness of white beliefs about what activities represent appropri
ate black behavior. Although his rhetorical strategy depends on an oppo
sition between the East and the West, he nonetheless provides evidence 
that the difference between the two may not be as marked as he asserts. 
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Gordon's attempt to represent himself as both a black man and a "raceless 
innocent" creates a contradiction that the book hopes to overcome by 
establishing an essential opposition between life in the East and life in 
the West. That opposition cannot be successfully maintained. Even in 
the Eden of White Sulphur Springs, Gordon demonstrates a knowledge 
of the fallen world of black and white racial relations. 

East of Eden 

While looking out of the window of the day coach, watching the 
blue peaks of the Rockies disappear behind me, my mind turned 
to the last instructions Mother and friends had given me. Many 
of them I neglected, but one thing Mother told me I heeded, 
that I didn't need my forty-five in the city, so I had left it behind . 
. . . I began to feel alone. I always felt safe anywhere with Blue 
Steel Betty by my side: she gave me courage and protection at 
home when I was alone. They had pictured nothing but trouble 
in the city, still they convinced me that my forty-five would mean 
the worst. My nerves grew shaky. 

Had I been on a saddle-horse at that moment, I might 
have turned back. But instead, I had to look at the fast moving 
ground and bid farewell. (65) 

As Gordon describes his youth and adolescence, he continues to portray 
White Sulphur Springs as a community that will not place race-based 
restrictions on his ambitions. Gordon's concept of manhood, his under
standing of the signifiers that represent masculinity, is shaped within this 
context. We see him as an adolescent imitating the men around him, per
forming the role of "man'' by adopting the appropriate costume: "I had reached 
the point in life where all boys wanted to be men. I acted as much so as 
possible. I got high-heeled boots, a six-horse-roll on my pants, leather cuffs, 
Stetson hat, with a package of Bull Durham tobacco in my breast pocket and 
let the tag hang out, always chewing a match in company'' (42). 

"Education" for Gordon consists of the development of practical 
skills, the various tasks involved in farming and horse-riding. As a youth, 
Gordon attends school, "always the only black boy in my room," but he 
discovers "more interesting things out of school" and eventually aban
dons a formal education for one involving "the outdoor life" (15). His 
primary teacher is wealthy landowner C. H. Sherman, of whom Gordon 
writes, "I was seen so much with him on some of his saddle-horses, people 
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Gordon in front of wagon after winter, Helena, Montana, April 1936 Yale Collection 
of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. 

thought I was one of his adopted sons" (43). From Sherman, Gordon 
learns various masculine skills as well as a cultural knowledge important 
to his western identity: "He taught me riding, driving, branding, de
horning cattle and putting up hay. He knew a lot of cowboy songs and 
many a tale of the wild and woolywest" (43). Sherman also aids Gordon's 
entry into a system of economic exchange as an agent, a wage earner: 
"The first pay I got for a farm job from him was for driving the derrick 
during the haying season" (43). In the White Sulphur Springs that Gor
don describes, there are no restrictions on his ability to work as he chooses, 
to develop the skills and knowledge that signify manhood. 

After working for John Ringling during the circus owner's visit 
to Montana, Gordon uses that connection to find employment with an 
associate of Ringling's, L. N. Scott, who hires him to come to St. Paul, 
Minnesota, to be his chauffeur. As Hemenway notes, "The snake enter
ing the idyllic valley was the automobile," for Gordon's introdµction to 

the auto sparks an interest in seeing more of the world, and his skills as a 
mechanic and driver provide him with the means to do so. 9 "I shall miss 
the bark of the pistol," writes Gordon, but what Gordon will miss is the 
sense of freedom and manhood that "bark" symbolizes, a developing 
masculine identity that he abandons before it is completely formed (65). 
Although he has acquired such signifiers of manhood as a Stetson hat and 
a package of Bull Durham, Gordon is still a boy when he leaves the West, 
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a "would be man" whose attempts at imitating his western ideal some
times end in unintended results. "I naturally wanted to be a man, and 
chew on the job," but after swallowing too much tobacco juice, he wryly 
observes, "you have never seen a sicker boy than I was" (43). 

Gordon's story reads like an inversion of Nat Love's Life and Ad
ventures. Both books devote roughly one quarte~ of their pages to stories 
of boyhood and adolescence. The end of boyhood is signaled in each 
book by a significant journey. Whereas Love goes west, Gordon goes east. 
At the end of this first significant journey, each protagonist experiences 
an "initiation." The teenage Love meets up with a group of cowboys in 
Dodge City, Kansas. Thinking him a "tenderfoot," the cowboys put Love 
on a particularly ferocious horse as a test of his riding abilities. To the 
surprise of the gathered cowboys, Love rides the horse, wins their ac
claim, and is offered a job with the outfit. Through his demonstration of 
ability, Love makes a break with the past, the cowboys' acceptance of him 
symbolizing his transformation from racially marked ex-slave to "raceless" 
cowboy. Whereas Love represents the result of his initiation as an erasure 
of racial marking, Gordon's eventual initiation (at a diner in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, where he is refused service) results in an awareness of himself 
as racially marked. Gordon, "a real greenhorn," journeys east of Eden (or 
White Sulphur Springs represented as Eden) and enters into a fallen world 
of complex racial relations that he must learn to negotiate in order to 
survive (70). 

His initiation into eastern ways occurs soon after his arrival in 
St. Paul. After driving Mrs. Scott to an appointment, Gordon decides to 
pass the time before returning to pick her up by visiting a restaurant: "I 
sat at the counter while the waiters ran up and down by me like white 
mice in a cage. It was in this restaurant I learned that the magic power of 
Uncle Sam's money didn't respond to me" (67) . One "white mouse" fi
nally responds to his presence: '"We don't serve colored people in here.' 
That was the first time I had ever heard that phrase, and I really didn't 
quite understand him, so I answered, 'Just pie and milk"' (68). The waiter, 
infuriated, throws Gordon's money back at him, yelling, "Get to hell out 
of here. Don't you understand? Niggers can't eat in here" (68). Gordon 
emerges from his initiation scene transformed, with an awareness that he 
has "earned" a new name that signifies an unsettling new identity. After
ward, Gordon observes that "I wasn't myself" (69). Gordon's loss of man
hood here is underscored by his response. He reaches for "old Betty," his 
pistol, a signifier of masculinity th.at he has sacrificed to come east, and 
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he realizes for the first time what he has lost: "She wasn't there! I can't 
describe the lonely feeling that came over me. I have never felt like it 
since. It seemed as though everyone whom I knew had died at once" (68). 

The names attached to him reveal the differing effects of racial 
marking in the West and in the rest of the country. Gordon writes: "All 
the grand things I had planned to be were pipe-dreams. They couldn't be 
done! Then all my nicknames came to me-Snowball, Zip and Blacky .. 
.. Besides, with all my nicknames, none of them made any difference 
about where I ate or slept. It baffled me to think that the mask that aided 
me so much at home, was all against me in the cities I dreamed of" (76-
77). If Gordon's western names make no "difference about where I ate or 
slept," his names in the east-nigger, colored, spade-do. His postwestern 
identity is signified by racial slurs, by a renaming that sets limitations on 
his actions and abilities. To survive in this new environment, he must 
refashion himsel£ must find a new "mask," a new "passport." We are 
privy to Gordon's thoughts and wry observations about racist incidents, 
and we are aware of the active mind that he learns to hide from other 
eyes. Gordon's method of protesting prejudice involves in part making 
the reader aware of the disjunction between the individual whose iden
tity has been shaped in the West and the mask he uses to conceal that 
identity in the East. 

Identity and safety in the East depend on his association with a 
powerful white man, John Ringling. After a series of adventures in Min
nesota, Gordon is ready to continue eastward. He contacts Ringling, who 
sends him a ticket to New York. He must, however, travel under the 
assumed name "Mr. William Moran-the pass read that way'' (97). Armed 
with a new "passport," Gordon indeed passes all the way to New York 
without incident, even though he must give up his own name to do so. 
From New York, Gordon travels south with Ringling as the porter on his 
private rail ·car. Shortly after arriving in Sarasota, Florida, where "John 
Ringling and his brothers were big men," Gordon becomes quickly known 
as "Ringling's Niggah. Niggah didn't mean anything, but to be a rich 
man's niggah-that established the amount ofliberty the individual niggah 
was to have" (105). The liberty that Gordon enjoyed by "passing" as Mr. 
William Moran-a name given him by Ringling-is replaced by a more 
limited freedom, granted as well because of Gordon's association with "a 
rich man." Like Moran, "it wasn't my name," but unlike the name "nigger" 
alone, the new appellation enables Gordon to "pass" where he otherwise 
might not be able to go (98). His passport is no longer his face but his 
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association with Ringling and the subordinate role (porter) that associa
tion implies. This "passport" serves to mask Gordon's "whole and natural 
identity," subsuming it beneath a white man's name and a racial slur. We 
might note that Gordon's western identity likewise depends on his rela
tionship with a powerful white man, C.H. Sl}.erman, a relationship that 
Gordon refers to as that of "father" and "adopted son." Although the 
parallels between his relationships with these two men seem intended to 
highlight the difference between the West and the East, one wonders 
how much the association with Sherman contributed to "the individual 
liberty" that Gordon enjoyed in Montana. 

Gordon's "natural" self occasionally slips out from beneath the 
mask. On a trip with Ringling to Houston, for example, Gordon wan
ders out to see the city in a "new Jack Johnson plaid suit" (116). After 
Johnson, the first black world heavyweight boxing champion, defeated 
Jim Jeffries ("The Hope of the White Race") in 1910, race riots broke out 
throughout America during which, as historian Gail Bederman notes, 
"rampaging white men attacked black men who were celebrating Johnson's 
victory." 10 Johnson's behavior in the wake of his victory, particularly his 
elegant dress sense and relationships with white women, further infuri
ated the white public. Modeling his clothing style after Jack Johnson, 
whether an "innocent" act or a deliberate provocation on Gordon's part, 
elicits an immediate response. He is stopped by the sheriff, who asks him, 
"You're a Yankee Nigger, ain't cha" (116). Gordon responds, ·"No, I'm 
Ringling's Niggah" (116). With a cry of dismay, the sheriff answers, "Well, 
by God! that saves yah" (116). ''Acting like a man" in Montana might 
result in illness from swallowing too much tobacco, but clothing himself 
in a way that asserts manhood in the South, Gordon learns, places him in 
danger. The power of Ringling's name serves to cover such slips, to pro
tect Gordon from the way his "innocent" behavior is interpreted by the 
dominant white culture. Saved or not, Gordon is forced to return to the 
private car and change our of the offending clothing and back into his 
porter's uniform. If Jack Johnson provides for Gordon a model of bla_ck 
masculinity, an alternative to such white figures as Sherman and Ringling, 
the sheriff acts here to police against such an "unacceptable" assertion of 
identity. To protect himself, Gordon returns to his "passport," naming 
himself "Ringling's Niggah" and clothing himself appropriately for that role. 

Mobility, the ability to come and go as one pleases, has been 
historically an important symbol of freedom for African Americans. 
Gordon's migration east represents both freedom and loss of freedom. 
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Under the aegis of Ringling, Gordon sees and experiences more of the 
. country than he would have otherwise. As Thadious Davis notes regard
ing Gordon's rail journey to Minnesota, riding a train is unlike riding a 
horse in that it is not "subject to his bidding." Gordon's experiences with 
train travel throughout the book establish a contrast "between the 
individual's control of his horse (and therefore his own mobility) and the 
lack of control in a world of mechanical vehicles." 11 A5 Gordon makes 
clear, the "mechanical vehicles" (automobiles, trains, and private rail cars) 
in this world are owned by whites who are able to assert individual con
trol. Although Gordon is excluded from such overt control himself, he is 
nonetheless able to exercise a degree of freedom of movement-as long as 
he maintains the appropriate "passport." 

Joining Finance with Love 

Gordon employs the slave narrative tradition in part to establish his dif
ference from other African Americans. He also borrows motifs, perhaps 
unconsciously, that reveal not his difference from bur his affinity to other 
black writers. The relationship between African Americans and "prop
erty" is complicated by a history of slavery that designates the black indi
vidual as property. In such eighteenth- and nineteenth-century slave nar
ratives as The Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the Afi'ican (1789) 
and the Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, the difference between 
slavery and freedom is figured as the difference between "being owned" 
and "owning." The literary critic Houston Baker argues that Vassa's nar
rative traces his realization "that only the acquisition of property will 
enable him to alter his designated status as property." A5 does Vassa, 
Douglass "eventually converts property, through property, into human
ity" by entering into an agreement with his master that allows him "to 
hire his own time and to keep a portion of his wages." Vassa earns enough 
money eventually to purchase himself, his ability to accumulate wealth a 
central factor in his freedom. 12 

In the male slave narrative, we often see two important symbols 
of manhood (and humanity) achieved-property ownership and mar
riage. According to critic Ann duCille, for African Americans "recently 
released from slavery and its dramatic disruption of marital and family 
life, marriage rites were a long-denied basic human right-signs of lib
eration and entitlement to both democracy and desire." Near the end of 
his Narrative, Douglass includes "an exact copy" of his marriage certifi
cate, documentary evidence of his humanity and mature manhood. Gor-
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don likewise recognizes the importance of "property" and "marriage" as 
evidence that one has achieved "manhood." By the end of the autobiog
raphy, Gordon remains lacking in money and unmarried. There is a sense 
in the book, not completely articulated, that key to Gordon's failure to 
marry (and thereby to enter fully into adulthood and manhood) is the 
racism that restricts his ability to earn and spend money and that limits 
his choice of a mate. If Gordon's "innocent" persona depends on a psy
chology formed in the natural freedom of the West, he undercuts that 
adopted role by revealing how his sexual identity is shaped within the 
context of the racial restrictions of the East and South. The difficulty he 
describes in joining finance with love (and the central importance he 
places on those two symbols of manhood achieved) indicates a similarity 
between his life and the lives of other African Americans that he other
wise takes great pains to deny. 13 

If the train and the automobile represent serpents in Gordon's 
Edenic West, also signifying the loss of Eden is Gordon's developing sense 
of sexual identity, which coincides with his inove eastward. Gordon as
serts that a "pagan" approach to sexuality is not only acceptable but also a 
part of both his racial and geographic background. "Nature" should not 
be denied, and tales of his sexual adventures are an important part of his 
narrative. "Nature," however, is compromised by existence in a fallen 
world, one that limits sexuality as it does other aspects of Gordon's being. 
Unmarried at the end of his narrative, Gordon is clearly aware that such 
a status (as does his financial instability) indicates a lack, an element of . 
masculine identity that he has not achieved: "My stumbling blocks have 
been my inability to earn the amount of money I would like to have, 
which is nothing, and win the love I would like to have, that seems to be 
everything. I don't think I will ever call myself a success in life until I can 
move both of those stones .... Now I know that the greatest kick in my life 
will be when I reach the point where I have joined finance with love" (234). 
Despite his assertion of difference from other African Americans (whose psy-_ 
ches have been shaped since birth by white racism), Gordon narrates a series 
of incidents that link his financial and romantic difficulties to the existence of 
prejudice. Those incidents also reveal that Gordon's psyche has been shaped 
as much by social relations in a fallen world as by "nature." 

Manhood in Montana means doing "a man's job" on horseback 
or in the fields, and Gordon gives little indication of sexual self-awareness 
in that part of his narrative. His mother's understanding that he is grow
ing toward sexual maturity, and her observation that he "was getting too 
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big to work around the girls," ends his job carrying messages for prosti
tutes (27). As for Gordon himsel£ "the Grand Mistress of Art," nature 
personified, is his most constant feminine companion in the West. Soon 
after arriving in Minnesota, Gordon discovers that "ifI wanted to call 
myself a man, living right, I had to get a gal" (77). His first romantic 
efforts, however, are thwarted by the color line. A friend, a white woman, 
invites Gordon to her bedroom to look at her photo album. Sitting "in a 
large plush chair big enough for two," Gordon and his friend are startled 
~ya knock ~n the doo:; "Something told me ... I should not get caught 
m Margrets bedroom (80). Gordon escapes through a window and 
"disappear[s] in the darkness" (81). 

The knock at the door reminds us ofJean-Paul Sartre's analogy 
of the keyhole. In the scenario described by Sartre, as one is looking 
through a keyhole, one realizes that he or she is likewise being looked at 
by another and that his or her actions are being judged by that Other. 
Gordon realizes that his innocent act of looking (at the photo album) is 
about to be observed by an Other who will judge that act. This situation 
forces upon Gordon a recognition of how his actions will (or could) be 
interpreted by the Other. The "something [that] told me," the voice ot 
warning in Gordon's head, indicates a subconscious awareness of the limi-

. rations on African American behavior. However innocent his actions in 
the bedroom may have been, his individual actions and intentions will be 
invisible to white eyes, which will see only his blackness and the woman's 

:Vh~t~ness .. Th~ dar~ess. of the night cloaks Gordon's physical body as his 
md1Vldual1ty likewise disappears against the background of cultural be-

. liefs about the meaning of "blackness." That disappearance, which oc
curs under his own volition, symbolizes his recognition of his place in the 
world of Others in which he finds himself. 

Despite the power of John Ringling's name, Gordon finds him
self in and out ~f trouble in the South, with that trouble often involving 
w:omen. In Flonda, Gordon teasingly jokes to a white man who is asking 
him to set up a date with a black woman, "You'll bring a couple of white 
gal~ along with you, too, won't you" (108). Afterward, when the angry 
white man walks away looking "like a man who had been firing a furnace 
and it bursted," Gordon observes that "I shouldn't have said that to him" 
(108). When the Ringling group follows the circus to Oklahoma, a con
versation inside the private rail car between Gordon and one of his fellow 
employees is overheard by a white woman walking past: "It was his luck 
to be saying, 'Man, she's a peach,' speaking of the [African American 
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woman they were discussing], when this white woman was going down
town past the car" (115). Only the fact that Mabel Ringling overheard 
the same conversation and could vouch for them prevented the 
"Oklahomians [from having] some teeth and toe-nail souveniers [sic] of 
a Yankee Niggah" (115). If calling himself a man depends on his getting 
"a gal," Gordon discovers that racial restrictions make achieving such a 
name difficult indeed, as even the most innocent act of speaking can be 
misinterpreted. 

Of his relationship with an "enchanting woman I had almost 
lost my mind over," Gordon describes their first meeting in five weeks
a separation forced by her revelation to her parents "that a man of an
other race was her headache" (178). Having received that news, her fa
ther "threatened to murder her if she left the house again for anything" 
(178). Even Gordon's association with a black woman in Florida is dis
rupted. He receives a crude message, "a letter showing a sketched picture 
of an automobile dangling by its hind wheels off a bridge, and a Niggah 
hanging to a tree" with a warning that "THIS WILL BE A PICTURE 
OF YOU," sent by a group of white men, one of whom was interested in 
the woman Gordon had been seeing (125). Even though Ringling "told 
them he'd burn the damn town down if they touched me," Gordon ob
serves to himself, "whata hell ofa [sic] country for me. I can't look at a 
white woman, and they'll kill me for entertaining a brown one" (126). 

As his attempt to eat at the St. Paul restaurant demonstrates, 
Gordon's choice of how to spend his money is as limited as his romantic 
choices. "As for the lady on the quarter," Gordon realizes, "in a white 
man's hands she was a goddess, but in my hand she was a bogus bitch" 
(69). Gordon's gendering of money as feminine reveals his understand
ing of the link between possessing "money" and "women" as signifiers of 
masculine identity in a patriarchal society. Although Gordon asserts that 
because of his frontier upbringing "the Race Question has never been the 
big ghost in my life," he nonetheless provides evidence that prejudice 
causes the biggest stumbling block in achieving his two unrealized de
sires, and the autobiography ends with Gordon unable to establish his 
manhood (as do Vassa and Douglass) by joining together economics with 
conjugal union. 

The later sections of Born to Be follow Gordon's rise to fame as a 
singer of black spirituals, a change in status from porter to celebrity. His 
partner, J. Rosamond Johnson, whose Book of American Negro Spirituals 
·(1925) provided the basic material for Gordon's tenor performances, ac-
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companied him on the piano and ar~anged bookings throughout the 
United States and overseas. Through his partnership with Johnson, Gor
don regains his name and wins a measure of autonomy and freedom in 
the East that does not depend on his association with Ringling-and on 
subsuming his own identity and ambitions under Ringling's name. 
Through singing spirituals, Gordon also discovers "what it means to be 
black" in a different sense than earlier. "When I sing to people," Gordon 
writes, "ten thousand sing to me" (191). Gordon's singing connects him 
to a history of African Americans in the United States, and he brings that 
history to life for himself and his audience. His singing success does not, 
however, provide him with a sense of manhood achieved. 

Gordon's desire to journey east is sparked in part by his admira
tion ofJohn Ringling, whose actions while visiting Montana "showed me 
very plainly that Easterners were people of power and conviction" (55). 
After observing Ringling, "I made up my mind then that the West was 
fine, but I wanted to be an Easterner" (55). The death of his own father, 
perhaps, leaves a symbolic absence that he fills with white father figures 
such as Ringling. In his arguments with his mother about following 
Ringling back east, Gordon writes _that "no matter how bright I could 
paint my picture, Mother could always spot it out with a kettle of black" 
(55). What Gordon does not realize (but his mother does) is that "black
ness" indeed will "spot out" the bright picture he has of himself as an 
"Easterner," will prevent him from finding in Ringling as father figure an 
image of identity that he can make his own. 

John Ringling, Gordon notes, "was a fine man," and "I might 
never have left him if Will Marion Cook hadn't of filled my head with the 
music idea'' (142). In the fallen world of racial relations, however, such 
white fathers both invite and deny identification. Gordon clearly desires 
to imitate Ringling's success (which is one of the reasons he wants to 
sing), but Ringling's response to that desire is ambivalent, providing Gor
don with rehearsal space (on his yacht) but not actively encouraging his 
ambitions (nor, as Gordon wishes, financially supporting those ambi
tions). Asks Ringling, "What do you want to sing for, when you can cook 
sauted kidneys so well?" (138). Ringling's invitation to identity necessi
tates Gordon accepting Ringling's definition of him (cook, not singer) as 
his own. · 

If Gordon's celebrity status doesn't help him achieve his goal of 
joining "finance with love," the regard for his singing talent does provide 
him with several adventures and travels, including a singing tour of En-
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gland and France described in a chapter entitled "My Trip to Heaven." 
Freedom for Taylor Gordon is symbolized upon his arrival in France by 
his ability to spend money when and where he chooses: "the image on 
the franc ... was no bogus bastard" (201). Instead of being faced with 
scurrying "white mice" studiously ignoring his presence, Gordon notes 
that "men in neat uniforms solicit[ed] my trade to spend money for food 
and dance ifl chose to" (201). Gordon ends the chapter with his return 
to America-and with a description of his being immediately reminded 
of the restrictions: "Don't bother the women," a man tells him when he 
disembarks in New York, "You are in America now" (218). Mobility alone 
does not serve as a sufficient signifier of manhood achieved for Gordon, 
for that mobility brings only interludes of unencumbered freedom. 

Conclusion 
Gordon's book asks: What does it mean to be black? What does it mean 
to be a man-and in particular, to be a black man in America? Hemenway 
argues that "the normal initiation motif of the Black autobiography" in
volves the representation of a defining moment "where innocence is shat
tered" by an awareness of racial prejudice. That motif is "left incomplete" 
in Born to Be. Rather than building from his discovery of bigotry "a voice 
of experience, an expression of self that permits one to function in a 
hostile environment with pride and dignity," Gordon remains fixed "for
ever within an idealized Western nature." 14 Gordon's failure to move from 
innocence to experience is symbolized by his inability to achieve the mas
culine identity he desires. Gordon's understanding of manhood is shaped 
primarily by white role models, but his ability to perform that masculine 
identity is restricted by the white society he finds outside Montana, and 
he is unwilling or unable to model his own sense of self on the articula
tions of black male identity found in works by writers such as Frederick 
Douglass. He is likewise unable to find in the other black men he en
counters alternative models of masculinity. Or, when he does try to fol
low one of those models (such as Jack Johnson), representatives of the 
dominant culture force his return to the role that they deem appropriate 
for him. As with Gordon's use of other themes drawn from the African 
American autobiographical tradition, his response to the "initiation mo
tif". is ambivalent. To accept that his discovery of racial prejudice has 
caused a loss of innocence would undercut his primary rhetorical strategy 
f~H protesting against racism-and would likewise undercut his assertion 
of his difference from other African Americans. 
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Gordon's rise to fame as a singer places him in a position of de
fining his "blackness" in a way tha.t counters the dominant culture's rep
resentation of blackness as a lack of identity. Nonetheless, singing does 
not provide him with an alternative initiation scenario. Gordon writes: "I 
have grown to really enjoy singing [spirituals], even ifI do have to con
centrate hard on dead people (chiefly my mother) so I can get their inter
pretation" ( 191). In a performance in Louisville, not far from his mother's 
birthplace, "I called her out of the grave to sing the songs for the people 
that once held her in bondage. A queer electric halo seemed to hover over 
the audience, as they listened to dead slaves, whose forms seep through 
walls" (221). Although Gordon recognizes the power of the slave songs, 
he associates those spirituals with the maternal, with his mother on whom 
he must concentrate to "get their interpretation." The sense of incom
pleteness at the end of Born to Be may result in part from Gordon's inability to 
reconcile his concept of manhood with the maternal sources of his artistry. 

In The Life and Adventures of Nat Love, mobility and a name 
change coincide to signal Love's transformation. At the climax of his first 
journey west, he becomes known as "Red River Dick." Later, Love earns 
another name by winning a roping contest in Deadwood, South Dakota, 
"the name of 'Deadwood Dick,' a name I made even better known than 
'Red River Dick.' And a name I was proud to carry and defend, if neces
sary, with my life."15 If Nat Love's story likewise fails to follow "the nor
mal initiation motif of black autobiography,'' he uses other initiation sce
narios to represent his sense of humanity and manhood achieved. Migra
tion in Born to Be also symbolizes a shift in identity-or at least a shift in 
persona. As he moves from place to place, Gordon shifts from name to 

name (and from mask to mask). He is Emanual Taylor Gordon, Mannie, 
Snowball, Zip, Blacky, Colored, Nigger, Spade, Greenhorn, George 
("'George,' I said to mysel£ 'that's what the porters say a real Mr. Eddie 
an' Miss Ann calls a porter-George!"'), Mr. William Moran, Ringling's 
Niggah, and sometimes simply "Ring-lun" (89). Gordon slips from name 
to name (and place to place) in his narrative, with no one name in par
ticular signifying his completion of his search for self. The book ends not 
with a statement of idcmtity and manhood achieved but with a question: 
"I wonder what I was born to be?" (235). 16 

Although written during the height of the Harlem Renaissance, 
Born to Be takes a philosophical position somewhere between those ideas 
expressed by Paul and Arna Bontemps, a father and son whose genera
tional difference represents a historical shift in the development of Afri-
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can American beliefs about questions of identity. An earlier generation, 
following the philosophies of Booker T. Washington, emphasized 
"racelessness,, through imitation of white middle-class culture as a means 
of achieving success and acceptance in American society. Emerging dur
ing the 1920s is a different ideological perspective. & Alain Locke writes 
in his introduction to The New Negro (1925), an important and influen
tial anthology of black writers and artists, the work of Harlem Renais
sance writers is marked by" a "deep feeling of race,,, a "wider race con
sciousness,,, and by a self-conscious effort to build on that sense of racial 
identity as a means of becoming "a collaborator and participant in Ameri
can civilization.,, Like Paul Bontemps, Gordon wishes to maintain a be
lief in the American West's difference from the rest of the country, a be
lief in the possibility of racelessness. Arna Bontemps traveled from west 
to east in order "to discover,, and embrace "his own identity as a black 
American." Although Gordon made a similar journey, he is more am
bivalent about his connection to a "wider race consciousness.n In the 
end, what is perhaps most intriguing about Born to Be is that Gordon 
does not find easy answers to the complex questions he addresses. 17 
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"Try to Refrain from that Desire": Self-Control 
and Violent Passion in Oscar Micheaux's 
African American Western 

!ean Baptiste, the protagonist of Oscar Micheaux's novel The 
Homesteader (1917), first appears in the narrative struggling 

gainst a howling blizzard on the plains of frontier South 
Dakota.1 Micheaux's depiction of this storm, which transforms 
the plains into "one endless, unbroken sheet of white frost and 
ice," is both a realistic winter landscape description and an alle
gorical representation of Baptiste's social situation- a black indi
vidual who has left behind African American communities in the 
East to seek economic opportunity in a predominately white 
western frontier settlement (38). As Baptiste observes, there were 
"Germans from Germany" and "Swedes from Sweden" as well as 
Danes, Norwegians, "Poles, and Finns and Lithuanians and 
Russians," all homesteading in the area surrounding Gregory, 
South Dakota, "but of his race he was the only one" (64). This 
opening sequence of a solitary heroic black man advancing "res
olutely forward" through snow, sometimes "directly against" the 
"fine grainy missiles that cut the face," effectively condenses into 
a single naturalistic image much of the action that follows as 
Baptiste struggles to succeed in an America dominated by white 
people (21). 

This image may also figure Oscar Micheaux's own situation 
as a black writer working with the Western, a genre associated 
with white writers. The Western, the story of life on the American 
frontier, with its "imperial plot of valorizing white men" 
(Ammons 216), seems a particularly alien genre for the African 
American writer. How then does Oscar Micheaux negotiate the 
difficult task he has set for himself-to tell a story of specifically 
African American experience through a genre associated with 
advancing an ideology of white superiority and imperialism?2 

On the one hand, Micheaux writes a Western that is perfectly 
in keeping with the ideology of the genre. In West of Everything 
(1992), Jane Tompkins points out that in the Western, the "West 
functions as a symbol of freedom, and of the opportunity for con
quest" (4).3 The Homesteader is just such a story of conquest, of 
transforming wild and savage land into civilized productive 
farmland. "Jean Baptiste had come West," Micheaux writes, "and 
staked his lot and future there, doing his part toward the building 
of that little empire out there in the hollow of God's hand" (107). 
In American myth, the West is the place of transformation and 
self-making, or, as Micheaux renders it, "the place for young 
manhood," where with "indefatigable will," a "firm determina
tion," and a "great desire to make good," the unknown man who 
"had no heritage" except for his "French name" could find a level 
playing field "of virgin soil and undeveloped resources" and the 
opportunity to "work out his own destiny" and build his own lit-
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tle empire (Micheaux 24).4 As in many 
white-authored frontier adventures, 
Jean Baptiste's story also justifies and 
celebrates the conquest and redistribu
tion of Native American lands and ter
ritories-for such activities are neces
sary precursors to the building of 
empire and the bringing of civilization 
to a "savage" land. In The Homesteader, 
Micheaux neither condemns nor cri
tiques the dominant culture myth of 
manifest destiny but rather claims a 
share of the spoils for the enterprising 
black man. 

On the other hand, however, The 
Homesteader carefully revises the 
Western as Micheaux filters elements 
of the genre through his own experi
ence as an African American, through 
his understanding and response to 
hegemonic cultural beliefs of his day, 
through his reading of African 
American literature generally, and 
through his specific knowledge of the 
writing and philosophies of W. E. B. 
Du Bois and Booker T. Washington. 
Micheaux dedicated his first book to 
Washington; the thinly-veiled autobi
ography entitled The Conquest provides 
a blueprint for The Homesteader. As 
Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence note, 
Micheaux believed in "Booker T. 
Washington's ideal of pulling oneself 
up by one's own bootstraps," and he 
believed along with Washington that 
the majority of African Americans 
"needed models, heroes, to mold pub
lic opinion and for the elevation of 
public sentiment" (19-21). One such 
hero is Jean Baptiste, whose comments 
on racial uplift reveal that he shares his 
creator's beliefs: "If I could actually 
succeed, it would mean so much to the 
credit of a multitude of others. -Others 
who need the example" (109).s 
Micheaux' s admiration for Washington 
and his belief in the goal of racial uplift 
inform and guide his revision of the 
Western. 

The Homesteader is divided into 
four "epochs." Epoch one follows one 
year in Baptiste's life, from winter 
through spring planting to the fall har
vest in which Baptiste reaps a success-
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ful crop and declares his love for 
Agnes Stewart, the (presumedly) white 
woman who saves him from freezing 
to death in the novel's opening 
sequence. Epoch two begins with 
Baptiste's decision to "sacrifice" his 
love for Agnes in the name of race loy
alty. "Examples they needed," rumi
nates Baptiste, "and such he was glad 
he had become; but if he married now 
the one he loved, the example was 
lost" (147). Already in possession of 
320 acres, Baptiste purchases still more 
land to expand his holdings: "If he or 
any other man of the black race could 
acquire one thousand acres of such 
land it would stand out with more 
credit to the Negro race than all the 
protestations of a world of agitators in 
so far as the individual was concerned" 
(132). In order to reach that number, he 
needs an African American fiancee on 
whose behalf he can make a claim. The 
story of Baptiste's courtship of and 
troubled marriage to Orlean McCarthy 
follows. This epoch ends with the 
death at birth of their first child, a coin
ciding drought that threatens to 
destroy Baptiste economically, and 
with Orlean's returning to Chicago 
with her father (Rev. Newton Justine 
McCarthl) as Baptiste helplessly 
watches. 

Epoch three describes Baptiste's 
fall from grace, his descent into bitter
ness, and his anger at his father-in
law' s manipulative efforts to destroy 
his marriage. Nearly ruined financially 
and emotionally, he pulls himself up 
by his bootstraps in epoch four, and 
writes the story of his life, which he 
publishes, sells, and distributes him
self.7 The autobiography's return 
restores both his economic and his 
emotional health. He eventually tri
umphs over the McCarthy family, and 
the distraught Orlean murders her 
father and then kills herself, clearing 
the way for Baptiste to marry the 
woman he has loved from the begin
ning. When Agnes Stewart turns out to 
have African ancestry (as readers have 
long suspected), the barrier between 
the hero and his beloved is dissolved, 



and some 400 pages after his "sacri
fice," Baptiste triumphs. At the novel's 
end, he brings in a successful harvest, 
pulls himself out of debt, and is able 
both to marry the woman he loves and 
to remain the "example" his race 
needs. 

Baptiste's difficulties in the central 
sections of the book reflect Micheaux' s 
troubles as a writer trying to create a 
fiction that adapts dominant culture 
mythology to African American experi
ence. Baptiste's racial uplift goals, in 
fact, undermine his efforts to become a 
successful homesteader. The promises 
of freedom, conquest, empire, and 
transformation offered by the Western 
seem available to a black man only if 
he thoroughly assimilates whiteness 
and abandons any sense of responsibil
ity to other blacks. Dan Moos argues 
that Micheaux chooses a "pioneer over 
[a] racial identity'' and "subordinates 
almost all issues of race to those of a 
progressive and civilizing frontier" 
(358, 360). I want to suggest, however, 
that The Homesteader registers a great 
deal of ambivalence about that choice; 
rather than subordinating racial issues, 
Micheaux foregrounds the conflict 
engendered by Baptiste's efforts to be 
both an African American hero and a 
Western one. 

In the pages that follow, I argue 
that The Homesteader is a generic 
hybrid, part Western, part racial uplift 
saga, that is filled with contradictions, 
doubles, and doppelgangers. I argue 
that Micheaux adapts the central struc
turing opposition of the Western-the 
essential difference between the civi
lized East and the wild West-to artic
ulate Baptiste's sense of double-con
sciousness, his conflicting desires to 
maintain and to erase his racial identi
ty, to remain connected to the African 
American East and at the same time to 
strike out on his own into the white 
world of the western frontier. At times, 
the novel seems to pull itself apart as 
Micheaux tries to bring both plots-of 
frontier conquest, of racial uplift-to 
successful completion. Only the melo
dramatic concluding events (the mur-

der-suicide, the "surprise" revelation 
of racial ancestry) enable Baptiste's 
happy ending. This generic twoness is 
reflected by other incidents of doubling 
throughout the novel. For example, the 
virtues and behaviors that the book cel
ebrates (practicality, determination, 
property ownership) and those it con
demns (weakness, frivolity, vice) are 
personified through opposing charac
ters. Micheaux uses contemporaneous 
notions of gender as a way of natural
izing positive and negative character 
qualities as manly or unmanly, wom
anly or unwomanly. The West is "the 
place for young manhood," while the 
East is the home of Baptiste's other and 
opposite, the Reverend McCarthy with 
his "womanish smile" (268). 

1. The East and the West 

To me it was like living back in ages gone, this 
way of meeting my friend, this choice of a stream 
so far and lonely that its very course upon the 
maps was wrongly traced. And to leave behind 
all noise and mechanisms, and set out at ease, 
slowly, with one packhorse, into the wilderness, 
made me feel that the ancient earth was indeed 
my mother and that I had found her again after 
being lost among houses, customs, and 
restraints. (Wister 323) 

I n the Western, Tompkins writes, the 
West is the symbolic place of free

dom that offers "escape from the con
ditions of life in modern industrial 
society: from a mechanized existence, 
economic dead ends, social entangle
ments, unhappy personal relations, 
political injustice" ( 4). In the myth of 
the West, freed from the constraints of 
civilization, the individual returns to 
an Edenic state of existence-to natural 
ways of being and behaving. For the 
black pioneer, the West symbolizes 
escape from those "conditions of life" 
specific to African American existence 
in the East and the South (segregation, 
anti-black violence, Jim Crow laws). 
Baptiste's western freedom involves 
being a "man like any other man" 
unencumbered by race restrictions or 
class distinctions. The West offers the 
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African American man the possibility 
of full participation in a social system 
where individual qualities will be rec
ognized and rewarded. 

The developing romance between 
Agnes Stewart and Jean Baptiste sym
bolizes the possibilities of freedom on 
the frontier once individuals have 
escaped from the 

Western hero has concerns that his 
white counterparts do not, and thus 
Micheaux adapts the genre's conven
tions to address those concerns. 

The blizzard that begins the novel 
is a variation on the classic Western 
scene of the heroic individual strug
gling against a savage environment, 

arbitrary restric- While Micheaux advocates 
but Baptiste's 
immersion in the 
whiteness of the 
storm also repre
sents his social situ
ation as the lone 
African American 
"in this land where 
others than those of 
the race to which 
he belonged were 
the sole inhabi
tants" (68). This 
sequence, which 
involves Baptiste 

tions of civilization. 
Epoch one con
cludes as we 
expect a Western 
should-with the 
savage land con
quered and trans
formed into pro
ductive farmland 
that yields a suc
cessful crop, and 
with hero and 
heroine declaring 

migrating west and 
assimilating whiteness, 
his hero maintains "race 

loyalty," an unwillingness 
to submerge himself 

completely in the 
white world that almost 

drags him under. 

love for each other amid the Edenic 
beauty of an "enchanted garden" 
where "harvest birds twittered" and 
where Baptiste's "lips found hers, and 
all else was forgotten" (139). In the 
West where nature rules over custom, 
"He was as a man toward the maid 
now" (138). A new Eden, however, is 
not easily attained by the African 
American pioneer. Agnes's "halfwitted 
brothers" return from the fields and 
recall the two lovers to social reality: 
"It was only then that they seemed to 
realize what had transpired and upon 
realization they silently disembraced. 
What had passed was the most natural 
thing in the world, true; and to them it 
had come because it was in them to 
assert themselves, but now before him 
rose the Custom of the Country, and its 
law" (145). Although the "custom" and 
"law" that govern interracial romantic 
relations may indeed be as "halfwit
ted" as the two brothers who personify 
them, they strongly influence behav
ior-even in the wild West. The prima
ry deterrent, however, is not the pres
sure of custom and law (which can be 
defied) but Baptiste's sense of ethnoso
cial responsibility-the fact that "he 
liked his people" (147). The black 
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driving two wagons loaded with sym
bolic coal through the storm, concisely 
establishes several points. We learn 
much about Baptiste's character. He is 
"just passed twenty-two-and vigor
ous, strong, healthy and courageous," 
possessed of "indefatigable will" and 
"firm determination" (22-24). The story 
is also a Washingtonian parable of 
gaining the acceptance and respect of 
one's white neighbors through "useful 
work." For delivering the coal, Baptiste 
earns not only a profit for himself but 
also accolades from his white neigh
bors: "That coal to everybody was a 
godsend, yet think of the risk you 
took" (65). As another townsman 
observes, "That Baptiste is some fellow" 
(52).8 

The Homesteader makes an argu
ment generally in line with early 20th
century racial uplift ideology. Rather 
than protesting against or attempting 
to change the social environment, 
racial uplift advocates believed that 
African Americans should change 
themselves-should imitate the mythi
cal manners, values, and civilized 
behaviors of white middle-class 
America. As Kevin Gaines remarks, 
"black elites hoped their support for 



the spread of civilization and the inter
ests of the American nation would top
ple racial barriers and bolster their 
claims to citizenship and respectabili
ty' (345). For Micheaux, Baptiste's 
actions prove that blacks can con
tribute to civilization and thereby can 
accomplish more to the credit of "the 
Negro race than all the protestations of 
a world of agitators" (132). His charac
ter, his strong will and self-control, his 
practicality and work ethic, mark his 
civilized status according to the mid
dle-class mores of the era. Although 
Micheaux inscribes the occasional 
racist incident on the frontier, for the 
most part Baptiste's neighbors willing
ly accept him into the American family 
once he has proven that he is worthy
that he is indeed "some fellow." 

The quality of Baptiste's character 
functions to counter white stereotypes 
of black behavior. However, The 
Homesteader (like much of Micheaux' s 
work) also employs those same stereo
types in the representation of African 
American characters other than 
Baptiste. As Pearl Bowser and Louise 
Spence observe, "Part of the means by 
which [Micheaux] built the appearance 
of success included singling out those 
of the Race whom he characterized as 
immoral, or without ambition and per
severance, and censuring them for 
impeding the progress of the Race, and 
therefore holding him back" (25). 
Baptiste observes that his race seemed 
"to progress rather slowly. He had not 
yet come fully to appreciate and under
stand why they remained always so 
poor" (107). As a race, "their standard 
of morals were not so high as it should 
be" and they were "possessed with cer
tain weaknesses" and "were given still 
to lustful, undependable habits" (160-
61).9 The hard-working Baptiste 
observes "that the most difficult task 
he had ever encountered was" not 
transforming the wild prairie into 
farmland but rather "convinc[ing] the 
average colored man that the Negro 
race could ever be anything" (107). For 
Baptiste, other African Americans are 

like his homestead- full of potential 
but wild, savage, primitive, in need of 
development and civilization. "His 
race needed examples," Baptiste, in a 
contemplative mood, thinks to himself, 
"they needed instances of successes to 
overcome the effect of ignorance and 
an animal viciousness that was preva
lent among them" (109). The drama, or 
melodrama, of the novel involves in 
part the tug of war between Baptiste 
and "the average colored man," as his 
efforts to increase the speed at which 
the race progresses are stymied by 
recalcitrant refusals to be uplifted. 
Rather than lifting up the race, Baptiste 
by the middle of the novel finds him
self in danger of succumbing to the 
weaknesses, vices, and "undependable 
habits" he otherwise condemns. 

Typical of the Western, Micheaux 
uses two primary settings to create an 
opposition between the West and the 
East that reflects the values and quali
ties the novel celebrates or condemns: 
South Dakota-Chicago; white people
black people; freedom and opportuni
ty-vice and poverty; integration-segre
gation; practicality-frivolity; Jean 
Baptiste-the McCarthy family; Agnes 
Stewart-Orlean McCarthy; manly and 
womanly virtue-unmanliness and 
unwomanliness. The key difference 
between East and West is not so much 
geography as race. For Baptiste, the 
West symbolizes escape not only from 
race prejudice in the East but also from 
the qualities of "animal viciousness" he 
associates with "the average colored 
man." Micheaux writes that Baptiste 
"had virtually run away from those 
parts wherein he had first seen the 
light of day, to escape the effect of dull 
indolence; the penurious evil that 
seemed to have gripped the populace, 
especially a great portion of his race. In 
the years Jean Baptiste had spent in the 
West, he had been able to follow, 
unhampered, his convictions" (269). 

However assimilated and success
ful, though, Baptiste is unwilling to 
sever his connection to black America. 
If we return to the opening scene of the 
novel, to the image of Baptiste strug-
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gling through the white storm with 
two wagons "loaded with coal, which 
towered above his head and shoul
ders," we might argue that the coal 
symbolizes the burden of blackness
the "towering" weight of racist atti
tudes that he must struggle against 
(21). The coal also tropes the burden of 
racial uplift-the collective weight of 
those African Americans whose "igno
rance" and "animal viciousness" pre
vent Baptiste's full integration into 
American society. The struggle of drag
ging these twin burdens through the 
surrounding world nearly kills him. 

In perhaps his most significant 
revision, Micheaux adapts the central 
trope of the Western and of frontier lit
erature-the essential difference 
between the East and West- in order to 
represent geographically what W. E. B. 
Du Bois describes as "double-con
sciousness." The African American, 
writes Du Bois, "ever feels his 
twoness,-an American, a Negro; two 
souls, two though ts, two unreconciled 
strivings" (5).10 At the same time that 
Micheaux sees and advocates the 
opportunities afforded by migration 
and assimilation, his hero also main
tains a sense of "race loyalty," an 
unwillingness to submerge himself 
completely in the white world that 
nearly drags him under in the novel's 
opening scene. Thus, he condemns the 
example of a black man who "had 
taken a white wife" and "decided to 
claim himself as otherwise than he 
was," as someone of "Mexican" rather 
than African descent (146). "Even to 
merely claim being something else," 
Micheaux writes, "was a sort of com
promise" that Baptiste will not make 
(146). Baptiste would not (to quote Du 
Bois) "Africanize America," nor would 
he "bleach his Negro soul in a flood of 
white Americanism" (5). He simply 
wishes, as Du Bois writes, "to make it 
possible for a man to be both a Negro 
and an American" (5). For Baptiste, 
though, merging these identities 
becomes increasingly difficult. 

Gerald Early comments that Du 
Bois "saw blacks as being caught, 
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Hamlet-like, between the issue of" liv
ing as "an assimilated American" or 
"an unassimilated Negro" (xx). 
Micheaux uses the novel's two primary 
settings, South Dakota and Chicago, to 
symbolize these two states of being. 
South Dakota is the place of the assimi
lated American, Chicago of the unas
similated Negro-of "Darktown prop
er," the very "center of the Negro life" 
(147-48). The physical movements in 
The Homesteader illustrate Baptiste's 
efforts to overcome his sense of 
twoness, as he travels back and forth 
between South Dakota and Chicago, 
between a sense of racial isolation in 
the West and a contrasting sense of 
racial belonging in the East. His mar
riage to a Chicago-born African 
American woman, Orlean McCarthy, 
represents both a joining of West and 
East and a resolution to double-con
sciousness. Baptiste's desire is not to 
abandon his race but to bring them 
with him-morally and (if necessary) 
physically. His transportation of 
Orlean to South Dakota represents his 
effort to remake the race- as Orlean' s 
frontier transformation signifies that a 
beneficial change in geography can 
improve the character of even the least 
likely of candidates. Torn between a 
need to succeed in terms of the white 
narrative of frontier conquest and 
empire building, on the one hand, and 
a sense of racial solidarity and respon
sibility, on the other hand, Baptiste 
finds the effort he expends in pursuit 
of both goals spreads him too thin. 
Bowser and Spence observe that 
Micheaux "challenged white defini
tions of race without actually changing 
the terms ... [or] demanding new defi
nitions of Race from within Black 
America" (26). For Baptiste, resolving 
double-consciousness means remaking 
those others who represent his sense of 
identity as an unassimilated black man. 
Perhaps the difficulties Baptiste must 
face result from his inability or unwill
ingness to see his fellows from a per
spective that does not cast them as 
"others" who must be changed. 



2. Manliness and Womanliness 

So it came that you sacrificed the real love to be 
loyal to the race we belong to? . .. It was manly. 
.. . I admire your strength. (Micheaux, The 
Homesteader, 433) 

I n Manliness and Civilization (1995), 
Gail Bederman notes the connection 

in late 19th and early 20th century 
America between theories of white 
superiority and beliefs about gender 
roles- notions of true manhood and 
true womanhood that developed from 
the Victorian concept of separate 
spheres (domestic and private for 
women, public and workplace-oriented 
for men). True womanhood empha
sized the qualities of piety, purity, 
maternity, submissiveness, virtue, and 
domesticity. True manhood involved 
having a strong manly character exem
plified by self-control and self
restraint. All men, turn-of-the-century 
Americans believed, were possessed of 
passionate and potentially violent 
natures that had to be kept in check. 
The strength of character-or, manli
ness-capable of controlling those 
urges was a racial trait specific to white 
men. Black men and women (accord
ing to this racist turn-of-the-century 
discourse) lacked the civilized qualities 
of self-restraint, virtue, and chastity 
that constituted true manliness and 
womanliness.11 Claudia Tate points 
out that early 20th-century African 
American writers felt that repudiating 
accusations of unmanly and unwom
anly sexual behavior "was crucial to 
black people's changing their subjugat
ed social status" (10). Thus, black writ
ers of the period often use dominant 
conceptualizations of masculinity and 
femininity as evidence that African 
Americans were indeed men and 
women deserving of the same political 
and civil rights as white men and 
women. Baptiste's sacrifice of his love 
for Agnes Stewart is just one example 
of his civilized self-control, his ability 
to contain and transcend his own pas
sionate impulses. 

Elsewhere I argue that in The 
Conquest Micheaux highlights the 
exceptional qualities of autobiographi
cal protagonist Oscar Devereaux (a 
precursor to Jean Baptiste) by "creating 
a contrast between his hero's 'manly' 
behavior and the 'unmanly' behavior 
of other black men" Oohnson 238). In 
both The Conquest and The Homesteader, 
the character who exemplifies the 
unmanliness that impedes the progress 
of the Race is the protagonist's father
in-law, named McCraline in the earlier 
book and McCarthy in the later one.12 

The Rev. N. J. McCarthy is described as 
"the rock of unreason," as a man who 
was "by disposition, environment and 
cultivation, narrow, impractical, hypo
critical, envious and spiteful" (209, 
228). A domineering figure, a despot in 
his own household, he requires that 
those around him reinforce his own 
sense of self-importance: "If you would 
get along with papa, then praise him -
you understand, flatter him a little. 
Make him think he's a king" (210).13 
"Not only was he the father of two ille
gitimate children," Baptiste discovers, 
"but he had taken another man's wife 
to become so-and all this while he 
was one of the most influential men in 
the church" (311). McCarthy's inability 
to control his passions- his temper, his 
sexual desires, his need for domi
nance-denotes his unmanliness. 

The women in the McCarthy fami
ly also allegorically represent undesir
able feminine traits. Ethel, the older sis
ter, is a "disagreeable person, ostenta
tious, pompous, and hard to get along 
with" (175). Like her father, Ethel has 
an "evil temper" (176). She dominates 
her husband and refuses to perform 
such true womanly tasks as preparing 
his dinner. She is condemned among 
women, not because she is a woman 
with masculine traits but rather 
because the excessiveness of those 
qualities indicates her lack of self-con
trol. As Ethel is too masculine, Orlean, 
like her mother, is too feminine-timid, 
obedient, and subservient. "Orlean 
isn't a woman," laments Baptiste, "and 
that is what I've been trying to make 
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her. She has never been a woman -
wasn't reared so to be" (297). She lacks 
"the force of will that he desired," but 
at least "she was not wicked" (182). 
Like Baptiste's land, Orlean is undevel
oped but not without potential. 
Removed from the deforming influ
ences of Chicago and her father, Orlean 
indeed begins to flourish: "Since her 
marriage her health on the whole had 
improved wonderfully. The petty 
aches and pains of which she com
plained formerly had gradually disap
peared, and the western air had 
brought health and vigor to her" (259-
60). 

The difficult task Baptiste assumes 
of making a woman of Orlean is exac
erbated "by a stream of letters from 
Chicago, giving volumes of advice" 
(227). Letters from her sister Ethel, 
filled with the unwomanly "condem
nation of motherhood," encourage 
Orlean to try (but fail) to abort her 
unborn child (229). Rev. McCarthy 
arrives in person to throw her into a 
quandary over "subservience to her 
father, who insisted upon it, and obedi
ence and loyalty to her husband who 
had a right and naturally expected it" 
(242). This polluting stream of advice 
leaves her "perceptibly weak" (248). 
Via the bond of matrimony, Baptiste 
has entered into a relationship with 
McCarthy as much as with Orlean. 
Rather than uplifting his fellow, 
Baptiste finds that his bond with the 
Reverend provides a means by which 
the deleterious qualities of eastern life 
flow westward to corrupt him: "dull 
indolence ... penurious evil ... the 
Reverend's presence seemed to have 
brought all this back" (269). That cor
ruption is symbolized by Baptiste's 
increasing inability to curb his temper. 
The civilized virtue that proves the 
manliness of his character, his self-con
trol, erodes when faced with 
McCarthy's exacerbating presence. 

A surrealistic dreamlike sequence 
early in the novel foreshadows the 
relationship that will develop between 
hero and villain. At the first mention of 
the name of Orlean' s father, Baptiste's 
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head begins "throbbing" as his brain 
"struggl[es] with something that hap
pened a long time before" (163). For 
the superbly controlled Baptiste, this 
symptomatic headache foreshadows 
the return of repressed memory as he 
drags back to consciousness an inci
dent from childhood concerning him
self and McCarthy. This incident, 
involving a conflict between an adult 
male and a boy-child over the attention 
of an adult woman, has clear Oedipal 
overtones and also foreshadows the 
nature of the relations that will develop 
between Baptiste, his wife, and his 
father-in-law.14 The five-year-old 
Baptiste, "his mother's baby boy," first 
encounters McCarthy in his parents' 
home in Illinois as they host a dinner 
for a group of male preachers and 
female teachers (163). Baptiste cannot 
recall "how many preachers there 
were, except that there were many," 
and they "were all large and tall and 
stout'' (165). 

Forbidden from the dinner table 
until the adults have finished eating, 
the young Baptiste watches through a 
window as the preachers "eat, and eat, 
and eat. He saw the quail the boys shot 
disappear one after another into the 
mouths of the big preachers" (165). The 
big preachers have big uncontrolled 
appetites that symbolize their unmanli
ness. Miss Self, one of the teachers, is 
particularly kind and attentive to 
Baptiste, and he recalls "how beautiful 
and sweet he had thought she was" 
(165). The teacher lifts the boy onto her 
lap and treats him to half her quail, 
and Baptiste "fell to eating, feeding his 
mouth with both hands for he was 
never before so hungry" (166). Feeling 
the "angry eyes" of McCarthy upon 
him, the child realizes that "his crawl
ing upon the teacher's lap had spoiled" 
the Reverend's flirtation with her (166-
67). Responding to McCarthy's remark 
that the boy is impudent and deserves 
to be spanked, the child "extended his 
little face forward, close to the 
preacher's, as he poured" out an 
enraged diatribe: "Now you goin' eat it 
all and leave me none when I'm hun-



gry. You're mean man and you make 
me mad" (167-68). 

McCarthy's victory over the child 
consists of making him lose control 
and become so "strangely angry'' that 
his mother punishes him for the out
burst (167). As she whips "him longer 
than she had ever done before," he falls 
"into a slumber while the blows contin
ued," only to wake up later, his body 
"sore all over," and to hear his teacher 
comment, "And to be punished so 
severely because he wanted to eat is a 
shame" (168). The child wants to satis
fy his desire, his hunger, but is pre
vented from doing so by the overindul
gence of the other men. We might 
argue that this incident, placed in the 
narrative almost immediately after 
Baptiste sacrifices his love for Agnes, 
comments as much on that frustrated 
desire as on the child's hunger for din
ner. His position on the teacher's lap 
and McCarthy's flirtation link eating 
and hunger with sexuality and hetero
sexual desire. The return of this memo
ry may express Baptiste's suppressed 
rage over the necessity of his sacrifice. 
As the child observes, "He had done 
nothing wrong, yet had been severely 
punished" (169). 

Angry at this treatment, young 
Baptiste slips out of the house and ven
tures "deep into the forest" (169). As he 
walks, the "forest grew deeper, the 
trees larger, and the underbrush more 
tangled" (170). Confronted with a log 
bridge over "muddy waters whirling 
below," the boy "closed his eyes, and 
thought of the whipping he had 
received and the preacher he hated, 
opened them, and with calm determi
nation born of anger, crossed safely to 
the other side" (170). There is a deep, 
deep anger inside of the adult 
Baptiste-an anger perhaps at the 
restrictions placed upon him by the 
"halfwitted" customs and laws of 
white society but that he displaces onto 
the figure of the Reverend McCarthy, 
his African American other whose 
uncontrolled and unnatural appetite 
prevents him from satisfying his own 
natural hungers. Ironically, that 

repressed anger is part of what drives 
Baptiste, feeding his will, courage, and 
determination to succeed. 

Deep in the woods, Baptiste 
remembers stories of "something evil 
in the forests," a catamount that has 
been attacking and destroying live
stock (171). Hearing a terrible cry, he 
"crouched in a hole he had found 
where only his shoulders and head 
were exposed" (171). From the hole, he 
can "see the eyes plainly" of the beast 
that stalks him, "red eyes" that "shone 
like coals of fire" (172). The beast 
springs and the boy strikes it with a 
large stick: "Again and again he struck 
until the head was like a bag of bones. 
When his strength was gone, and all 
was quiet, he became conscious of 
drowsiness. He sank down and laid his 
head upon the body of the dead ani
mal, and fell into a deep sleep" (172). 
The description of the catamount's 
eyes reminds us of the dinner table 
scene when "the eyes of the other were 
upon him, and they were angry eyes," 
connecting the beast in the forest with 
the "animal viciousness" of McCarthy 
(166). Perhaps through the attack on 
the animal, Baptiste enacts the revenge 
against the Reverend that he otherwise 
can't. Baptiste's deep anger can only be 
safely released in the wilderness -
against a savage beast that serves as a 
substitute for the object of his hatred. 
The threatening existence of this beast 
enables-in fact necessitates-the 
release of his suppressed anger and 
rage. In the context of the novel as a 
whole, we might argue that Baptiste's 
relationship with McCarthy reveals his 
anger at the burden he must assume 
for the sake of racial uplift. Only in a 
wilderness space can he indulge the 
anger that he must otherwise suppress 
because of his sense of social responsi
bility. 

Baptiste responds to his attack on 
the animal in the same way he 
responded to being beaten by his 
mother-by falling into a deep sleep. 
Once the anger that has propelled him 
through the forest has been released, 
the boy collapses. We might argue, 
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rather than directly substituting for 
McCarthy, that perhaps the beast rep
resents Baptiste's own anger that he 
must subdue and control. Does the 
"something evil" encountered in the 
woods exist without or within? Is the 
attack in the wilderness a release of 
anger directed against another, or does 
it symbolize a method of regaining 
mastery over an anger that has been 
dangerously set loose? If so, that 
method is ironic and contradictory
controlling anger through a violent 
attack that unleashes rather than con
tains passion. Such a momentary pas
sionate outburst of violence, while typ
ical of the Western, is so contrary to the 
novel's philosophy that Micheaux 
must return to and rewrite this scene 
later in the narrative. Although he 
repeats the scenario of stalking and 
being stalked by the beast (McCarthy) 
in the wilderness (the streets of 
Chicago), he must find a way of defeat
ing the beast without the passionate 
outburst that for Micheaux signifies 
unmanly rather than manly behavior. 

3. Between Man and Man 

It had come to that point where there was no 
way out, save only the ancient, eternal way 
between man and man. It is only the great medi
ocrity that goes to law in these personal matters. 
(Wister 399) 

The turning point in his life had come. At last his 
manhood had returned, and he was ready to fight. 
(Micheaux, The Homesteader, 438) 

I n Westerns: Making the Man in Fiction 
and Film (1996), Lee Clark Mitchell 

argues that as familiar to the Western 
as the climactic gunfight are scenes in 
which the male hero is severely beaten. 
Westerns reveal an "almost obsessive 
recurrence of scenes of men being beat
en - or knifed and whipped, propped 
up, knocked down, kicked in the side, 
punched in the face, or otherwise lacer
ated, clubbed, battered, and tortured 
into unconsciousness" (Mitchell 169). 
As a spectacle, the Western employs 
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scenes of men being beaten primarily 
"so that we can see men recover, 
regaining their strength and resources 
in the process of once again making 
themselves into men" (Mitchell 174). 
The hero's recovery from a beating 
symbolizes his superior masculinity
his ability to rise up from the most 
severe punishments. In The Virginian, 
Wister introduces a scenario that even
tually becomes as conventional to the 
Western as the shootout. Molly Wood 
discovers the Virginian, wounded dur
ing an Indian attack and unconscious 
in the wilderness. Following this dis
covery, the narrative focuses on the 
long process of the Virginian' s conva
lescence as Molly nurses him back to 
health. Mitchell argues that such a 
"feminine presence" is a necessary 
"catalyst" for the man's recovery, for 
the "restorative female 'gaze' at the 
male body" acts as a civilizing influ
ence that ensures that the hero will 
recover both physical health and 
manly self-control (Mitchell 178-79). 

Few characters in Westerns are 
beaten as often as Jean Baptiste. In 
epoch one, he is twice rendered uncon
scious, first by the storm and second by 
a kick in the head from a horse. In both 
cases, Agnes Stewart's "feminine pres
ence" ensures the return of his manly 
control. Baptiste also lapses into 
unconsciousness when severely beaten 
by his mother, as the flashback to his 
childhood depicts. Whenever he lacks 
a civilizing feminine presence (his 
mother, after all, is the one who beats 
him), he responds by delving deeper 
into savagery-into the wilderness 
where "something evil" lives. 
Although McCarthy's removal of 
Orlean from South Dakota does physi
cally assault him, Baptiste's response 
indicates that he has been emotionally 
beaten in both his body and mind. 
With the bond of matrimony severed 
(and resolution to double-conscious
ness undone) by Orlean's return to the 
East, Baptiste becomes consumed with 
the fear that he would "lose his mental 
balance unless he journey to Chicago 
and see his wife" (287). Micheaux 



writes that "in the days that followed 
the real Jean Baptiste died and another 
came to live in his place. And that one 
was a hollow-cheeked, unhappy, ner
vous, apprehensive creature" (316). In 
Chicago, unable to find a way through 
the barrier McCarthy has erected 
around Orlean, "all the manhood in 
him crept out'' (347). He soon engages 
in male behaviors he earlier con
demned: "stud[ying] the various forms 
of vice about," listening to "ragtime 
music," and drinking too much (348). 
In the absence of a civilizing feminine 
presence, Baptiste becomes unbalanced 
and his actions increasingly unmanly. 
If heterosexual marriage symbolizes a 
harmonious rather than conflicted 
sense of twoness, the dissolution of 
that marriage means that Baptiste must 
find another way to resolve the oppos
ing demands of his "unreconciled 
strivings." Narrative events create the 
expectation that he will resolve inner 
and outer conflict in time-honored 
Western fashion-through violent 
action. 

Perhaps the defining characteristic 
of the Western is the climactic show
down, usually a gunfight. "The most 
salient fact about the Western," 
Tompkins comments, is that "it is a 
narrative of male violence" (28). The 
Western often tells a story that not only 
justifies the hero's violent actions but 
that also insists that such actions are 
necessary-that the only way for a 
man to remain a man is through an act 
of murder. Early Westerns address a 
growing turn-of-the-century fear that 
white American men had become too 
civilized, that too many years of manly 
restraint had atrophied male passion 
and feminized white manhood. 
Westerns from the early part of the 
twentieth century by white writers 
(such as Wister's The Virginian) empha
size the importance of a "balanced" 
masculinity. "A man," the Virginian 
comments, "any full-sized man, ought 
to own a big lot of temper. And like all 
his valuable possessions, he'd ought to 
keep it and not lose any" (188). If being 
a man means controlling one's temper, 

Wister' s novel also asserts that man
hood turns on knowing when to let 
one's passions explode. In Wister's 
world, unmanliness appears in two 
opposing figures, the man who cannot 
control his passions and the man 
whose life of civilized restraint has so 
buried those passions that he has 
become effeminate. The Virginian 
stands between these two extremes
filled with male passion that he can 
release when needed but otherwise 
always carefully in control of himself. 
At one point, a character named 
Balaam savagely beats a horse, provok
ing a strong, angry response from the 
Virginian: "Then vengeance like a blast 
struck Balaam. The Virginian hurled 
him to the ground, lifted and hurled 
him again, lifted him and beat his face 
and struck his jaw" (264). Certain cir
cumstances (defending the defenseless 
from truly savage behavior) justify the 
exercise of male passion. Ultimately, 
justice-the defense of his manly honor 
against Trampas, the villain who has 
slandered his name-demands that the 
Virginian gun his enemy down. 

In the Western, passionate mas
culinity erupts in the form of violent 
actions, gun battles, fistfights, and so 
on, but murder and manliness cannot 
be reconciled as easily for Micheaux as 
they are for Wister. As Baptiste reflects, 
for any man, "the sight of one who has 
wronged him might cause him for a 
moment to forget all his good inten
tions and manly resolutions," and that 
loss of hard-earned manliness is the 
one thing that Baptiste cannot afford 
(312). To murder would be to enact 
black manhood as white society con
ceives it, would be to defeat the goal of 
racial uplift by becoming like a mem
ber of that class of blacks he supposed
ly has risen above. When the conven
tions of the Western conflict with the 
goals of the racial uplift saga, 
Micheaux departs from the formula. 
That departure is signaled by a change 
in place-as we shift away from South 
Dakota to Chicago, which becomes the 
dominant setting for the last half of the 
book. In the Western, the white hero 
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must prove his manhood through a 
justifiable-indeed necessary-act of 
violence. For Micheaux, the black hero 
must prove his manhood through just 
the opposite action - by demonstrating 
his ability to refrain from a savage act 
of violence, no matter how tempting or 
justifiable that act might be. 

Despite this change in the location, 
The Homesteader still evokes the expec
tation of a climactic showdown. In lan
guage that recalls the killing of the 
catamount, Baptiste wanders through 
the streets of Chicago thinking to him
self that "the only justifiable action 
would be to follow the beast to his lair 
and kill him upon sight" (312). "I feel 
as if it would do me good," Baptiste 
comments, "to get drunk tonight and 
kill somebody" (313). As he contem
plates the wrongs done to him, "Wrath 
became his .... He wanted to go forth 
and slay the beast" (352). As Baptiste as 
a boy killed the catamount, we suspect 
that Baptiste the man will indeed "slay 
the beast'' that is McCarthy. During his 
unmanly descent into the underworld 
of urban vice, he even visits a prosti
tute, who tells him, "I can just see that 
some one has done you a terrible 
wrong, and that when you rose now 
you would have gone forth and killed 
him .... But try to refrain from that 
desire" (352). On the verge of succumb
ing to the "animal viciousness" he has 
fought against, Baptiste finds in the 
most unlikely of places a womanly 
woman who helps restore his manly 
self-control just when he needs it. 

The novel's final (and most explic
itly violent) beating scene counters the 
expectations otherwise evoked by the 
narrative. Baptiste does not face 
McCarthy in a man to man showdown 
that settles their conflict. Rather, the 
emotional climax of the novel occurs in 
a scene that repeats the key elements of 
Baptiste's flashback to childhood. 
Baptiste loses his temper while speak
ing to McCarthy over the telephone, 
and Orlean (like his mother in the earli
er scene) responds by furiously beating 
him. Baptiste grasps the telephone and 
pushes Orlean "roughly aside," and we 
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hear "his loud voice screaming over 
the phone" as he cries "savagely" at his 
enemy on the other end of the line 
(382). The equally enraged Orlean 
begins to strike him: "He made no 
effort to protect himself. He allowed 
her to strike him at will and with a 
strength, born of excitement, she struck 
him in his face, in his eyes, she 
scratched him, she abused him so furi
ously until gradually he began to sink. 
... As he lay with eyes closed and a 
slight groan escaping from his lips at 
her feet, she suddenly raised her foot 
and kicked him viciously full in the 
face. This seemed, then, to make her 
more vicious, and thereupon she start
ed to jump upon him with her feet'' 
(383). As in the childhood dinner table 
scene, Baptiste becomes "strangely 
angry" with McCarthy and is subse
quently punished so severely for his 
outburst that he loses consciousness: 
"How long he lay there he did not 
know" (383). 

The primary threat represented by 
McCarthy is his ability to provoke in 
Baptiste (even over the telephone) an 
uncontrollable rage-and, by so doing, 
to unman him. The point of The 
Homesteader is not simply that good 
and bad behaviors exist but that the 
very existence of unmanliness threat
ens the achievements of civilized 
African Americans such as Baptiste, 
whose success derives from his strong 
will and self-control. The exemplary 
figure of racial uplift, Baptiste becomes 
his own double, slipping into the 
behaviors that place him among "the 
others who need the example," his 
downfall brought about by the very 
others he has hoped to lift up. Even 
worse, as the boy Baptiste responds to 
his mother's example by in tum sav
agely attacking the catamount, so does 
Orlean-the project he was supposed 
to develop into a woman -respond to 
his unmanly example with unusual 
and uncharacteristic viciousness of her 
own. Rather than lifting her up, he has 
provoked her to worse behavior. All 
Baptiste's efforts for manly self-control, 
romance, homesteading, and racial 



uplift, collapse in conjunction with his 
passionate outburst and his subsequent 
beating at the hands of his estranged 
wife. As Mitchell notes, however, the 
Western employs beating scenes in 
order to indulge in the drama of the 
hero's recovery-so that we can 
admire the superior masculinity that 
enables him to rise from the physical 
(as well as, in Baptiste's case, moral) 
low to which he has fallen. 

4. Conclusion 

"I don't think he wants Orlean any more, and I 
don't blame him after what she has allowed to 
happen to him through her lack of womanhood. 
Nawsiree, Baptiste didn't come into Chicago this 
time crying, he came here like a man, and it's the 
man in him with which you'll have to fight now." 
(Micheaux, The Homesteader, 455) 

For Micheaux, masculine and femi
nine represent complementary 

rather than opposing qualities. 
Adherence to traditional gender roles 
appears primarily in terms of work 
assignments, housekeeping, cooking, 
and raising children for women, work
ing in fields for men. The qualities he 
most admires (self-control, strong will, 
practicality) exist equally in both sexes. 
Admired womanhood is adventurous 
as well as compassionate, as Agnes 
Stewart exemplifies when she rides out 
into a blizzard alone and discovers the 
fallen Baptiste. Agnes's rescue of 
Baptiste from the ravages of the bliz
zard in the novel's opening scenario 
illustrates what Micheaux sees as the 
proper relation of the sexes. When the 
forces outside of the individual's con
trol that are arrayed against him (the 
coal-black burden he must carry, the 
surrounding whiteness against which 
he must struggle, the forces of nature 
within and without) become too much, 
it's woman who rescues him -who 
lifts him up and who through proper 
feminine behavior (tender care, nurs
ing) restores his health and manhood. 
Agnes's adventurous spirit places her 
so that she can save Baptiste, but her 

womanly care returns him to himself. 
In the other beating scenes, unwoman
ly behavior-both Orlean' s and his 
mother's physical attacks against 
Baptiste-contributes to the hero's loss 
of self-control. 

Brought low in Chicago by his own 
unmanly behavior (and by Orlean's 
response to it), Baptiste fortunately 
encounters a series of womanly 
women, beginning with Mrs. Merley 
(who had tried to reunite husband and 
wife), who "bathed his wounds ... and 
bandaged his face carefully" in the 
wake of his beating (386). He visits a 
young woman named Jessie in south
ern Illinois and finds that "her kind 
sympathy" serves "to revive in a mea
sure his usual composure, and when 
he left a few days later, he was much 
stronger emotionally ... [and] deter
mined to try to regain his fortunes" 
(396-97). He decides to publish and sell 
his autobiography himself: "He 
secured orders for fifteen hundred 
copies of his book in two weeks ... and 
in sixty days ... had deposited twenty
five hundred dollars to the credit of the 
book in the banks" (410). The money 
earned from the book enables Baptiste 
to stall his creditors and delay foreclo
sure proceedings. While traveling the 
country selling the book, he contacts 
Irene Grey, a marriage prospect earlier 
in the novel before circumstances led to 
his proposal to Orlean. Irene, he dis
covers, is "the kind of girl" and the 
Greys "the kind of family his race 
needed" (422). Unlike McCarthy who 
wants to be treated like a king, Irene's 
father, Junius N. Grey, is one, the so
called (because of his vast and success
ful farm) "Negro Potato King" (426). 
Through the Greys, Baptiste comes into 
contact with uplifting examples who 
inspire him to renew his "great desire 
to make good" (24). 

When news arrives that Orlean has 
sold her claim for pittance, Baptiste 
realizes that "the turning point in his 
life had come. At last his manhood had 
returned, and he was ready to fight" 
(438). Although in The Virginian Wister 
asserts that "It is only the great medi-
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ocrity that goes to law in these person
al matters," Micheaux relocates the 
Western showdown from the wild 
streets of the frontier town to a 
Chicago courtroom (399). His decision 
to seek justice in the court rather than 
on the street signals Baptiste's victory 
over his own passionate impulses. The 
trial places Orlean in the position of 
saving her father by "falsifying to the 
court," an action that frees McCarthy 
but that ultimately unhinges Orlean 
(486). Despite McCarthy's success, "in 
the minds of every man and woman in 
the crowded court room, N. J. 
McCarthy stood a guilty man," result
ing in a public relations victory for 
Baptiste (488). When Baptiste is falsely 
accused of causing the violent deaths at 
the McCarthy household, Agnes 
Stewart re-enters the narrative to res
cue Baptiste once again. She hires a 
Pinkerton detective who establishes his 
innocence in court. Coinciding with 
Baptiste's release, Agnes discovers a 
letter from her mother written many 
years ago that reveals her African 
ancestry. The story ends with Jean and 
Agnes happily married on their own 
homestead and with the news that 
Baptiste had sold his crops "at a price 
so high that he had sufficient to 
redeem at last the land he was about to 
lose and money left for future develop
ment in the bargain" (529). 

Although Baptiste triumphs, we 
might ask the cost of that victory. 
Gerald Early writes that for W. E. B. Du 
Bois, "To be an assimilated American 
and to be an unassimilated Negro were 
both real and, more importantly, equal
ly or near equally appealing choices" 
(xx). In the Western, life in the West is 
always better than in the East. 
Unwilling or unable to overturn this 
opposition, Micheaux represents dou
ble-consciousness not as a choice 
between equally appealing options but 
as a choice of superior (assimilated 
western American) and inferior (unas
similated eastern Negro) ways of life. 
At the end of the court proceedings, 
Baptiste reflects: "It seemed that a great 
burden had been lifted from his mind, 
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and he closed his eyes as if shutting out 
the past now forever. He was free. 
Never would the instance that had 
brought turmoil and strife into his life 
trouble him again. Always before there 
had seemed to be a peculiar bond 
between him and the woman he had 
taken as wife. Always he seemed to 
have a claim upon her in spite of all 
and she upon him" ( 490). Freed of the 
"peculiar bond," Baptiste puts an end 
to the "turmoil and strife" of twoness 
by declaring himself free from the 
mutual "claims" of husband and 
wife-and free as well from the bond 
between the individual and the larger 
collective that their marriage symbol
ized. As a resolution to the problem of 
double-consciousness posed by the 
novel, the conclusion seems unsatisfac
tory. Those characters who represent 
an unassimilated cultural identity con
veniently kill themselves off, and 
although Baptiste keeps his vow to 
marry within the race, he chooses a 
woman of African ancestry who has 
lived her entire life as a member of the 
dominant culture. "One ever feels his 
twoness," Du Bois writes, "two unrec
onciled strivings; two warring ideals in 
one dark body, whose dogged strength 
alone keeps it from being torn asun
der" (5). The difficulty of joining West 
and East, assimilated and unassimilat
ed, of reconciling "two warring ideals," 
seems too much, and Baptiste aban
dons the effort. 

McCarthy, Baptiste's double, the 
inferior other who cannot remain part 
of his consciousness, must be defeated 
and driven out of the story before the 
hero can enjoy the happy ending 
promised by the Western. As Bowser 
and Spence observe concerning 
Micheaux' s work in general, "By set
ting himself up as a model of one who 
had risen above the prevalent notion of 
the Negro as 'inferior,' he was inadver
tently reinforcing the very attitude he 
imagined he was overcoming-the 
idea that the morality, ambition, and 
abilities of the Negro was 'the problem'" 
(25). Instead of explicitly addressing 
how racial bigotry (white "law" and 



"custom") may have impacted 
Baptiste's troubles or how racial preju
dice has limited African American suc
cess in general, Micheaux redirects our 
attention to "behavioral problems" 
within the black community. What pre
vents Baptiste from succeeding is not 
white bigotry but the unjust actions of 
another black man-his father-in-law, 
the Reverend N. J. McCarthy, whose 
characterization repeats dominant cul
ture stereotypes regarding "the morali
ty, ambition, and abilities" of black 
people. Such problematic elements-

the use of pejorative stereotypes, the 
absence of explicit black protest against 
white bigotry-have no doubt con
tributed to the relative lack of critical 
attention given Micheaux' s written 
work.15 As I hope my discussion of The 
Homesteader has established, Micheaux 
is a writer capable of producing com
plex and intriguing texts. Even when 
he does not entirely satisfy the expecta
tions of contemporary readers of 
African American literature, Micheaux 
creates compelling works worthy of 
more discussion, analysis, and debate. 

1. Between 1913 and 1947 Oscar Micheaux published seven books, including The Conquest: The Notes 
Story of a Negro Pioneer(1913), The Homesteader(1917), The Wind from Nowhere (1944), and The 
Masquerade: An Historical Novel (1947). Within approximately the same span of years, Micheaux 
produced and directed around 40 films, beginning with his first silent movie in 1919, The 
Homesteader (based on his novel). Micheaux's film work has garnered more critical study than his 
books. For recent studies, see, for example, J. Ronald Green's Straight Lick: The Cinema of Oscar 
Micheaux (2000); Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence's Writing Himself into History: Oscar Micheaux, 
His Silent Films, and His Audiences (2000); Jane M. Gaines's Fire and Desire: Mixed Race Movies in 
the Silent Era (2001 ); Pearl Bowser, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser's Oscar Micheaux and His 
Circle: African American Filmmaking and Race Cinema of the Silent Era (2001 ), an anthology of 
essays; Gerald R. Butters's Black Manhood on the Silent Screen (2002). For a discussion of 
Micheaux's novels, see Jayna Brown's "Black Patriarch on the Prairie: National Identity and Black 
Manhood in the Early Novels of Oscar Micheaux." For a thorough discussion of all Micheaux's nov-
els, see Dan Moos's "Reclaiming the Frontier: Oscar Micheaux as Black Turnerian," which is particu-
larly useful for an extended discussion of one of Micheaux's final novels, The Wind from Nowhere. 

2. As an example of the white supremacist ideology of the Western, Barbara Will notes the "xeno
phobic and racist views put forth" in an 1895 essay "The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," by Owen 
Wister, author of the popular and influential Western, The Virginian (1902) (309). For Will, the essay 
explicitly states the racial philosophies that underlie the Western genre. Quoting from the essay, Will 
argues that Wister "glorifies the triumph of the racially pure, 'untamed Saxon' cowboy" over the 
" 'encroaching alien vermin, that turn our cities to Babels and our citizenship to a hybrid farce' " (Will 
309). For Wister, the East is the place of hybridity, a racially mixed "Babel" that horrifies the pure 
Anglo Saxon who fantasizes an American West where the white cowboy naturally rises to the top 
and triumphs over all others. 

3. Although I refer primarily to the general tendencies of the Western, I will occasionally refer to 
Owen Wister's The Virginian as a specific example for comparison. I have chosen to use The 
Virginian for several reasons, including that it falls roughly within the same time period as Micheaux's 
novel. Also, the popular The Virginian is widely regarded as a foundational text in establishing the 
genre's conventions. Finally, Micheaux was apparently familiar enough with the book to make a com
parison with The Homesteader potentially revelatory in examining the way he revised this source 
material (Bowser 9). 

4. Minor characters in the novel make occasional jokes about our hero's "French name," referring 
to him as John the Baptist or as St. Jean Baptiste. The choice of name also points to the history of 
African American participation in westward expansion, to Jean Baptiste Point du Sable, the pioneer 
settler (originally from Haiti) who established the first permanent settlement in what is now Chicago. 

5. Of the students (including himself) studying at Hampton Institute, Booker T. Washington com
ments, "The great and prevailing idea that seemed to take possession of every one was to prepare 
himself to lift up the people at his home. No one seemed to think of himself (36). Washington, while 
encouraging individual success in Up From Slavery, emphasizes (as does Micheaux) that individual 
actions contribute to the collective good of "lift[ing] up the people at his home." 

6. In his philosophical position on "the race question," Micheaux is by no means an anomaly 
among African American writers of this period. In fact, Micheaux's uplift plot has much in common 
with the black women writers (such as Frances Watkins Harper, Pauline Hopkins, and Amelia E. 
Johnson) of the post-Reconstruction period (1877-1915) whom Claudia Tate discusses in Domestic 
Allegories of Political Desire (1992). These women, Tate states, "repeatedly wrote novels about the 
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moral developmen~ spiritual maturation, professional aspirations, and economic advancement of ... 
social justice for black Americans," goals that were frequently inscribed "within the familiar marriage 
plot of nineteenth-century white women's sentimental fiction" (11 ). As in The Homesteader, the "suc
cessful marriage" in these works symbolizes not only individual fulfillment but also the possibility of 
"society's reform" (11 ). 

7. According to Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence, Micheaux constantly recreated an image of self, 
a "biographical legend," that "was neither sole nor unitary. Perhaps Micheaux himself was searching 
for a unifying vision of his life through narratives of achievemenr (Bowser and Spence xix). Although 
The Conquest and The Homesteader are both based on events in Micheaux's life, the two heroes of 
these books are clearly different characters created to achieve particular effects. Oscar Devereaux in 
The Conquest is a tenderfoot character unprepared for life on the frontier, and Micheaux traces his 
gradual development of the character and skills necessary to his success. The opening scene of The 
Homesteader reveals a key difference in the fictional hero Baptiste and the more autobiographical 
persona of Devereaux. Baptiste is no tenderfoot. He has already learned the ropes and is presented 
to us as a heroic rather than as a necessarily realistic or autobiographical figure. 

8. A comparable example from Up From Slavery involves Washington's decision to teach the trade 
of brick-making at Tuskegee Institute. Washington comments, "The individual who can do something 
that the world wants done will, in the end, make his way regardless of his race. One man may go into 
a community prepared to supply the people there with an analysis of Greek sentences. The commu
nity may not at that time be prepared for, or feel the need of, Greek analysis, but it may feel its need 
of bricks and houses and wagons" (91 ). 

9. Such behaviors relate to environment and disposition and are not innate racial traits, according 
to Micheaux's philosophies. He provides examples of white characters who also have "undependable 
habits" (161 ). He likewise includes African American characters who embody the qualities he 
admires. For the most part, these characters are peripheral to the central plot, which focuses on 
Baptiste's efforts to reform "the average colored man (and woman]" (107). 

10. For a discussion of twoness in Micheaux's films, see J. Ronald Green's Straight Lick: The 
Cinema of Oscar Micheaux. Green argues that Micheaux's films have a "non-assimilative style" that 
reflects rather than glosses over "the turmoil of [the] struggle" of double-consciousness (49). 
Twoness in Micheaux's films is symbolized by the tension created by the desire both to emulate 
Hollywood films (with their high production values) and to reject the "glossy illusionism" of those films 
in favor of what Green calls an "aesthetics of moderation," a rougher but intentionally less spectacu
lar style of film making (48, 29). 

11. See Bederman, Manliness and Civilization, especially the discussions of African American 
prize fighter Jack Johnson (1-10, 20-23, 41-42) and of Ida B. Wells's anti-lynching campaign (45-78). 

12. Both McCarthy and McCraline are based on Micheaux's actual father-in-law, an Elder in the 
African Methodist Church, N. J. McCracken. For a discussion of the relationship between events in 
Micheaux's life and his recreation of those events in his artistic work, see Betti Carol VanEpps
Taylor, Oscar Micheaux, A Biography: Dakota Homesteader, Author, Pioneer Film Maker (1999). I 
should note as well that The Conquest and The Homesteader, while sharing numerous plot ele
ments, are nonetheless quite different books. Although I follow the argument made in an earlier arti
cle about Micheaux's first book concerning the relationship between Devereaux and McCraline in 
The Conquest, I emphasize here those elements of The Homesteader that differ substantially from 
The Conquest, such as the flashback to the incident in Baptiste's childhood, the more careful devel
opment of Orlean's character, the scene where Orlean physically attacks Baptiste after he shouts 
down McCarthy on the telephone, and the events that follow that incident. (The Conquest ends with 
Devereaux losing his temper during a telephone conversation with McCraline.) 

13. As Bowser and Spence note, in the various incarnations of his biographical legend, "there are 
contradictory, even multiple, Micheauxes" (39). We might observe here that Baptiste's refusal to flat
ter McCarthy and "make him think he's a king" contrasts sharply with Micheaux's own actions (210). 
Bowser and Spence note that "to survive in business, Micheaux drew upon all his considerable 
resourcefulness. He acted shrewdly, often with guile and not infrequently with subterfuge" (17). To 
"outwit his foes" (such as white-dominated censor boards), he used "calculated flattery and psycho
logical trickery" (17). Baptiste's condemnation of such tactics may reveal him as an idealized version 
of his author, or we might interpret Baptiste's unwillingness to resort to "calculated flattery" as a char
acter flaw. Orlean, distraught and emotionally fragile in wake of the death of their first-born child, is 
left alone with her father-who continually works to poison her opinion of her husband. The pressure 
of being pulled in opposite directions by husband and father causes her condition to worsen. Jean 
Baptiste, we're told, "could have settled matters ... by sacrificing principle" (261 ). Although "he could 
have sentimentally appeased his father-in-law," Micheaux writes, "Jean Baptiste at no time sacrificed 
his manhood for any cause," not even, we might add, for the sake of his wife's emotional and physi
cal health (262). 

14. Although Micheaux writes the novel in third person and occasionally switches between dlferent 
narrative perspectives, rn.ich of the book is filtered through Baptiste's consciousness as we see 
events from his point of view. We might argue that Baptiste's perspective presents to the reader a 
distorted view of the events surrounding his marriage. We might interpret those events in terms of a 
delayed working through of Baptiste's own Oedipal conflict-with Orlean substituting for the desired 
mother and McCarthy for the forbidding father. Baptiste's unnatural desire for his mother is displaced 
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onto the relationship between Orlean and the Reverend-which the novel clearly represents as emo
tionally incestuous. The submerged sexual nature of that relationship is implied by the murder-sui
cide-in which Orlean enters the Reverend's bedroom and stabs·him in his bed before killing herself. 
For further discussion of Micheaux and Oedipal conflict, see J. Ronald Green's Straight Lick: The 
Cinema of Oscar Micheaux, especially pages 15-17. 

15. The developing body of scholarship devoted primarily to Micheaux's films is much more exten
sive than criticism devoted to his literary work. Although most book-length analyses of Micheaux's 
movies include discussions of his writing, only Joseph Young's Black Novelist as White Racist: The 
Myth of Black Inferiority in the Novels of Oscar Micheaux (1989) emphasizes Micheaux's books over 
his films, and Young's thesis that Micheaux is (as the title indicates) an African American version of a 
white racist needs to be updated and re-examined (see also Green's critique of Young's argument, 
pages 193-224, in Straight Lick: The Cinema of Oscar Micheaux). In the cinema, Micheaux is pioneer 
in a way that he is not in the field of literature, a fact that may explain to a large degree the critical 
attention his films have received. Also, his films demonstrate a greater willingness to address the 
problem of white racist attitudes and actions. For example, the controversial Within Our Gates (1920) 
is sharply critical in its depiction of a white lynch mob; in The Symbol of the Unconquered (1920), a 
story of the frontier that takes several plot points from The Homesteader, the role of the villain is filled 
primarily by the Ku Klux Klan. A poster advertising the film emphasizes the spectacle of the "MUR
DEROUS NIGHT RIDE" of the Klan as they try "to drive a BLACK BOY off of Valuable Oil Lands" (as 
printed in Bowser and Spence 158). We might regard The Homesteader, in some ways, as a transi
tional work in Micheaux's development as an artist. The elements of racial protest that Micheaux will 
foreground in his films may be already present in The Homesteader but in submerged form-in, for 
example, the naturalistic image of the black hero struggling to survive in the cold, violent, white world 
of the blizzard. Not yet willing to indict directly white actions (such as vigilante violence) that impede 
African American success and survival, Micheaux displaces social critique into descriptions of the 
natural phenomena. 
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POETRY OF BLESSINGS & JOY 

Wild 
Blessings 
The Poetry of Lucille Clifton 
HILARY HOLLADAY 

"thorough scholarship that further 
illuminates poetry already resplen
dent with light. Definitely a book 
we can make good use of as we 
study Clifton's amazing work." 
-Akasha Gloria Hull, author of Soul 
Talk: The New Spirituality of African 
American Women 

Southern Literary Studies 
Fred Hobson, Editor 

"\t,. 

Joy in the 
Morning 
Poems 
CLAUDE WILKINSON 

In the face of life's unavoidable 
losses, the sure joy Wilkinson offers 
readers is this: nature's delicate 
details and memory's refining power. 
Tender and astonishing, these are 
poems of strong emotion and exqui
site artistry. 

~ Southern Messenger Poets 
~ Dave Smith, Editor 

$26.95 cloth, $16.95 PAPER 

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
....11 \,. (800) 861-3477 • Visit www.lsu.edu/lsupress to read more about these books! 
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.... 

OFFICE OF 

CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 

Ivan, 

Sllrngt,rr QI:nunty 
tUnntnnn .,. 

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS 

Jan. 16, 1984 

I'm enclosing Mom's entire file on Rose Gordon. She keeps a scrap book ). 
on funerals. Mainly to answer questions from relatives. { 4 /.Jo 0 -.-... /~h-r . 

I'm .also enlosing a copy of Roses death certificate. That,of course, gives 
both birth and death dates. 

Sorry we missed you last Summer. Whenever you have time, please stop to say 
"Hi II. 

Never mind the compensation. Anyone who can make the "hard haearted ale 
Undertaker 11 cry (House of Sky) is entitled to a few amenities. 

My best to Carol, 
Ken 



.,,. 

~ _,_ ------ .. -- + ·-

20 Jan. •fli 

Dear Ken--

You •ve com through ag&in. Thanks, and t,o your mom too, for all 
the Rose Gordon mater:t.al. : I might a:s well tell yw. wtat I'm Up to. Thia 
newel I •m tinishirg i.kes place arouni Dupuyer tQvi Chote@.u., .not dear ol~ . 
wss, but on itlf d.edieat1on plge (to Carol) I want to have as 'an epigraph 
something Rose said to us when we tape•rtusorded her and Taylor 1n the 
smnmer of '68. It'll nadt 

"You got to make )'011 r wq 
in this old p:lg ir·on wcr ld •" 

-.Miss Bose Gordon (1885-1968) 

It ain't mmh, but Rose arid Taylor_ deserve some memento in histcry. 

Hope J'Olil 're not do~e in by the wi~~'-'-~ __ J.~,t remember~. sprJ.JW-.. in 
Montana -~i ~only' -s1X-m.ontlit away:~ . --

-hurriedly• 
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Letters . fo the Edit.or . 
Tributes to Rose Gordon 
Dear Verle L. and Patricia .._ 
Rademacher, Publishers: 

May I tell you that your col
umn "Verle's Views" in the 
Meaatier Ceunty New• of No
vember 21, 1• ISJDOUftted any 
column I llM'e ever read as an 
''obituary.'' 

I commend you because you 
have only been ia White Sulphur 
Spriap, Montana a lhort time. 
Neverteeleu, YCMl met Rose B. 
Gordon and you 1ave a good 
account of her. 

But, te allow her friends, who 
have known her over the pat· 
forty or sisty years, \o COOl*"ate 
in "verse" and paint a mental 
pictUR of her life, in your 
column for others to read . . . 
Dlllkes you a11 outatmdlng man 
ia your newsp11per industry. · 

·Two "memort.MI' have been 
suggested to honor Roee B. 0.... 

don: One '°' - denomillMiln 
''Grace Episcopel Cburdl'' and 
one at tbe ''Mountainview M~ 
orial Halpital"' . both of White 
lulpbw Springa, Montana. 

Jf either of them material.Wt~ 
I bope one, at least, will inciude 
the 4 stanzas .ol "Our Rou In 
Memory" by Frienda, on it. 

May I tell the people ol White 
Sulphur Sprin11 and Meagher 
County that they have been 
joined in sorrow and praises for 
Rote from cout to coast and 
Canada to Florida . . . her 
acquaint.ancet w.ere legiOft. 

Thanks to Dr. John S. Mest 
and his staff at the Mountain
view Memorial H()l'pital wbo 
worked untiring)J to qve Ro6e. 

My praiae goes to Jame$ An· 
derson; Vicar of. the Grace Epis· 
copal Church~ Rev. Neil Chis· 
holm, of St. Bartholomew's Cath- · 
olic Cl\urch and Rev. James 
Forhe<;, Pastor of the Presbyter
ian Community Church. all of 
White Sul))hur Sp11ftgl, MtfMIDI. 
Also to Mrs. Walter Musgrove, 
who sang two ol Dole's favorite 
songs. 

These men achieved a "noble 
deed" in tlleir affiliation, foC' 
her service. Rue B. Gordon 
was really held dear by all who 
knew her well. 

I tm more than grateful to 
have Mr. Kenneth Twichel and 
bjs Mot.her peri.. Qteir " art" 
in prepwing the de4ld for burial. 
Few in theQ' prcfesaiQP can excel 
them. 

It was good tQ have pallbearers 
who were all frWods ol Reee's: 
Keith Peter ... Gel'llld Edwards, 
Pete McCabe, Me.-rft S.Uth. Jack 
Mathia and Marvin Corkill. 

I hope you all realize you have 
given me 'great ·cdnSolatfon at 
this time. 

Ytws !dace rely. 
~or~ 

Dear Editor: 
Role B~- Gordon bu made her 

tr81l1ttion from the physical to 
the spiritual body. , 8'lf will be 
areatly missed bJ her family and 
many friends who knew 1'er and 
tove«t her as a fine lad)-. 
a. was a Chriatian in the 

true sense, spendin& her life in 
loving service u..t brou&bt joy 
tad eomfort to U. people whose 
l.hrea lhe touched. lie WU ueel-
1ish, a Sood 1t.t~ end confi
~ant, a true frierMI. . t& all. 

Gooc:lbxl., dear ROie, til we 
meet agdf\ 

Olive Kiili 
J¥lia Kia•· pd Family 
Mr. ~ rtJn. Thoe. 
McCJelland . a.ad "'Sherman 
Mr. and Mrs •. Oraig 
~and Ste;. 
~··Jack AB • • 

To the Editor: 
On Saturday the '*1Ul1Unity 

paid a magnificent, well earned 
tribute to one of our most highly 
respected Senior Cltizea. 

Rose GQl'doo had lived _..·el 
her 85 years in this community, 
livlq a most exemplary life , 

conforming to the highest ethie1 
of law and order. and deep devo
tion to her Christian convictions. 

I have known Rose as long as 
I can remember and never did I 
hear her speak a derogatory 
statement about a fellow human 
being. Can any of us say as 
much? 

Yes: Rose we shaU miss you 
because the vacancy created 6y 
your leaving us will not and can 
not be filled . 

Sincerely. 
Art Watson 

Bia Timber, Monlana 
Dc<u Sir : 

I was al.so saddened to read 
about the passing away c( Rose 
Gordon. It was a beautiful tri · 
bute that was given to her mem
ory in your paper and onC' she 
well deserves as sh~ wa& a very 
g•yid person and a true fnen~ to 
everyone. She has a place in my 
hearl. 

Thank you, 
Mildred Robertson 

716 HarrilOn Ave. 
Helena, Montana 

Dear Mr. RademllCher: 
I had the enclosed "Memory 

Lane'' for Rose Gordon written 
before we received the ~her 
County News. This seeme vw1 
anU-elim.atic after the wonderful 
tribute paid ~ her in your paper. 

If you don't wanl tQ ~in~ this, 
or haven't ·the room. -~ .fret 
about it. I felt as if I were talk
iDI to her, and nothiDI will 
chaqe ttiat, whether It appears 
in print, or not. 

l"'ve known laer aince I wu a 

""1. aad last spring wr9le to 
bllr commendilli her Oil he.r 
~ in writini the article 
Cilmcerning the trials of our day 
and Ulat God had made all 
colors. 

She will not soon be forgotten. 
While I'm at it, I'm taking this 

opportunity to tell you how much 
we enjoyed your editorial prior 
to election, concerning your stand 
on the ale! taK. It •as excellent. 

Very sincerely yours, 
Mrs. Isobel Choquette 

A Farewell to an Old Friend . . . 
You've written so many tri· 

bute$ to frieQds whO have slipped 
away from ua,.. a~ now you have 
eone into that unexplored world 
into which we all l}lust pass. 
Tbe town will never be the same 
without you, Rcse . I guess I 
ilGl't. ol Ulought. you'd live for· 
ever. · You were a great · lady. 

You've left a store of memories 
to each of us who know rou. 

I remember . . . , 
buying penny candy in the ft.ore 
you and your Mother operAted; 
your singing with a Chau'8uqua 
group in the old auditori um. 11 
was so impressed, knowing some
one in show biz ! l 
your gaf· ~ly &l\d your comic pan
tomimes, and your wopderf ul 
sense of humor; 
your delicious chicken dinners 
and your playine "The Walt-z· You 
Saved for Me" on the antique 
piano ; 
the day you cut a 3 inch button
hole in a little pair of overalls 
you'd just completed at the WP Pi. 
sewiQi project . . . tHe ensuing 
panic, the hilarity, and the me~ 
ticulous repair job; 
that magic you had of making a 
person feel pr~tier, smarter, 
more glamorous than she really 
wu; 
U. ·tlMt . to ~ .L'Geod. OkJ 
Midi" ... your riding so regally 
ta tr. Cent-ennial parade , . . 

I '-"' there's been a special 
lace ' prepared for )'OU in our 

Fs '• bouse of many uian
sfons. Farewe.TI, my friend , un il 
we meet again. 

Tsobel oq"Hl t•· 



Meagher County News, May 25, 1955 

Dear Edi tor : 
I am giving you the story of my mother ' s life and of h3 r struggle to raise 

her family of five children. In her heart was a song . She had a clear soprano 
voice . 

My mother was a slave . She was bought by the wealthy Poindexter family . 
They were distillers and race horse people •• •• 

In the evening when we had fi isred our mrk which was always late I would 
sit dam on a little stool by her side . She would tell me about slavery . I 
was young and her stories filled me with misery arrl made me very sad to think 
life had to be th:! t way • • • • With all these sad memories mamma loved Kentucky, the 
blue grass and all its scenic beauty •••• 

During the war it was Mamma's duty to keep t h3 fine race horses hid in the 
hills so the soldiers who were marching through the country would not take trem • ••• 

Mamma told me of her experience of having a numb 3r of Northern soldi ers riding 
up to their plantation. They had been separated from their unit o They were 
looking for food . They dismounted from their horses and came to the house . 
The people were all frightened as they did not knew what the northern soldier 
was like . The captain said to Im rnamma who had coo ~ced the re for many years , 
"My men are hungry a m we want something to eat . 11 They gave them food which 
consisted of corn bread, pro k and vegetables. They were very grateful b3lt 
insisted on having sone food to take with them. Marona said , "We have no food, 
hardly aiough for ourselves." The c aptain said , 11 You look well fed . 11 l.Vlamma 
said , "Tom and I are just old and fat." They searcred all their buildings but 
found no food . The food was kept in caves and buried in the grour:d in boxes • ••• 

When Mamma was very young she married John Francis Gordon. They went to Ca:Uro , 
Illinois , to live . They liverl there soneJt time, where my brothe r Robert James 
Gordon was born ••• • In 1881 Papa started '1est leaving mother in Cairo till such 
time as he could send for her • • •• 

One day she was -eeeping and thought she could not stand the ordeal, when 
a large beown skinned woman appe a red on the scene arrl said, "Child, what are 
you crying about?" Between sobs mamma tried to tell herwha t it was all about. 
The stewardess said, "Laws a massy, child, you are going to a tough country 
and you must nerve up. 11 ••• (Incident happened on river stearrer en route to 
Ft . Ben ton) 



Rose Gordon, 85, Well Known 

White Sulphur Resident, Dies 

\\ 1 ll'l I·: SL'LPHCH ~PH I. t~S chtm ·l1 !;1rg<' !" 1 11f.'.h I• • .H'\'olll· 
Hose B. Cordon . 8:> dau11.t' rnodaf£' th<· •'!1 .11· • ..f 1wrsn11s 

t,,r of a pio11err family twr 1• :ind t" xprdrd at tP· r 
1
111.i r ;ii The 

~ 1 rt'>ld!'nt for many ~· ears 'v\-l<ll' - Ht .Jan1t· AndPr...,1 111 of (;r ,w' 
lv hn.,wn as a nractic-al nur. r Epi copal Church \'ill 11ffic1cit1' . 
·ind r1·-!:l1lr;.1nt operator . died l\1iss 0orciun \\H' h1 rn June 
TuP'-d:i" at ;i io ·nl hospital atter 2, 1883 m Barkc•r .:1 ~ s hoi :11~· , 
it , 1101 1 d'.nr-; s 1ftrrwarrl cam' I< \.\'nitr Su1-

!ll'r rnntht?r was a Kc·nlurkv ph\1r ~prings \\ lwn· ' M al.ti :1 rl 
horn lave and her father wr,.., ed s1 hcvi! ;ind \·. ' 1 :dPrlH'' r:r· 
:1 tr rnwd dwf 1;" n! Ill 1 111.!h · ··t. 11·d 1.i:.i'-· in 

r ilnt'r ,, ··;f'l''."it'l'S Will be hrl(j t·J(J4 
;

1
1 \t H,1rlho lomrw Cattiol1c '-'he 'lwni ;:i • hc:rt 1

1r 1w tn 
t illr< I ~:t111rday. '.\11~s Gor~"'n ')pnkane sf11cJ. 11ng nl" ·ntl11'r .q1\ 
. ,, an Ep1scupalinn h11 t nir 3nd 1:111 ·1 \\r1rh1·d ;; ;. pr;1c !w.il 
.,·tiol ic Chu;..J1 ;- o1; pfif\' nur:-r· .n Lt'-' hlil '- r> : 11· ;1boul 

f1 1 'c:i··, kut rnrn,1 1 ill' ht•r l1fr 
,, .1:, ·rwn lwrf' 

Pol lo\\tng 11cr f;.1 thc1 ._, death, 
: ,. ind ht" i11 r1tlt1•r r,111 sr·vPr;i! 

, , ,1,1 11ra1if 111 \\'li11< S1 1lph11r 
'\ Ii llii'" Ill.I II flf 'I l,1111 1,1•1 dll'd 
di l~l:.'.4 :rnd '>l ilt I' 11 :1 llll l' <, IW 
~urked a~ a ph. :,11Jthl'r3pist 

tier iather was a trnuw<l dwf 
Rose B. Gordon. Passes wrri W(1 rked !1Jr ;1 111ining C'Oi!l

,... Away Tuesday' Evening r,1n~· here bt>for· · n1;1rrying her 
motlwr 111 ('c11rn. fl! .\f1 er the 

·At Local 'Hospita·I l<irnilv muvt-n In Whi tt• c.;ulphur 
On Tuesday evening November Spri_ngs he,, w:1· . ernplo>

1
«d ; 1 ~ 

. ' . clict 1.·1 a l.anad1an p<IS'it·ngi•r 
~-9, Rose B. Gor.do~ passed aw~y · · train awi pn i·ded h('r p1 dnC1th . 
m t~e Mountamv1~w .Memorial . ·having h<'• 'n hill1•d i.1 :1 1ram 
Hospital after a brief illness. l wrr k '" tH~1: l , 

Miss Gordon was a life-long ' \fo;'.' l.1ird1m al~,, was pr<' · · 
resident of this community. I l't 1 d1 •d Ill dt ·~th I)\ !lm·c brnth . 

Funeral services Will be held c r<... 
on Saturday, November 23 at · Slw 1s " ltrv 1' ·"d 11\ •·l it ' hr .. 111 

1 l'r. Tavlt1r. wide!\ k1H1v.n :1..., a 
2:00 ~.m. in St. Bartholome.w's I singer· and c:ompo :~N ,...._110 per-
Cathohc Church with Reverend fnrmcd in .Europe .. 1nu '' rttf'r 
James Anderson officiating, ac- , •ii h1..,torv hooks 11<' \\.orkrd for 
cording to the rites of the Epis- ,J.il111 Hmgling <1s rt {'hef :• nd 
copal Church. 1 .1!r·' :ii onr i 1111<· 

'Body will .lie in ' state at the B111· 1;~ 1 will b · 11· Mc1,·ne ('1~m-
. Twichel Funeral Home until time l I Prh 

' of the funeral servi~es. 
The casket will not be opened 1 

" at the services. _J · 
.-......... ... .-... -~~:~·r. "' .. ~'··, 

Rose B. Gordon Bltflie4 
Sotu rd"y AfterROOft 

F11ncrul ~erv1ces wPre held on 
Saturda;.. . November 23 for Rose 
B. Cori.on who passed away on 
N,;vemb ·r 19 , 1968 in the Moun
tain· iev: Mernurial Hospital. 

!? 11· \ • ' as born in Rarl\ er. Mon-
1 ;;11;1 .Ji111c 2, 1883 and has bffn 
a re~ . lt>.1\ f While Sulphur 
~pnngs {or eighty-fiv e years. 
Slle gr~<l1 ated from a course 1n 
phy!)ii>-ther<lP:V s:·,ortly after t hl' 
dcpres ·\o rl and has practict•d 
that lJri..lf ess ion since. t1 iving her 
last lreatn:cnt earlier this mm1tli. 

She LJS a ruc mber of the 
Grace Ev1scopai ChurC'h and the 
funcra . sNvice was conducted by 
Rev . James Andersoo of that 
1·niirch assisted hy Hev Jai11es 
1''11r\')(•s of tlw Community Prcs
h~·tuian fhurch and Rev . i'-lcil 
< • r1isholm af St. Bartholorne\~ · s 

Catholic Church . Services wPn.' 
held in the Catholic church ac
cording to rites of the Ep~copal 
church. 7\11 !:-.. Waltc•r Musgr(lve 
presenlcJ u rnt:f- age in song . 

Rose'::, brother Taylor is her 
lone :-.u:·vi. or . Miss Gordon wC\S 

_ unrd in the Mayn Cemelcry 
near the burial place of some of 
her brothers. 

MEAGHEll COUNTY 
HISTORICAL ASSOCIA1'l01 . , 

INC. 
HE80LUTION fASSED BY THE 
MEAGHER COUNTY HISTORI
CAL ASSOCIA .. JON AT TIIE 
FALL MEET.IHJl NOVEMBER 
TWENTY -SEcoiCD NINETEEN 
HUNDRED Sl:ll'Y-EIGHT. 

BE IT R It I 0 L V E D : The 
Meagher Counf:J Historical Asso
ciation, aa Well '6 the community 
has lost, with the death of Rose 
Gordon, a faitilul member md 
a peraonallty who gave distinc
tion to our group.' 

Rose, a 'life long rc_, ident of 
this community had a remark
able memor1 of people a nd 
events. 'fhis was an invaluable 
contribution. Rose also had a 
priceless gift : To ·her people 
were never dull. Life was never 
bum-drum. People who seemed 
ordinary to the &naendowed , 
were to .Rose col~fut }>er!onaJi
ties '¥Jl9Mm.oy~ . Irr !)4Wle,stic pre
cession across her memories. 
TI1ey were raised in stature, - in· 
this perspective, lit by the giow 
of her compassion, affection. 
wisdom and quiet acceptan(l(· (II 

life. To Rose, almbst 

Ver/e's View. • 

Th<.. crn11 t1 1u11rrv h :-iaddened bv the death of Hos ,,:'. 
C crdl 1 t1. 1 11.-.·nd ~ ~1 ,di. t\11J, ~L a fnend to all her 
commu111 t: \\ i~he ,- to ·. pi~·"..; i1" sentiments to her .' \Yj e
think that ~x) ,' "ihh . tl1 i~, i-. th, ! ~· "t '.'. « '-.... 

ln th1c.., l apt ! 1\< i~,,· ( il' -.: 1 \\'ro 1c rnanv trihulL~ 
about peoµle of lier 1_,1 ;11111 :m;· ,. ' \'hen the-y pas:cd on . 
Now, who i~ to 1 L:rn ·1nhc1 1\u'.--c :"' ln l1t1r }warts, ~.: all 
remember Ro.·c. t 1er hdping h,mds rhat ~ased an aching 
bod , h~r under ·tandi :1::, \\ Prcl!" th<11 comforted an aching 
heart, her gentle spirit th ,ll ~ocithcd .1 troubled soul, her 
humnr and laugh ~mJ St)h V<'icc- -oh. \\ e all remember 
Ruse --

UUR H( SE II\' M[.i\10RY 

Dr"S" al} crisp ;md w,1it a~ snow 
'.)<Hithmv voice ~o M)ft ;rnd low, 

( 1cntlc h.rnd~. to ca'>'-' all pain 
Gentle hcdrt , to c<1Jrn :dl strarn 

Our Rose. 

Aroma of l1i1. ken .md trimming~ "ans mca~,uc 
Wood-burning warmth and cozv plewrnre; 

Familiar hum nf rnelodiou tune 
A superb meal---but ended too soon -'

Our Rose. 

Sumrn r nights <tnd \vcat11cr fair 
Or blizzard and rnld hevond compare, 

( 'omt' 1 heater night "he livcll the plut 
ln agony or ccsU.') we've not forgot ·

Our Ho~.<· . 

;\ vear long gone ---a concert of ~ungs 
This alwvc all in nur mem~,, . , helongs · 

\\!hen the worldly g~\T wav to tthe1 eal tone 
''Swing Low ,_ wcet Chariot" come, to "Carrv 

Her I1ome. ·' 
(Jrn Ro,-c . 

F riends. 

May God ble~~d he SllUl nf a true ~hrist wn lady. 

was great, good and unforget
table. And now we, in turn, re
solve that Rose was indeed a 
great lady, a good lady, and 
truly unforgettable. 

Be it further resolved that this 
resolution be read. into the min
uhs of this. quarterly meeting 
at?d a copy be sent to her 
brother, Taylor Gordon, of White 
Sulphur Springs, Montana . 

Dated: November 22, 1968. 

Meagher County 
Historical Association 
Oswald Berg, President 

Following the Roee 
!uneral on Baturd.ay, ewe~ f'b,ty 

friends gath«ed at the Robert 
John.son home for refreshments. 



EARLY 1926 .. 1927 SNAPSHOTS 

"Grip the hearer with their si.mplicity and with the fervor with which 

they are rcndercd."-Clzicago Daily Newr, Oct. 12, 1926. 

"Those lovers · of fine things who withheld their presence lost of a 

certainty one of the major opportunities of the season. There is no doubt 

of their towering importance in the list of worth while artistic things that 

have originated on this Con~inent. A man such as Mr. Johnson, who can 

ma~e these things plain, is a great man doing an important work. Many 

times in their .. program one is completely lost in the power of w?at these 

men are doing."-Detroit News, Oct. 5, 1926. 

"They make each song, through the simplicity of their style and the 

icrvor and emotional intensity of their reading, stand forth in all its 

earnestness and power."-Detroit Fru Press, Oct. 5, 1926. 

" I t was a rare treat and one that will never be forgotten by those who 

heard them.''-Can/on Daily News, Oct. 8, 1926. ' 

"One's heartstrings respond with involuntary emotion-sung and played 

with rare taste and feeling."-Louisville Times, Oct. 18, 1926. 

"Johnson-Gordon recital is rich emotional and musical experience." 

-Detroit N t!WS. 

"No greater tribute could have been gi ven these artists than the absolute 

stillness with which the large audience followed the songs." 

-Louisville Courier, Oct, 18, 1926. 

"Spirituals offe r beauty and thrills."-G/L'1111 Dillartl G111111 . 
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~ From tmre Co11mc- ~ 
~ tion 0/ c aJRd ~ 

L~~~~~~~J 

J. Rosarµond Johnson 
. (SEATED AT PIANO) 

and 
' .1 

Taylor Gordon 
"! 

... "ln a Progrcunme of Negro Spirilua{s" 

"The most thrilling musical cxpericn~e we have had in many a day .. 0 

-Bo1ton American, February 15, ~926. 

KNABE PIANO USE.D. 

Management: RICHARD COPLEY, 10 E . 13rd St., New York City. 



FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE 

. Health Center,. Christodora ·:House 

ARRANGER OP . 
"THE BOOK OF AMERICAN NEGRO SPIJUTUALr 

and 

. Z5ay lor Gordon_, 
IN A .PROGRAM OF NEGRO SPIRITUALS 
ARRANGED FOR VOICE AND PIANO. BY MR. JOHNSON 

GARRICK THEATRE 
Sunday Evening, December 6, 1925 

8:40 P; M. 

PROGRAM 
· I. Didn't my Lord Deliver Daniel? 

My Lord's A-Writin' -All De Time 
Swing Low Sweet Chariot 
Keep A-Inchin' Along 

II. Go down, Moses 
I Got a Home In-a Dat Rock 

(Arranged by Lawrence Brown) 
My Lo-rd What a Mornin' 
All God's Chillun 

INTERMISSION 
10 MINUTES 

III. 

•J. Rosamond JohnJOn and Taylor Gordon ought to hire the Hippodrome twice a week 
and demonstrate to aspiring young singers of spirituals how it is done. These jcntJemen 
sang, modulated and harmonized bcauti fully; their rhythms were superb; above all they 
recreated the essence of the old time religious spirit of a vanished gcncration."-N n11 f ori Stu~. 

~oth men arc artists in the best sense of the wqrd."-Nn11 Yori Herold-Tribfl,.t. 
"The audience rioted in ecstasy over everything it heard."-Nra7 Yori EvmiJJg Ttltgram. 

KNABE PIANO USED-COURTESY OF WM. KNABE AND CO,. 
439 FJFTH A VENUE, NEW YORK CITY 

THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE VIKING PRESS, 
"THE BOOK . OF AMERICAN NEGRO SPIRITUALS" 

·WILL BE ON SALE IN THE LOBBY FOR THE BENEFIT 
OF CHRISTODORA HOUSE. 
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Ll•tle lra7 •••• 1D !he•••'••••••••••• .Arr• 1eftlllm. LOJalt•··~· 
110••••·~1···················;•••••••• 1.rr. Qaj~11ar1l~o'•• 
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Colored folks 11ork on t. he Mississippi ,Colored ·folks work while the 

White folks play, Pullin' t~~~~/ does boats ~4om a dawn to 
' . 

sun-set, Gett~n~ n? res.~ till de ' 3udgement day. 

Don't loo~ up ar;t' don't loak down,you don't das' make the white 
' . 

boss frwwn; Bend yo• knees an 'bow .yo' head an' pa.11 dat ro•a 

until youtre dead. Let me go • way from de Mise~sis-sip-pi, Le~ 

me .go'way ~rom de _ ~hite men bo~s, Show me dat streem called de r 

river · J~rdon, Dat's 1 de ol' st~eam dat Ii~/ long to cross. 

01' man river, ~at 081 man river , He mus' know sump-

-in, but don& say nothing; He jus' keeps roll-in, He keeps on roll 

-in; a lohg.------

He don't plant •ta-ters, He don't plant cotton, An' dam dat plants ' 

em is soon for-gotten; But o'l man river he jus' keeps rollin, along.-

----- You an' me we sweat and strain, Body al~ achin'~ an rack with pain 

n Tote dat barge.! "Lift dat bale"' Git a little drunk an I _you lancf in 

jail •.. Ah ·gets weary an' sick of tryin •. ; Ahm' tired of livin-' ~' ske-

--ered of dyin., But 01' man river he jus' keeps roll-in'H a long. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Because. 

Because you came to me with naught save love, --And hold my hand 

"/j/a nd lift mine eyes above,-- A wider world of hope an joy I see, Be 

cause you come to me~ 

Be cause you speak to me in accent sweet, I find the roses waking 
ro 

round my feet, Andi am led through tears and · joy to. thee, Be cause you 

speak to me.-~-=-· . 

Be cause God made thee mine, I'll cherish thee----- Through 118ht 

and darlrness/~tt/ through all times to be , And pray His love may make 

our love divine, Be cause ---- God made thee mine. 

-· ' 
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~**~* PROGRAM ***** 
*** CONCERT *** 

BY 
· TAYLOR GORDON 

. TENOR 
IN a PROGRAM ofSPIRITUALS,CLASSICALS and SECULAR SONGS 

MARY L. NELSON at the PIANO 
THE OLD SCHOOL GYMNASiillJI,WHITE SULPHUR SERINGS,MONTABA • 

SATURDAY NIGHT,FEBRUARY 27th,at 8.30 P.M. 

I 
Didn't My Lord · Deliver Daniel------------~, 
Done Foun' My Loa' Sheep ----------------- .J .Rosamond Johnson 
O,Wasn't Data Wide River-----------------
De Band O' Gideon-------------~------~----

Joshua Fit De Battle Ob J~Iico---- · 
Oh Didn't IT Rain------------------------- H.T.Burleigh 
All Gods Chillun Got Wings--·---------------J .R.Johnson 
Deep River --------------------------------H.T.Burleigh 

III 
Short'nin' Bread--------------------------- Jacques Wolfe 
Little Mother of Mine--------------------- H.T.Burleigh 
Vesti la giubba "Pagliacci"--------------- R.Leoncavallo 

IV 
Saint Louis Blues-·-------------------~----- w.c .Handy · 
River,Stay 'Way From. My Door-------------- .Harry woods 

·camptown Races "Stephen C.Foster"--------- Max Hirschfeld 
Witness----------------------------------- J.R.Johnson 

Encors---- 01' Man River Jerome Kern 
22"""~?!" 11 " Ah Sweet Mystery of Life-- Victor Herbert 
llTT n II •• " II .. . .. .. ,, Swing Low sweet Chariot... J .R.J. 

· ~,.~ 
'·-..! 
f-· . , 

'I. · 
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BOY SONGS 

Aa Sung Over Radio! on Old Mlaalon boratory Programs, Loa Angeles Statlona. 

The Judge said, stand up ·boy, 
And dry off your tears, 
You're· sentenced to Nashville 
For twe_nty~one years . . 

Go beg the G vernor 
On your awe t soul, 
If you canno get a pardon 
Try to. get a arole. 

I've counted th.e footsteps,; 
I've counted the stars, 
I've counted a million 

. '/ 
Of these prison. bars. 

So hold up your head, Babe 
And dry off your eyes, · 
Best friends must part, Babe 
And. s~ must you and I. 

If I had that Governor 
Where that · Governor's got 

I've counted on you, Babe,. 
To get me a break, 

I hear the train blowing 
She'll be here on time, Six months by, 

I gues8 you forgot, Babe~ 
I'm he.re for your . ~ako. 

You know who Is guilty 
You know It too well 

To take me to Nashville 
To serve out my time. 

. Babe 
I wish I were dead 
In this dirty Id prison 
With a floor r my bed. 

But I'd rot In this jail house 
Before I would tell. 

The steam from the whistle 
The smoke from the stack 
I know you'll be true blue 
Until I get back. 

It's raining, i s hailing 
The moon giv s no light 
Oh, Baby, pie· se tell mo 
Why you nev• r write. 

Oh, come, you young fellows 
With hearts brave and true 
Don't believe any woman, •. 
You're beat if you do. 

So kiss me .some more, Babe 
And say you'll be mine 

Don't trust In a woman 

For twenty-one years, Babe 
Is a mighty 1.ong time. · 

I've counted t e days, Babe No matter what kind 
I've counted e nights, For twenty-one years, boys, 
I've counted e minutes Is a mighty long time. 

Texas Plains 
l'v~ co.unted e light. .(°' . 

: Riding Old Paint and Leading 
Old Bald Each night in my dreams, somehow it seems, 

That I'm back where I belong, 
Just a country hick; way back In the sticks, 
Back where I was born; 
City lights and . city ways, are driving me 

insane, .. 

I'm getting mighty tired of a cowb~y's life, 
Going to settle down and get me a wife, 
Way out west where the sun shines every 

day; . · 

I want to be alone, I want to be back home, 
Back on those Texas plains. 

I'll get me a herd and run me a brand, 
Way out west where a · man's a man, · 
~ing old Paint, and leading old Bald . . '· 

--------------...::.:- =- .. .._":.""".~- :~.:~;;.~-;;.;....· ..... _ _,.......__....=~ . ":!'.:>· · · ~· =-tKO'RUS - :td I '<!L., .. _ \ -

1 want to drink 'my Java from an old tin RidinQ old Paint, and leading old Bald, 
can, 

While the moon goes riding high, I'm going to quit work this coming fall, 
Going to quit work, collect my roll, I want to hear the song of the whippowill, 

I want to hear the coyotes cry; 
I want to feel a saddle horse between my 

legs, 
Rid ing him out on the range, 

Going in the hills, and look for gold; 
Going to get married, I swear I will, 
Going to settle down on the Santa Fe trail, 
Riding old Paint, and leading ol.d Bald. 

·Just to gig him in the side, make him 
show his step and pride, 

Back on those Texas plains. 

want to hear the thu~der as it booms and 
rolls, 

I .want to feel the rain in my face . 
A thousand miles from the city lights, 
Drawing a cowhand's wage; 

There's a pretty little girl that I've got 
mind, · 

The golden nuggets I'm sure to find, 
Happiness is bound to come our way; 
We'll settle down in a hut for two, 
Out in the hills where the skies are blue, 
Riding old Paint, and leading old Bald. 

Every night when my work Is through, 
· We'll go strolling, just we two, . 

in 

I want to sleep at night beneath the stars 
above, 

With the col·d moon shining down, 
I want to cook my grub over cactus coals, 

. Fifty mile~ from town. 

Way out west where the sun ia sinking low; 
I'll play her a tune on my old guitar, 
Every night beneath the stars, 
Riding old Paint, and lea<ling old Bald • 

(By Stuart Hamblen) 

Being a vegetable herb compound, 0-M Tablets are not habit forming 
no matter how long they are used. 

SYMPTOMS ARE OFTEN MISLEADING. A trial of the tablets Is the best proof of 
what they will do for you. Just follow directions. 

These songs aupplled with 10c week'• trlal of o. M Tablets 
by Old Mlaalon Laboratories of Pasadena, Callf. 

HERE'S SOMETHING WORTH WHILE 
Send your name and address with 15 3c stamps ( 45c) to the UNION .STATIONERY ~ND . 
PRINTING COMPANY 44 East Union Street, Pasadena, and they will send you Fifty 
Beautiful Calling Ca~ds, with your name, or any name you sp~ify. These car~s ~11 
regularly for $1 .00. Orders shipped same day they are received, ~nd all sh1ppmg 
charges are. prepaid. This also makes an ideal present for one you wish to remember. 



That Big Rock Candy MountaiD . .. : 
On a aummer day in ·the month of May, 

. A burly bum came hiking 
Down a aha·dy lane through the augar cane, 
He waa looking for hia liking, · 
As he roamed along he sang a aong 
Of the land of milk and honey, . 
Where a bum can atay for many .a day 
And he won't need any money. 

. CHORUS 
Oh, the buzzln' of the beea, · 
In the cigarette trees, 

Hand me down my walking cane, 
Hand me down my walking .cane, . 
Oh, hand me down my walking cane, )i 

I'm a-goin' to leave on that midnight train, 
'Cause ~II of my sins are taken- away. . 

:t Hand me down my bottle ·of corn, 
Hand me down my bottle of corn, . 
Oh, hand me down my bottle of corn, / 

I'm a-goin' .to get drunk, as aure as you'te 
born, : . . · -i: 

.'Cause all ·of my sins are taken away. ~it1~.t1~~7'§f;t· 
Near the aoda water fountain; 
At the lemonade springs, I got drunk and I got In jail, 
Wh.ere the blue bird sings, · I got drunk and I got in jail, 
In that Big Rock Candy Mountain. Oh, I got drunk and I got in jail, 

And I· had no wife to go my bail, 
On a run came a farmer and his son And all of my sins are taken away. 
To the hay fields they were bounding 
Said the bum to the son, "Whydon'tyoucome, · Beans was tough and the meat was fat, · 
To that Big Rock Candy Mountain"; Beans was tough and the meat was fat, • 
So the very next day, they hiked away, Oh, beans was tough and the meat was fat 
The mile posts they kept counting, And oh, my Lord, I couldn't eat that, -
But they never arrived at the lemonade tide, So all of my 'sins are taken away. 
In that Big Rock Candy Mountain 

If I had listened to what mamma said, ' 
There's a lake of gin, we can both Jump In, If I had listened to what mamma said, 
And the handouts grow in bunches, Oh, if I had listen~d to what mamma said, . 
In the new mown hay, we can sleep all day, I'd 'ave been sleeping on a feather bed, 
And the bars all have free lunches; 'Cause all of my sins are taken away. 
Where the mail train stops, and there ain't 

no cops, . Come on mamma and a-go my bail, 
And the 'folks are tender hearted, · Come on mamma and a-go my bail. 
Where you never · change your socks, and Oh. come on mamma and go my bail, 

. you never throw rocks, And get me out of this buggy jail, · · 
~ut,...bajJ_l!_!l!.Ye~. p~r ~d. --~- ~~~~r\.cnii-'¥1!1~~~1~1.&..rAl.lv~~in~s!..=a~r~e~t~a~!iloirl..-~~ .... _.illio.oi,__.._. 

' Jack rolled · hia eyes up to the skies, ! · ' , 
And ·said to the bum named Sandy, Give me b~ck my bootleg gin; ·- : ·• 

· Give me back my bootleg gin, ' · · 
"I'm weary, . !'m .starved, I want a steak to ' 

carve, Oh, give me back ~Y bootleg gin, 
Where Is that gol-darn candy? I'm goin' to forget where I have been,· 
I'll hike no more, for my feet are sore, 'Cause all of my sins are tak_!n awa{. 
I'll never reach that fountain, · 
I wanta be a home guard, with a union c·ard, 
In that Big Rock Candy Mountain. 

She'll Be Comin; Round the Mountain 
She'll be comin' round the mountain when 

she comes, 
· She'll be comin' round the mountain when 

she ·comes, 
She'll be comin' round the mountain, 
She'll be comin' round the mountain, 
She'll be comin' round the mountain when -

she comes. 

She'll be driving six white horses when she 
comes, . 

She'll be driving six white horses when she 
comes, . 

She'll be driving six white horses, 
She'll be driving six white horses, 

. Golden Slippers , 
Oh, my ·golden slipp~rs am a-laid , aw!'y, . 
Kase I don't 'spect·- to weal\ . •em ·. ~ill my 

· weddin' day, · · ·. · -~· ' . ~: • 
And my long tail'd coat dat I lo e so well, t. I will wear up lo the chariot in de morn. -

t
. . CHORUS 

Oh, dem golden slippers; 
Oh, dem golden slippers; ·i- ·Golden slippers l'se gwine to wear, 
Bekase dey look so neat, ~ · 
Oh, dem golden slippers; · 
Oh, dem golden slippers; . 
Golden slippers l'se gwine to wear, 
To walk the golden street. 

~ ,,, . . ~ .. 

· ·And my long white robe dat I bought last , 
June, ~ . . 

I'm a gwine to get changed kase It., fits too 
She'll be driving six white horses when she • · soon, -
; come~. 

Oh, we'll all go to meet her when she comes, 
Oh, we'll all go to meet her when she comes, 
We will kill the old red rooster, 
We will kill the old red rooster, 
And we'll all have chicken an' dumplln'a 

when .. he comes. 

And de old gray hoss dat I used to drive, 
I will hitch him to de chariot In cte morn. 

Oh, my old banjo hangs on de wall, 
Kase it ain't been tuned since way last fall, 
But de· darklea aH say, we will hab a good 

time, . 
When we ride up In de chariot In de morn. · 
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Prodigy and Prejudice 
Philippa Schuyler's talent was supposed to destroy racial barriers. Instead, those barriers helped destroy her. 

COMPOSITION 
IN BLACK AND WHITE 
The Life of Philippa Schuyler. 
By Kathryn Talalay. 
Illustrated. 317 pp. New York: 
Oxford University Press. $30. 

By Phyllis Rose 

T
HIS enthralling, heartbreaking 
book restores to attention Phi
lippa Schuyler, child prodigy of 
the 1930's, pianist, composer, 

Harlem's Mozart, "the Shirley Temple 
of American Negroes." Her father was 
George Schuyler, a well-known black 
journalist. Her mother was Josephine 
Cogdell Schuyler, the white daughter of 
a Texas rancher. Insisting that her 
daughter was the normal product of "hy
brid vigor" and good nutrition, Jody 
Schuyler dedicated her to the cause of 
integration: Philippa's brilliance would 
break down racial barriers in America. 
Instead, as Kathryn Talalay tells this 
important story, racial barriers and a 
manipulative, demanding mother broke 
Philippa. 

Based on fascinating family papers in 
New York's Schomburg Center for Re
search in Black Culture, "Composition in 
Black and White: The Life of Philippa 
Schuyler" begins by plunging us into a 
1920's world of race enthusiasm: "Nor
dics" go to Harlem for the night life and 
white girls date black men to rattle their 
families and. prove to themselves they 
have interesting lives. Josephine Cogdell 
arrived in New York in 1927, wanting to 
write. She had contributed pieces to The 
Messenger, a left-wing black publication 
whose editor was George Schuyler. They 
met and were immediately attracted to 
each other. 

A fanatic diarist, Jody even described 
their first kiss, revealing (or boasting) 
that she found George's lips "softer and 
more sensuous than white lips." Her 
primitivist ideas - the flip side of rac
ism - glorified everything African and 
saw salvation in miscegenation. She en
couraged herself to marry Schuyler 
with the thought that "the white race ... 
is spiritually depleted and America 
must mate with the Negro to save her
self." 

People like Jody Schuyler, literalist 
ideologues who live out their ideas, 
make for great reading but may not 
make great moms. From the beginning, 
Philippa was under tremendous pres
sure to prove the success of her parents' 
marriage. She could read and write at 
the age of 2. By 3 her parents were 
showing off her verbal skills to journal
ists like young Joseph Alsop, who report
ed on the toddler prodigy for The New 
York Herald Tribune. By 3112 she had 
started learning piano, and barely a 
year later she was playing Mozart in 
public. She started composing before 
she was 5. 

Phyllis Rose teaches fiction writing at 
Wesleyan University. She is the author 
of "Jazz Cleopatra: Josephine Baker in 
Her Time" and the editor of "The Norton 
Book of Women's Lives." 
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FROM ··cOMPOSITION IN BLACK AND WHITE'. 

Philippa Schuyler playing dominoes with her parents in late 1944 or early 1945, when she was 13 years old. 

For "the education of America," Jody 
entered her daughter in every possible 
musical competition. She was the stage 
mother from hell, blending a frustrated 
artist's ambition with an activist's self
righteousness. She followed the child
rearing advice of the behaviorist John 
Broadus Watson, a predecessor .of B. F. 
Skinner, who didn't believe in coddling or 
even cuddling children or in letting 
them, as John Dewey advised, grow 
from within. A food faddist, she fed Phi
lippa only raw foods: cooking destroyed 
vitamins. Even steaks and liver were 
eaten uncooked in the Schuylers' home. 

From the age of 8, Philippa concer
tized constantly, a darling of both the 
black and the white press, a role model 
in black communities throughout Amer
ica. Her visibility was achieved through 
George's press connections and Jody's 
tireless management. At 15, she soloed 
with the New York Philharmonic at 
Lewisohn Stadium before an audience of 
12,000, in- a program that included one of 
her own compositions. (A symphony she 
wrote at 13 was, Virgil Thomson said, as 
interesting as the symphonies Mozart 
wrote at that age.) 

But some thought . her playing had 
been undermined by her relentless per
formance schedule, and the older she got 
the more it seems emotional turmoil 
prevented her from being a great artist. 
She made the transition from child prod
igy to concert pianist, but by her mid
teens, whether because of her own inad
equacies or racial barriers or both, she 
had gone as far as she would go as a 
performer in America - she was a suc
cess with black audiences, but of limited 
appeal to whites. 

Like many other black performers be
fore her, she went abroad for money and 
large audiences - at first to Latin 
America, later throughout Europe, the 
Middle East and Africa. In perpetual 
motion, she was increasingly unhappy, 
suffering from loneliness and rage. Her 
public image - the beautiful, witty, 
competent, successful world performer 

- was carefully nourished by Jody, who 
arranged even Philippa's courtships. 
When ~ wealthy Italian fell in love with 
her, Jody wrote him directly, demanding 
a prenuptial transfer of land to her 
daughter. This was one of many ro
mances that didn't work out. 

As a.. grown woman, hilippa .consid
ered her parents' marriage a mistake 
and was determined to negate it by mar
rying a white man - although the only 
man she seems really to have loved was 
an African diplomat. At one especially 
unhappy moment, she was halfheartedly 
involved with a white British impresa
rio, parrying his offers of marriage until 
discovering she was pregnant - by the 
African diplomat. Then she put so much 
pressure on the impresario to marry her 
that he in turn was put off, and especial
ly shocked by her accusation that he 
wanted to "take advantage of a colored 
girl." 

For all her talent and brilliance, she 
came in the end to play the role of the 
tragic mulatto, at home nowhere, yearn
ing to be "accepted as a person, not as a 
strange curiosity." She started passing 
for white in 1959, at first so she could 
travel in South Africa, later thinking 
that she might have a better career as a 
white performer. She invented another 
persona, Felipa Monterro y Schuyler, 
who was white, and as Miss Monterro 
played well-reviewed concerts in Eu
rope and gave a lecture tour in America. 
Unsurprisingly, this deception proved 
too difficult to sustain. 

In becoming a journalist, she adopted 
a new persona in another way. Happen-· 
ing to be in the Belgian Congo at the time 
of its independence, she covered those 
events for United Press International. 
Like her father, who had become in
creasingly right-wing, Philippa had a 
pro-colonial take on Africa. "Who Killed 
the Congo?," the book she wrote on 
Zaire's independence in 1962, offended 
liberals. Later she believed that only the 
Roman Catholic Church could save Af
rica and wrote a book about Catholic 

missionaries, "Jungle Saints" (1963). 
When U.P.I. refused to carry a second 

series of dispatches from Africa, she 
started writing for the ultraconserva
tive Manchester (N.H.) Union Leader. 
Officially a journalist for The Union 
Leader covering the Vietnam War, she 
was also a Catholic lay worker and was 
engaged in ferrying orphans to safety 
from Hue to Danang when the helicopter 
she was riding in crashed on May 9, 1967, 
and she died at the age of 35. 

"Do you realize what you are expect
ing of me?" she wrote her mother in 
1960. "Are you aware of the pressures 
you put me under? Are you aware of the 
impossibilities you ask of me? To be a 
great pianist. To be a great composer. 
To be a great arranger. To be a great 
author. To be a great journalist. To al
ways get marvelous reviews. To always 
pull off marvelous coups no one else 
could do. To get good photographs every
where .... To always make money, and 
always keep within my budget. . . . To 
always be a great beauty. This is beyond 
human capability." 

It's instructive how much of this Phi
lippa Schuyler managed to do, and how 
little it made for happiness or social 
progress. Her talent was inhibited, her 
life sadly wasted. Her father became 
increasingly isolated in his cantanker
ousness, even opposing Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s Nobel Peace Prize. And Jody 
Schuyler, two years after her daughter's 
death in Vietnam, committed suicide by 
hanging. 

This tragic tale makes an exhilarating 
book. Thanks to Kathryn Talalay, an 
archivist and editor at the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters, for focus
ing on the Schuylers' story, researching 
it so energetically and telling it so sensi
tively. "Composition in Black and 
White" is a stimulating addition to the 
record of race relations in America, as 
well as a monument to an extraordinary 
woman - perhaps two extraordinary 
women - who might otherwise have 
vanished. D 



Piano Men 
A history of the Steinway family and the product it made and sold for a century and a half. 

STEINWAY &SONS 
By Richard K. Lieberman. 
Illustrated. 374 pp. New Haven: 
Yale University Press. $35. 

By Eva Hoffman 

T O the countless aficionados 
who have relished its supple 
action and its rich, round tone, 
a Steinway piano may be a 

thing of beauty and a joy forever. But an 
expensive instrument is an object exist
ing at an intersection of culture and 
commerce, and to those who produce it, 
it means mostly business. In "Steinway 
& Sons," Richard K. Lieberman brings a 
revealing, if not always uplifting, per
spective to the story by looking at the 
company that for a century and a half 
made, marketed and sold Steinways. 

Actually, this is the second history of 
the Steinway to appear this year. An 
earlier one, "The Steinway Saga," by 
D. W. Fostle, drew heavily on Steinway 
family archives. Mr. Lieberman's book, 
based largely ' on company archives, is 
not an investigative report but an insti
tutional chronicle, perhaps too conscien-

, tiously concerned with promotion tech
niques and sales and profit figures 
through the ages. But a history of the 
Steinway is also, implicitly, a history of 
the pianistic tradition; and while concen
trating on his specific brief, Mr. Lieber
man also gives us an often fascinating 
overView of a musical epoch that may, 
regrettably, be coming to an end. 

Mr. Lieberman - a historian and the 
director of LaGuardia Community Col
lege's LaGuardia and Wagner Archives, 
which house the Steinway collection of 
documents - approaches his subject 
largely through profiles of the men who 
ran Steinway & Sons in successive gen
erations, in a system of inheritance that 
passed the leadership from father to 
nephew, as often as to the son. The fam
ily saga begins with Heinrich Engelhard 
Steinweg, a cabinet and instrument 
maker who ill 1835 started a modest 
piano manufacturing concern in the 
small German town of Seesen. In 1850, to 
escape restrictive trade regulations and 

· political agitation, the Steinwegs fol
lowed their son Charles to New York, 
where they apprenticed themselves to 
such piano makers as Henry Pirsson, 
famed for producing "the American dou
ble-grand pianoforte," with keyboards 
facing one another. 

By 1853, the new immigrants were 
ready to strike out on their own in the 
New World, with the Anglicized name 
Steinway & Sons. The piano, like the 
novel, rose with the middle classes, and 
the Steinways' success was largely due 
to their product's increasing popularity. 
However, in a trade then dominated by 
German manufacturers, they also dis
tinguished themselves by their careful 
workmanship. Each instrument that 
came out qf their factory was produced 
by a precise, patient process, which in
volved drying wood for a year, applying 

Eva Hoffman, the author of "Lost in 
Translation: A Life in a New Language," 
is an amateur musician. 

FROM .. STEINWAY & SONS" 

From left to right at Steinway Hall in 1925: Ruth, Theodore and Henry Z. Steinway; 
Ernest Urchs, head of Steinway's sales force; Roman de Majewski, who succeeded 
Vrchs; Teed Steinway; Ernest Hutcheson, the pianist, and Mrs. Hutcheson. Below, 

Steinway's "bread arid butter" piano, the model M of 1912. 

several coats of varnish to the piano 
case with long intervals between each 
coat, and shaping and fitting hundreds of 
small parts by hand. The early Steinway 
craftsmen included studious innovators 
like Henry Steinway Jr., who in the 
1850's perfected the technique of over
stringing, which gave the piano a larger, 
warmer tone. 

But aside from the high level of their 
skills, the Steinways were also canny 
about injecting into their instruments 
the impalpable extra ingredient of cul
tural cachet. The latter part of the 19th 
century was the era of superstar per
formers, and the Steinways capitalized 
on this to good effect by sponsoring the 
more famous among them in return for 

endorsements. Mr. Lieberman tells won
derful anecdotes of heroic performances 
- like Anton Rubinstein's 1872 New 
York debut, during which he was kept 
playing till 4 o'clock in the morning by 
the wildly excited audience. In 1891, Ig
nace Paderewski, the musical idol of his 
day {and for a while the President of 
Poland), played six different concertos 
in his first week in New York, and the 
next year he gave 107 concerts in 117 
days, much of the ti.me playing in agony 
from an injured finger. He and other 
musicians, like Josef Hofmann, Rach
maninoff, Horowitz and Arthur Rubin-· 
stein, were kept loyal to Steinway in part 
by fat fees and careful coddling. 

On the strength of such events an_d 
associations, the very · name Steinway 
gradually became a byword for pianistic 
grandeur, as well as for bourgeois ambi
tion and cultivation. Although the compa
ny's fortunes · went through various ups 
and downs, Steinway & Sons mostly pros
pered and expanded, opening branches in 
Germany and England and shipping pi
anos to households across America and 
Europe. The Steinways themselves be
came . a major cultural force in New 
York, opening the elegant Steinway Hall 
in 1866 and supporting musical causes 
and institutions. For a while they were 
also a major economic force in Queens, 
where they built factories and private 
mansions, established rail links to Man
hattan and opened the immensely lucra
tive North Beach Amusement Park (on 
the site of today's LaGuardia Airport). 

Steinway & Sons initially transferred its , 
operations to Queens to escape what one : 
member of the family called the "anar- ~ 

chists and socialists" causing violent la- ; 
bor unrest in volatile Manhattan; per
haps their most inventive piece of busi
ness strategy was the creation of a "com
pany village," in which they rented 
houses to their employees, supplied most 
of the public services and provided Eng
lish and German lessons to the workers' 
children. 

But the Steinways' paternalism wasn't 
always so benevolent. Within their own 
enclave, they never allowed women near 
the seat of power; within their factories, 
they kept strikers out and wages low. 
The chairmen in successive generations 
ranged from sensitive souls, who 
cracked from the pressures of their job, 
to ruthless businessmen and corporate 
thinkers. Mr. Lieberman's tale is sur
prisingly full of fraternal dissension, 

. sexual scandal, dubious tactics and cut
throat competitiveness. In the early 
days, the company's management re
peatedly bribed juries at international 
exhibits and competitions, thus assuring 
Steinway victories over such pianos as 
Chickering and Weber. During World 
War II, the Hamburg branch of Stein
way & Sons complied with the Nazi re
gime without a murmur. 

But finally, whatever their tempera
ments or managerial style, none of the 
Steinway leaders were immune to the 
effects of larger social and economic 
trends. In recent years the piano has 
come to occupy a less central place in 
our musical imaginations. The capri
cious element of charisma has moved 
from the classical virtuoso to the rock 
singer; and since the advent of the 
record player, fewer people have felt the 
need to make music in their homes 
themselves. 

At the same time, with the rise of 
unions and increasing labor costs, the 
production of handmade instruments be
came less financially tenable. The Stein
ways were never good at shifting to less 
prestigious, or less expensive, models. 
In the 1930's, they lost the market for 
space-efficient uprights to brands like 
Baldwin and Kimball. But perhaps the 
real coup de grace came from Yamaha, 
which, once its of fer to represent Stein
way in Japan was refused in the 50's, 
started competing in America with 
cheaper mass-produced pianos. The 
rest, for Steinway, is sad history. In 1972, 
Steinway & Sons was sold to CBS, and 
since then the company has changed 
hands twice more; the pianos are still 
produced in Queens and Hamburg, but 
by more mechanized methods. 

To some cognoscenti, the new-issue 
Steinways lack the clarity and warmth 
of the old versions. But perhaps such 
subtleties become harder to discern 
amid the noise of new technologies. 
Steinway may have gained its pre-emi
nence by questionable strategies, as well 
as by excellence; but it was one of the 
best vehicles for the kind of pianism that · 
depends on fine tonal nuances, and on 
bravura sound. 'The decline of "the in
strument of the immortals," as one ad
vertising slogan called it, undoubtedly · 
marks the waning of a living musical 
environment in which such things could 
be heard, and in which they mattered. D 
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Negro homesteaders (1887)-"The 'Negro history' that white men read was written by other whites." 

j 
THE HIDDEN SOURCES OF NEGRO HISTORY 

By C. VANN WOODWARD 

0 F THE current need for Negro 
history-the writing, the teach
ing, and the learning of it-there 

can be no reasonable doubt. The old 
history, what there was of it, and 
whether it was written by whites or 
blacks, needs revising in the light of new 
knowledge. There is reasonable excuse 
for the lack of African history, so much 
of which is buried in the preliterate tri
bal past. But large numbers of people 
of African blood now live in the New 
World with an experience developed in 
the full light of modern history. The de
nial of their rightful place in American 
history and the neglect and distortion of 
their own history are largely due to their 
former slave status and to the fact that 
thei "Negro history" that white men read 
was written by other whites. 

The demand for Negro history is 
therefore legitimate. But the fulfillment 
of the need will not be instant, the learn
ing of the history painless, or the con
tent of it exclusively or predominantly 
glorious. The meaning of such history
its "lessons" -will not always be clear. Its 
pages are likely to be tortured with 
ambiguities and doubts and enigmas as 
ironic and inglorious as the Poor Peoples 
Crusade of 1968, and there will be 

C. Vann Woodward, Sterling professor of 
history at Yale, is author of The Strange 
Career of Jim Crow and The Bmden of 
Southern History. 
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chapters crowded with charlatans, 
knaves, and rakehells. The Father Di
vines and Daddy Graces will outnumber 
the Martin Luther Kings. Even the most 
glorious heroes -a Nat Turner, perhaps 
-may turn out to have moments of hesi
tation and dubious encounters that the 
more pious biographer would pref er to 
skip. Which is only to say that it will be 
human history. 

THE most important response so far 
to the demand for Negro history is the 
forty-four-volume series entitled, "The 
American Negro: His History and Lit
erature" published by the Arno Press 
and The New York Times. The charac· 
ter of the books chosen and the prices 
charged for them, if nothing else, put 
this particular enterprise beyond sus· 
picion of vulgar commercialism. It is a 
serious effort to meet a legitimate need. 
It is not popular history. It belongs in 
the scholar's library rather than the ac
tivist's. Those who raise the loudest de
mand for "black studies" will rarely 
bury themselves in these volumes, and 
they are not likely to burden the shelves 
of the average Muslim temple or or
ganizer's pad. 

It is not easy to characterize a series 
that includes so many varieties and 
categories of literature. Given the preva
lence of autobiography and reminis
cence, the historian would classify the 
series broadly under "source materials," 
but that would not take care of several 
works of scholarship, journalism, and 
polemics that are included. In spite of 

the promise implied by the subtitle 
"History and Literature," only one vol
mne, The New Negro, edited by Alain 
Locke in 1925, includes any poeh·y, fic
tion, or drama. (We are assured that the 
second series has a more literary em
phasis.) All the volumes are reprints, 
apparently done by a photo-offset pro
cess that reproduces iUustrations fairly 
well. 

The problem is that reprinting a book, 
especially one long-forgotten, inevitably 
implies a sort of endorsement. Without 
scholarly guidance, the uninformed 
reader is likely to be unintentionally 
misled. Too many volumes in this series 
run that risk. In all but five volumes, the 
only contribution made by the editors is 
a brief one-to-two-page introduction to 
each volume that can do little more than 
identify the author. 

Roughly three-quarters of the books 
reprinted deal with slavery and its after
math, which means they are concerned 
with the middle third of the nineteenth 
century. Given the importance of the 
period and the subject, this is a natural 
emphasis. The selection of books, how
ever, and the period of their origin re
flect some of the present-day motiva
tion and interest in Negro history. Much 
of it is history with a purpose-polemi
cal, philopietistic, and uncritical. It is 
valuable to the historian, but often mis
leading as history. 

Unfortunately, there are no slave 
reminiscences that go back to Africa, 
such as those recently reprinted by the 
Wisconsin University Press. The only 
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African experience is found in Captain 
Canot, or Twenty Years of an African 
Slaver ( 1854). The Captain's memoirs 
i11ustrate the intractability of historical 
documents, for he was as genial and 
impenitent a pirate as ever sailed the 
Spanish Main, blithely persuaded that 
he was doing the Africans a jo1ly good 
turn with a free ride to the New World. 

One large and important category of 
N<>gro writings, the fugitive slave nar
rative, is represented by nine autobio
graphical works. Five of the shorter 
ones, including some of the better ac
counts, such as those of Lunsford Lane 
and William W. Brown, are bound in 
one volume. The classic of the genre 
and one of the classics of American au
tobiography is Frederick Douglass's My 
Bondage and My Freedom. Some schol
ars prefer the first and smallest of his 
three autobiographies, but I think this, 
his second, published in 1855, is the 
wiser choice. If I were forced to recom
mend one volume above all others in 
the series, My Bondage would be the 
choice. It contains more insights into 
the nature of slavery and slave society 
than any other book I know of that is 
written from the slave's point of view. 
Douglass does not stop at recording 
his sufferings and hfa protest, as most 
of the slave authors do. He analyzes 
perceptively what slavery did to chil
dren, mothers, and fathers of slave fami
lies, and what it did to drivers, overseers, 
masters, and their families. Along with 
the work of his white Southern contem
porary George Fitzhugh (not repre
sented here, of course), Douglass' s book 
marks the beginnings of a sociology of 
slave society. 

The only class of literature in which 
white authors in any number are repre
sented in the series is the one dealing 
with the anti-slavery movement. Garri
son's Thoughts on African Colonization 
( 1832) marks the break of young radi
cals from the conservative colonization 
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movement. Lydia Maria Child in An 
Appeal in Favor of That Class of Ameri
cans Called Africans ( 1836) makes a 
comparative study of slavery to indict 
her country and explores anthropology 
to defend black Americans from racial 
bigots. One of the most striking defenses 
of the enslaved race made during the 
slavery period was The Condition . . . of 
the Colored People ( 1852) written by 
Martin R. Delany, "this most extra
ordinary and intelligent black man," as 
Lincoln described him. It was an excel
lent idea to revive his book. From the 
white side and the inside of the aboli
tionist movement, Samuel J. May's Rec
ollections ( 1869) provides an info1mal 
history of the crusade against slavery'. 

In addition to anti-slavery polemics, 
ideology, and history, there is a great 
mass of anti-slavery propaganda. It 
could not be better represented than 
by the most famous and influential ex
ample, American Slavery As It Is (1839), 
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the work of two South Carolina aristo
crats, the Grimke sisters, and Angelina 
Grimke's husband, Theodore Dwight 
Weld. They faithfully followed the ad
vice of a friend who urged that atroci
ties "which are merely horrid must give 
place to those which are absolutely dia
bolical." The book was intended to make 
people fighting mad about the horrors 
of slavery. It did. It still can. It was 
superb propaganda, and no historian 
can ignore it. But there is a difference 
nonetheless between history and propa
ganda. 

No aspect of the anti-slavery crusade 
has stirred the American imagination 
more deeply than the romantic and 
fabled Underground Railroad. That 
story is the subject of three massive vol
umes of this series. Two of them are 
written by participants and may be con
sidered "documentary." William Still, 
son of ex-slave parents, kept full records 
of the Philadelphia Vigilance Committee 

I:: ---- -

-From "The Underground Railroad." 

Rescue of slave tamily-"ln addition to anti-slavery polemics, ideol
ogy, and history, there is a great mass of anti-slavery propaganda." 
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for helping fugilive slaves in the 1850s 
and published them in his 800-pagc 
book, The Underground Railroad (1872). 
The stories he preserved of hundreds of 
fugitives are personal, detailed, and cir
cumstantial, and with due allowance for 
the human proclivity for making a good 
story better, they can be read with 
profit. Almost as bulky are the Rerni
niscences ( 1876) of Levi Coffin, a North 
Carolina Quaker who moved to Illinois, 
and, according to the subtitl.e of his 
book, became "The Reputed President 
of the Underground Railroad." His sto
ries are fascinating, and considering the 
memory handicaps of their eighty-seven
year-old author, they are a1so worth
while reading. 

The third conb·ibution on this sub
ject is by a professor of history with all 
the claims to authority his profession 
lends. Professor Wilbur H. Siebert, who 
puhlish<=>d his Undergmurid Railroad in 

1888, fonnulate<l the remarkable theory 
that age improves rather than impairs 
a man's memory. He interviewed hun
dreds of aging abolitionists in the 1890s 
and made their reminiscences the sub
stance of his history. The passage of half 
a century had not dimmed the heroism, 
the glamour, and the conspiratorial dar
ing and mystery of their youthful ex
ploits. It did seem to enhance the role 
of noble white benefactors at the ex
pense of the daring fugitives and their 
black friends in the North, who incurred 
the main risks and did most of the work. 
A recent monograph has pointed out 
that Siebert contributed more to myth 
and legend than history. 

The most legendary and controversial 
figure in abolitionist annals is John 
Brown of Harpers Ferry fame. Of the 
two score or more biographies of Brown, 
the series reprints the one by Richard 
J. Hinton published in 1894. Hinton 

"The A.merit:an Negro: His History tmd Literature," 
Arno Press and The New York Times, forty-four volumes, $485. 
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Captain Canot, Or 20 }'ears of an 
African Slaver ( 1854), edited by 
Brantz Mayer, 448 pp., $14.50. 

The Colored Patriots of the Ameri
can Revolution ( 1855), William 
C. Nell, 396 pp., $12. 

Five Slave Narratives: A Compen
dium (various dates), .500 pp., 
$15. 

My Bondage and My Freedom 
( 1855) , Frederick Doug] ass, 464 
pp., $14.50. 

Recollections of Seventy Years 
( 1888), Daniel A. Payne, 336 
pp., $10. 

Narrative of Sojourner Truth (1884), 
320 pp., $11.50. 

Autobiography of a Fugitive Negro 
( 1855), Samuel Ringgold Ward, 
412 pp., $12.50. 

The Suppressed Book about Slav
ery! ( 1864) , edited by George 

. W. Carleton, 432 pp., $13.50. 
Thoughts on African Colonization 

{ 1832), William Lloyd Garrison, 
296 pp., $9. 

An Appeal in Favor of That Class 
of Americans Called Africans 
( 1836), Lydia Maria Child, 216 
pp., $7. 

Some Recollections of Our Anti
slavery Conflict ( 1869), Samuel 
J. May, 408 pp., $10.50. 

The Condition, Elevation, Emigra
tion and Destiny of the Colored 
People of the United States 
( 1852), Martin R. Delany, 214 
pp., $6.50. 

The Anglo-African Magazine, Vol-
11me I (1859), 416 pp., $12.50. 

American Slavery As It ls: Testi
mony of a Thousand Witnesses 
(1839), Theodore D. We1d, 224 
pp., $7. 

The Underground Railroad ( 1872), 
William Still, 780 pp., $25. 

Reminiscences ( 1876), by Levi 
Coffin, 732 pp., $16.50. 

The Underground Railroad from 
Slavery to Freedom ( 1898), 
Wilbur H. Siebert, 478 pp., 
$14.50. 

John Brown and His Men (1894), 
Richard J. Hinton, 752 pp., $23. 

The Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin 
( 1853), Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
508 pp., $15.50. 

Reminiscences of My Life in Camp 
(1902), Suzie King Taylor, 82 
pp., $4. 

Behind the Scenes ( 1868), Eliza
beth H. Keckley, 371 pp., $9. 

The Blaclc Phalanx ( 1888), Joseph 
T. Wilson, 528 pp., $15.50. 

First Days Among the Contrabands 
( 1893), Elizabeth Hyde Botume, 
286 pp., $10.50. 

The Freedmen's Book (1865), Lydia 
Maria Child, 277 pp., $8.50. 

Cheerful Yesterdays ( 1899), Thom
as W. Higginson, 374 pp., $11.50. 

The Facts of Reconstruction (1913), 
John R. Lynch, 325 pp., $10. 

The Life and Adventures of Nat 
Love ( 1907), Nat Love, 162 pp., 
$6. 

Shadow and Light: An Autobiog
raphy ( 1902), Mifflin W. Gibbs, 
372 pp., $12. 

Black and White: Land. Labor and 

was au assodale of Brown <luring the 
latter's Kansas exploits, and the biogra
phy is a eulogy and a defense. The 
present editor admits that "it was not 
intended as purely disinterested histo
ry." James C. Malin, the only profes
sional historian who has tackled the 
subject, goes further to issue "a warning 
to those uninitiated in the propaganda 
of the John Brown legend" that Hinton 
manipulated evidence irresponsibly and 
played fast and loose with the lrnlh. 
Caveat ernptor. 

NEGLECT of the important part 
played by black Americans in the Civil 
War has been partly remedied by mod
ern historians. They owe much to the 
work of early Negro writers whose books 
are known only to a few specialists. An 
impressive example is The Black Phalanx 
( 1888) by Joseph T. Wilson, a veteran 
of the Union Army who writes of the 

Politics fri the South ( 1884), T. 
Thomas Fortune, 310 pp., $9. 

Race Ad;ustment ( 1908) and The 
Everlasting Stain ( 1924), Kelly 
Miller, two volumes in one, 682 
pp., $20.50. 

Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus 
Garvey ( 1923), edited by Amy 
Jacques-Garvey, 101 pp., $3.50. 

Black Manhattan ( 1930) , James 
Weldon Johnson, 284 pp., $13. 

The New Negro: An Interpretation, 
( 1925), edited by Alain Locke, 
446 pp., $9. 

New World A-C wiing ( 1943), Roi 
Ottley, 364 pp., $11.50. 

1'he Atlanta University Publica
tions, edited by W. E. B. Du 
Bois, approximately 1,000 pp., 
$30. 

The Negro in Chicago: A Study of 
Race Relations and a Race Riot 
(1922), 672 pp., $15. 

Voice of the Negro: 1919 (1920), 
edited by Robert T. Kerlin, 188 
pp., $7.50. 

The Free Negro Family ( 1932), E. 
Franklin Frazier, 90 pp., $2.50. 

The Education of the Negro Prior 
to 1861 ( 1919), Carter G. Wood
son, 454 pp., $14.00. 

The Negro at Work in New York 
Oity ( 1912), George Edmund· 
Haynes, 75 pp., $4.50. 

Negro Population, 1790-191.5 
(1918), 844 pp., $23.50. 

Men of Mark ( 1887), William J. 
Simmons, 1,141 pp., $39.50. 

Proceedings of the Constitutional 
. Convention of South Carolina 

( 1868)' 930 pp., $28. 
The History of the Negro Race in 

America ( 1883), George W. Wil
Jiams, 1,136 pp., $34.50. 
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Negro soldiers and their war. 'l'wo vol
umes by Negro women enrich the story. 
Susie King Taylor's charming Reminis
cences ( 1902) includes an account of 
her service as an army nurse and teacher. 
Of greater historical significance is Be
hind the Scenes ( 1868) , the memoirs 
of Elizabeth Keckley, seamstress for the 
wives of Jefferson Davis and Abraham 
Lincoln. She admired both men. Her 
candid and intimate stories of four years 
in the White House and her association 
with Mary Lincoln make excellent read
ing. 

Long known to specialists and de
serving a much wider public is The 
Facts of Reconstruction ( 1913) by the 
distinguished mulatto Congressman from 
Mississippi, John R. Lynch. Part mem
oir and part history, it demolishes bat
talions of popular and scholarly myths 
concerning the politics of Reconstruc
tion and the nature of race relations in 
Mississippi. It is especially recommend
ed lo prematurely aging freedom riders 
and civil rights crusaders. As an exem
plary prototype of the latter from the 
1860s, Elizabeth Hyde Botume should 
have special appeal and sober instruc
tion for white crusaders of the 1960s. 
Her First Days Among the Contra
bands ( 1893) recounts her missionary 
and teaching experiences among the ex
slaves of the Port Royal Experiment in 
the South Carolina sea islands. Another 
crusader, with a larger ego, Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson has left his ac
count in Cheerful Yesterdays ( 1899). 

A rather welcome contrast to the 
melancholy memoirs encountered so far 
is The Life and Adventures of Nat Love 
( 1907). An unabashed rogue and tall
tale teller, Nat Love, self-styled "Dead
wood Dick," was the black cowboy who 
integrated the Wild West in the 1870s 
and 1880s. A dead shot-by his own ac
count he "never missed anything" and 
"defeated all comers in riding, roping, 
and shooting" -he enjoyed watching 
"painted savages" and "dirty Mexicans" 
bite the dust as much as any white 
marksman and consorted with the mur
derous Billy the Kid in integrated drink
ing and shooting situations. As an anti
climax to his Wild West career, he set
tled down as a prosperous Pullman 
porter. 

Missing from this library of Negro au
thors are any books of the two most 
notable figures of the black elite, Booker 
T. Washington and W. E. B. DuBois, 
both of whom were prolific writers. Both 
are readily available in existing editions, 
which accounts for their absence here. 
On the other hand, their followers and 
opponents are well represented. Booker 
Washington wrote an introduction to 
the autobiography of Miffiin Wister 
Gibbs, Shadow and Light (1902). Gibbs 
operated on many fronts: in the Far 
West as a businessman, in Arkansas as 
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Slave runaways reaching safety in Canada-"No aspect of 
' the anti-slavery crusade has stirred the American imagina

tion more deeply than the fabled Underground Railroad." 

a judge and politician, in the Orient as 
a U.S. consul. His motto was: "Labor 
to make yourself as indispensable as 
possible in all your relations with the 
dominant race," but he did speak out 
against injustice and discrimination. 

BoRN in slavery, T. Thomas Fortune 
became a peppery and extraordinarily 
adaptable journalist intellectual. As ed
itor of the leading Negro paper of the 
1880s and 1890s, he shifted from Du
Bois radicalism-anticipated in his Black 
and White ( 1884 )-to Washingtonian 
conservatism after 1895, and wound up 
as editor of Marcus Garvey's b1ack na
tionalist Negro World. Garvey's black 
separatism, the doctrine that inspired by 
far the greatest upheaval of black nation
alism in our history, is embodied in 
the Jamaican's Philosophy and Opinions 
( 1923), edited by his second wife. In 
this strange book Garvey acknowledged 
his affinity with Booker Washington as 
well as his differences. DuBois, of course, 
rejected Garveyism. 

Washington enjoyed the support of a 
brilliant defender, Kelly Miller, who was 
the author of two volumes bound as one 
in this series, Race Adjustment ( 1908) 
and The Everlasting Stain ( 1924). It is 
incredible that he could have written so 

eloquently on lynching and still have de
clared in 1908: "We are in the midst of 
an era of good feeling." Kelly consid
ered the Negro "a great storehouse of con
servatism," but admitted in the 1920s 
that had Washington lived, "he would 
not be able to hold the Negro to his 
avowed . doctrine of prudential silence 
on the issue of manhood rights." 

The Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s 
is treated by three able Negro writers. 
James Weldon ohn , with a distin-

-gti1s e writing career already behind 
him, began his Black Manhattan ( 1930) 
with a runningn1story of Negroes in 
New York City, beginning in 1626, when 
the black population numbered eleven. 
He is concerned throughout this infor
mative volume with the Negro in the arts, 
especially the theater, and more than 
half the book is devoted to the 1920s. 
Back in the days when Harlem was an 
enthusiasm instead of a fighting word, 
Johnson reminds us that for Negroes it 
had "better, cleaner, more modern, more 
airy, more sunny houses than they had 
ever lived in before." In its heyday, Har
lem was "known in Europe and the Ori
ent, . . . talked about by natives in 
the interior of Africa," and celebrated 
as "exotic, colorful, and sensuous; a 
place of laughing, singin11: :-i nd dancing; 
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A reading from Uncle Tom's Cabin at the home of the Duchess of Suth
erland, in London, 1856-"The old history, ••• whether it was written 
hy whites or blacks needs revising in the light of new knowledge." 

a place where life wakes up at night." 
He knew the seamier side, but the side 
he exhibits with love and warmth is not 
that of Malcolm X. "Gaity is character
istic of Harlem," he wrote. 

One is grateful for the samplings of 
poetry, fiction, drama, music, painting, 
design, and criticism that Alain Locke 
rounded up in The New Negro: An in
terpretation ( lg25) aflhe fr alt of Har
lem at its peak. Time has been kinder to 
the poetry than to the fiction and drama, 
but it all breathes the excitement of the 
moment. "Cultural adolescence and the 
approach to maturity," Locke called it. 
The mood was naive and nostalgic. It 
was still a time when Jam es Weldon 
Johnson could apostrophize: "O South
land, dear Southland," and Locke could 
boast that "a leaven of humor, sentiment, 
imagination and tropic nonchalance" at
tributed to the South was the gift of the 
Negro. Cynicism and hate were kept at 
bay, he thought, by "a truly character-
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istic gentleness of spirit." It all seems 
long ago. 

Roi Ottley's book, New World A
Coming ( 1943), brings us closer to the 
dreadful present, but stops short of it 
in spirit. Ottley's Harlem, pictured in a 
jaunty but not imperceptive journalism, 
was that of the Depression, the abode 
of Father Divine and Daddy Grace, of 
Madame C. J. Walker, the hair-straight
ening millionaire, of Joe Louis and 
Langston Hughes. But Adam Clayton 
Powell was ah-eady on the scene, and 
the riot of 1935 had already taken place. 
No later period is covered by books of 
the series. Again, the reason is to be 
found in their general availability. 

Negro scholarship in history and soci
ology is represented by several volumes. 
The weightiest by far, and in many ways 
the most impressive, is really twelve 
monographs bound together. These 
studies of the Negro's social problems, 
published between 1896 and 1914, were 

done at Atlanta University by 1:itud~nts 
and staff of W. E. B. DuBois. All buttwo 
were edited by him. Covering such sub
jects as urban life, church, family, crime, 
and morals, they avoided politics, civH 
rights, and sexual race relations as "too 
controversial." Crude by modern stan
dards, they were probably unsurpassed 
in their own period, for they were pi
oneering new ground and setting the 
pace for a new field of study. This was a 
"first" for Negro scholarship that de
serves acknowledgement. A more ad
vanced piece of work was The Negro in 
Chicago ( 1922), done by a commission 
nearly half of whom were Negroes. A 
forerunner of the recent Kerner Report, 
it was a comprehensive study of the anti
Negro riot of 1919 and its background. 

Three important and expensive vol
umes of this library are entirely for the 
scholar-for reference and research rath
er than for reading. Indispensible for any 
historian, is the huge Negro Population, 
1790-1915, originally published by the 
Bureau of the Census in 1918. Since 90 
per cent or more of the Negroes lived 
in the South during most of this period, 
the volume is concerned mainly with 
this area. Its statistical essays, tables, 
and maps are the starting point for Ne
gro history. Until more competent dic
tionaries of Negro biography replace it, 
William J. Simmons's 1,100-page Men 
of Mark (1887) remains, for all its short
comings, a standard reference. Of more 
limited interest but m9re permanent sig
nificance is the Proceedings of the Con
stitutional Convention of South Carolinfl 
( 1868). With its Negro majority, the 
Reconstruction convention wrote the 
first democratic constitution of the state, 
a constitution unchanged until 1895, and 
then only to deny its benefits to a ma
jority of the state's citizens, the blacks. 

One of the most admirable decisions 
the editors made was to reprint George 
W. Williams's huge two-volume History 
of the Negro Race in America. Williams 
was the father of Negro history and his 
book, published in 1883, is a monument 
in American historiography. The rhet
oric will sometimes jar modern readers, 
for he has leaders "consumed with the 
sacred fires of patriotism,'' and God giv
ing "all the races of mankind civilization 
to start with." But those are the short
comings of the times rather than the 
man. George Bancroft could write such 
things in the same period. 

What is impressive about Williams is 
his sense of the high seriousness of his 
calling. "Not as the blind panegyrist of 
my race," he wrote, "nor as the partisan 
apologist, but from a love for 'the trmh 
of history,' I have striven to record the 
truth .... " The true correction of bias 
and prejudice and distortion in Negro 
history is not eulogy and apology :.ind 
panegyrics, but rather the spirit that in
formed the work of George Williams. 
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Sue Hodson, Am. Lit curator, said they have Flash, a 1920's Afro-American literary journal; 
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Chinua Achebe 
by Gayle Feldman 

Views of Home 
Achebe has not written overtly about 

his own life until now. Home and Exile be
gan with three lectures he gave at Harvard 
in December 1998. The first essay, "My 
Home Under Imperial Fire," recalls the 
African stories of his childhood, looks 
back on his school and university days, 
and provides quietly devastating examples 
of everyday European cultural imperial
ism and African cultural dispossession. From Afar 

T
he volume of three essays from 
Oxford University Press seems 
so simple: 105 pages, not much 
these days when writers write 

long and editors don't have time to edit 
them down. Home and Exile by Chinua 
Achebe. So deceptively clear, like the 
clarity oflight on this bril
liant May morning that ca
joles you into thinking re
ality is right before your 
eyes. Achebe's text makes 
you blink and look again. 

Manhattan disappears as 
the train follows the Hudson 
upriver. The world of purple 
hills and green pastures is 
speckled with small towns in 
need of jobs and a lick of 
paint, dotted, too, with leafy 
weekend houses for well-off 
urban refugees. The taxi 
drivers, idling at the Rhinecliff station, 
squabble over who shall have the fare. The 
winner drives the final 15 minutes to the 
house tucked up a path beyond Bard Col
lege's main entrance. Achebe, in his 7oth 
year, has come to know as much about 
home and exile as any man can, much 
more than he would have wished. How far 
from bucolic Annandale-on-Hudson is his 
hometown of Ogidi in eastern Nigeria, 
home to the Igbo people who once, briefly, 
endeavored to found a republic called Bi
afra. 

In 1958, Achebe opened outsiders' star
tled eyes to the Africa of Africans in 
Things Fall Apart (Heinemann; Anchor 
edition in U.S.), the first modern novel 
written by an African in English to enjoy 
large-scale success. More than eight mil
lion copies have been sold worldwide. A 
dozen works followed: fiction, short sto
ries, essays, children's books. 

But mention Achebe's name outside 
college classrooms and for many it rings 
only a faint bell. Home and Exile (Oxford; 
Forecasts, May 8) is the first solo work to 

come from the father of modern African 
literature since Anthills of the Savannah 
was nominated for the Booker Prize 13 
years ago. 

A niece, over from Nigeria, opens the 
door. (Achebe's own children are scattered: 
one defending a doctorate in history at 

Cambridge, another doing 
the same in California; a 
third completing a medical 
residency in Texas; a fourth 
in graduate school at Co-

The second essay, "The Empire Fights 
Back," tells how Africa's story came to be re
claimed by Africans. The final essay, "The 
Balance of Stories," delves further into no
tions of dispossession and reclamation, 
home and exile, through memories as well 
as razor-sharp critiques of other writers. 

Achebe agrees when it's suggested that 
the essays convey a fundamental message 
to any writer: know yourself; be yourself; 
explore your own stories; share them with 
the world and we'll all learn something. 
Does that mean that someone who is 

"I don't expect ever to understand what 
reality is. I expect to nibble at its edges 
for the rest of my time, and I think that's 
where we're supposed to be." 

lumbia.) The sun-filled 
'" ~' "- ' room is in many ways quite ", .... •..," 1 ordinary. Yes, there are sev
" ~'i ......;. _ ':" eral African sculptures, carv
ings with beads, the latest plaques from one 
of many universities wanting to honor a 
great man. But also a china closet stuffed 
with dolls and nondescript knickknacks, a 
fax machine, a photo of a beautiful daugh
ter in a white wedding gown. 

A quarter of an hour elapses before 
Achebe rolls in, in his chair. More than a 
decade ago, he was traveling to Lagos air
port en route to a semester at Stanford. The 
car never made it. After the accident, he was 
flown to a London hospital and, despite 
months in rehabilitation, he was left para
lyzed from the waist down. Then the invi
tation came from Bard. A place was created 
for him, a refuge from the chaos unleashed 
in his homeland and within his own life. 

Speaking about his new life, he says, 
"The day is shorter by the time I go 
through my routine. I don't lament the 
fact of fewer hours. If you want to accom
plish certain things, you have to give them 
more time." Later, he adds, 'Tm a novel
ist and there is always a novel hovering. 
This is like clearing the table for it. I've 
started in the way I do." 

white cannot or should not tell the story of 
someone who is black? "No, not at all," 
Achebe replies. "What it means is to ask 
anybody who's dealing with someone 
else's story to walk softly, as Yeats said, be
cause you walk on my dreams. People 
dream their world into being. If you're a 
visitor, remember that, and you can write 
as strong a story as anybody else." 

Later, he tells a story about his friend 
the South African Nobel laureate Nadine 
Gordimer. Some years earlier, she had 
been invited to participate in a conference 
of African writers that Achebe was also 
asked to attend. Shortly before the con
ference, Gordimer phoned him, ex
tremely upset, having been "disinvited," 
no doubt because of the color of her skin. 
Achebe shakes his head. "She's more than 
paid her dues as an African writer. I agree 
with Ben-Gurion: whoever wants to be a 
Jew is a Jew as long as you pay your dues." 

"We should set out," he announces in 
the pukka yet remarkably warm English 
that characterizes his generation of intel
lectuals schooled under British imperial 
rule. It's hard to remember the language 
he's speaking is far from his mother tongue. 

He sits upright in the motorized chair, 
jauntily sporting a navy blue beret. While 
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however, has more than one million stock 
options. 

Internet Doi la rs 
The biggest pay day of the executives 
tracked by PW was for Amazon.corn's 
new president and chief operating offi
cer, Joe Galli. Although Galli received 
only a $102,266 salary last year, he also 
took home a $2.9-million signing bonus 
as part of a total signing bonus of $7·9 mil
lion, payable over three years. Other new 
hires in the year received similar deals. 
Warren Jenson, senior v-p and chief fi
nancial officer, is entitled to a signing 
bonus of $7·5 million payable over five 
years, while Jeff Wilke, v-p and general 
manager of operations, was given a sign
ing bonus of $2 million payable over four 
years. Amazon chairman Jeff Bezos's 
salary remained at $81,840, but the e-re
tailer founder owns more than 117 million 
Amazon shares. 

The big winner at Barnesandnoble. 
com was former CEO Jonathan Bulkeley, 
who received $10.9 million in exchange for 
his stock options (News, April 17). Among 
those still working at b&n.com, v-p for 
merchandising Brenda Marsh received a 
77% salary hike, to $250,000, while senior 
v-p Carl Rosendorf earned a salary of 
$300,000 and a $100,000 bonus. Rosendorf 
also has more than 431,000 stock options, 
and Marsh has 86,250. Len Riggio controls 
more than seven million shares of b&n. 
com stock, 

Fatbrain.com president Dennis Capo
villa and executive v-p for product devel
opment Kim Orumchian both received 
raises last year, and their new employment 
contracts call for Capovilla's base salary to 
rise to $225,000 this year and Orumchian's 
salary to go to $185,000. The more interest
ing twist is that Fatbrain has loaned 
Capovilla $300,000 and Orumchian 
$150,000 and granted them the right to ac
quire up to 1% each of MightyWords, fol
lowing the close of that subsidiary's first 
round of financing. 

[Editor's Note: Results from the survey 
are based on responses from 673 PW sub
scrib~rs. Due to the fact that the numbers for 
some positions are based on small sizes, 
readers are advised to use the data diagnos
tically rather than conclusively. 

For more information or to order the full 
report for $25, call 212-463-6820. J • 

INTERNET 
COMPANIES 1998 1999 

Amazon.com 
Richard Dalzell, V-P, CIO $201 ,512 $206,212 
Joseph Galli, Pres., COO NA 3,002,266 

Barnesandnoble.com 
Carl Rosendorf, SVP, Mkt.,Sales, Bus.Dev. 304,487 400,000 
Brenda Marsh, VP, Merchandising 166,346 279, 165 

Fatbrain.com 
Dennis Capovilla, Pres. COO 191,786 226,015 
Kim Orumchian, EVP, Prod. Dev. 110,003 173,863 
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Distribution Center in Reno, Nevada. Even with 
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we make our deliberate progress, following 
the path to the college building where he'll 
conduct his undergraduate seminar, he 
talks about the five weeks he spent in Nige
ria in i999, his first trip home in so many 
years. "It was a tremendous experience," he 
says carefully. "The time I return to live de
pends entirely on how quickly things re
turn to some kind of normal. I'm talking 
about safety in the sense of dealing with 
armed robbers, yes, but also in the sense of 
having a hospital that works. 

"This doesn't mean I'm thinking of 20 

years from now. If sufficient movement to
wards normalization were to occur. .. I'm 
under great pressure from within to go." As 
he trundles along the wooded path, no
tions of what too early a return might cost a 
man in need of a hospital that works-and 
what every day of not returning costs a 70-

year-old whose inspiration has always been 
his home-play silent counterpoint to the 
birdsong of the hot spring day. 

The text Achebe pores over with his stu
dents, Distant View of a Minaret, is a story 
collection by the Egyptian writer Alifa Ri
faat. He weighs his words as he says, "Each 
little story looks little to begin with until 
you really reflect. Her stories seem to take 
contradictory positions, so at the end of the 
day you can't say this world is just this or 
that. It's this as well as that." 

The words could equally well describe 
Things Fall Apart. Contradiction indeed 
that the tragic story of an Igbo village leader 
whose world is undone by the coming of 
the missionaries should have been written 
by the son of an Anglican minister who, as 
an orphan boy, was taken in by the church . 

Later, back at his home after the seminar, 
over some very proper tea and biscuits 
served by his psychologist wife, Christie 
Chinwe Achebe, the writer admits, "I am 
fascinated by ambivalence. I don't expect 
ever to understand what reality is. I expect 
to nibble at its edges for the rest of my time, 
and I think that's where we're supposed to 
be. We learn all the time but sometimes we 
unlearn. Christianity has a certain truth 
which persuaded my parents to go over. The 
society in which they lived was in disarray." 

For Achebe-who started university 
thinking he would become a doctor-it is 
literature that provides the healing his par
ents sought in a foreign religion. "Healing, 
yes, this is why art was made. The need 
people have for that healing causes them to 
make rituals and celebrations. It's not for 
me to say how it does it, but it does. There 
are things I knew without actually experi
encing them, but experiencing them is that 
much stronger. Some of the people who 

came to see me in hospital would say, 'Why 
would this thing happen to you?' I'd always 
known there was no answer to that ques
tion, only now I knew it even better." 

Rifaat's book is one of some three or four 
hundred in the African Writers Series pub
lished by Heinemann London, of which 
Things Fall Apart was the very first title. Its 

"That's a big problem we have to address 
in Africa, and we have the task to link up the 
two stories. What someone like Toni Morri
son is doing to recover that story is of vital 
importance to me. It's almost like the 
Africans sold their own brothers. We have to 
find out how much is our responsibility and 
deal with it; what is somebody else's respon

sibility is entirely up to them 
to deal with." 

profits paid for the publication 
of many of the others, and 
Achebe functioned as the se
ries' editorial adviser for its first 
10 years and first 100 titles. In 
Home and Exile, the writer al
ludes to the birth of this semi
nal project and to Alan Hill, 
the Heinemann director who 
made it happen. After univer
sity Achebe worked as a broad
caster in Nigeria. He jour
neyed to London in i957 to at
tend the BBC staff school, 
carrying with him the manu
script of what would eventual
ly become his first two novels. 
One of the BBC instructors, 
Gilbert Phelps, a Heinemann 
author, provided an introduc
tion to his publisher. 

"Alan Hill took a chance 
he was that kind of man, a 

"I wish America 
would look at 
itself more criti
cally than she 

On the subject of America 
in general, Achebe says, 
"The time is corning when 
what the rest of the world 
thinks of America will be of 
considerable import to the 
happiness and security even 
of Americans ... I wish Amer
ica would look at itself more 
critically than she is apt to do. 
I have a feeling, for instance, 
that anyone who is going to 
say something useful about 
human rights must begin by 
recognizing that human 
rights are violated all over the 
world, and begin by looking 
domestically at a place where 
numbers of children survive 
below the poverty line in the 
midst of such abundance." is apt to do." 

really great publisher," Achebe recalls. "He 
loved books and had the energy to get 
things done. Can you imagine, he'd meet 
authors himself at Heathrow at 6 a.m.!" 
Hill's grandfather had gone to Cameroon 
as a missionary and "he had that kind of in
terest in Africa." 

The people who succeeded Hill "have 
not been the same kind of enthusiast," 
Achebe says simply. "He told me when he 
was leaving the company that publishing 
had been taken over by accountants. There 
are some new people who are anxious to go 
out beyond the known names. The prob
lem is, they're looking for writers who have 
the same concerns as themselves. I don't 
think they even know how to reach out for 
the really unknown. To know where the 
game will be in five or 10 years requires at
tention and freedom from preconceived 
notions, and that is very, very difficult." 

Why, after this decade in America, has 
Achebe not written about the place? "The 
story of America is so huge it's frighten
ing-you need to have the temerity to 
deal with it. I wanted to find out how 
black Americans are doing with their own 
story, because that is a story that pertains 
to me, a story we lost completely in 
Africa .... We allowed the memory almost 
to fade. 

But the conversation cannot help turning 
to the screaming headlines and mutilated 
images of Africa that fill newspapers and 
screens so often these days. Achebe is quiet 
for a moment. "Africa now ... Yes, there's dis
appointment, pain, sorrow. But I say to my
self, when was it in the last 500 years that 
Africa has not been in great pain and sor
row and disappointment? The answer is, 
very rarely. 

"There's an Igbo proverb that says of a 
particular kind of rodent we have -the 
grass cutter, which when chewing through 
the grass makes a lot of noise - even if 
there's only one of them left, you'll hear 
this sound. That's a rather grim kind of 
hope, but the alternative is to give up and 
kill yourself. I don't like that option. 

"You celebrate whatever achievement 
you can. Somebody asked me recently how 
I could talk about African literature as a cel
ebration in view of Africa's problems. I said 
that I'm simply basing my attitude on some
thing very old in my culture. We had cele
brations where there were carvings of the 
white district officer, of the earth goddess, of 
the gods of thunder and of smallpox. If you 
don't bring terrifying characters into your 
celebration, they'll be out there plotting 
something else. You bring them in and keep 
an eye on them." • 
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4-MEAGHER COUNTY NEWS 

Nearly two hundred ladies were 
in attendance Saturday when the 
Meagher Counts CowBelles pre
sented their annual spring style 
show. The decorations from the 
junior prom are utilized as a 
setting for this showing and this 
year's theme of "Rose Garden" 
was especially beautiful. Fea
tured were a wishing well in the 
center of the high school gym, 
gr·een hedges at the entrance, a 
fountain, and a beautiful chande
lier hanging from the center with 
pink, red and white as the color 
scheme. 

More than thirty models showed 
98 fashionable outfits for spring 
and s u m m e r wear. Clothing 
came from local stores, Western 
Clothing, Binnies and Gambles, 
and from Hennessy's, McDon
alds, Fisher's, Mary Moore, ABC 
Kiddie Shop, Rogene's, and 
DeVore's of Helena. 

Mrs. Gordon Doig was mistress 
of ceremonies for the afternoon. 
Pouring at the tea table were 
Mrs. Herb Townsend, State Par
liamentarian and Mrs. Kermit 
Anderson, State Beef Education 
chairman. Door prizes were won 
by Mrs. Fred Buckingham, Mrs. 
Tom Glenny of Judith Gap and 
Mary Karen Grande of Lennep. 

During the intermission, Mrs. 
Gary Wetherell, with Mrs. Gor
don Doig, presented a showing of 
accessories from the Paris of 

Thursday, May 13, 1971 

Conservation District 
and Rotary to observe 
Soil Stewardship Week 

The t h i r d annual Meagher 
County Conservation District and 
Rotary Club Soil Stewardship 
Dinner will be held Wednesday, 
May 19 at 7:00 p.m. in the Golden 
Fleece. The cost is $2.00 per 
plate with everyone invited who 
is interested. Featured speaker 
for the ev·ening will be Charles 
Bordsen who has traveled exten
sively and worked in Thailand. 
He will present a series of slides 
and talk on the ''Conservation 
and Social and Economics of 
Thailand." A business meeting 
to follow will see an election of 
supervisors for the district. 

Historical Association 
accepts old Presbyterian 
Church building 

The oldest building in contin
uous use in Montana has now 
been officially accepted and 
deeded to the Meagher County 
Historical Association. The only 
restriction in the deed is that if 
the Historical Association should 
decide to sell the building within 
the next 20 years that 50 per cent 
of the money after expenses 
should be paid to the church. 

With the acquisition of this old 
historic building, the Historical 
Association will have more dis
play area for items it now pos
sesses. At present a drive is on 
to raise money to help in the 
preservation effort by the Asso
ciation and interested persons 
may send contributions to the 
cause in car·e of Mike Baechler, 
Box 389, White Sulphur Springs. 

Taylor Gordon, noted 
singer, author, laid to 
rest at Mayn Cemetery 

On Tuesday, May 11, funeral 
services were held for Emman
uel Taylor Gordon in the Twichel 
Chapel. The Rev. James Ander
son of the Grace Episcopal 
Church officiated with Mrs. Sue 
Musgrove offering a message in 
song. Mrs. Musgrove sang "Lead 
Kindly Light" and "Sweet Char
iot." Pallbearers were Jack 
Mathis, Keith Peterson, Marshall 
Hanson, Grant Schmid, Bob 
Bailey and Marvin Corkill. Bur
ial was in the family plot of the 
Mayn Cemetery. 

Mr. Gordon was born in White 
Sulphur Springs on August 29, 
1893 to John and Mary Gordon. 
His mother had been a slave and 
yet he went on to become famous 
as an outstanding tenor and the 
author of the book "Born to Be," 
which is now highly sought after 
as a rare edition. His father 
came to this area by steamboat 
and worked here as a chef and 
baker. He had come to this 
country from Scotland with a 
family named Gordon and had 
adopted that name. Mrs. Gor
don was a slave in Kentucky be
fore she met and married Tay
lor's father. They came to this 
area while t'he town was a 
thriving cowtown. 

John Ringling, of circus fame, 
often visited his ranch here and 
young "Manny" as he was then 
called, learned to drive and re
pair cars from the Ringling 
chauffeur. He later became a 
chauffeur for an official of the 
Minneapolis Opera Co . and his 
musical career was launched. 
He held many jobs, however, be
fore he settled permanently on 

music, with Rlngilnf 'helping him 
on several occasions. He ap
peared in many musicals on the 
East Coast, including one with 
Fred Astaire and made many 
tours of the nation and Europe. 
He retired in 1960, returning here 
to live with a sister Rose, who 
died in 1968. His last concert 
was in Great Falls in 1961. 

He was preceeded in death by . 
his sister Rose, and three broth
ers, Robert, George and Fran
cis. There are no survivors. 

Funeral services held 
Monday afternoon for 
Jeanne Mae Petterson 

Jeanne Mae Petterson was 
born October 19, 1905 in Okla
homa City, Oklahoma to Benja
min and Mary McMullen Fogel
son. 

She married the Rev. Loren 
Petterson and they made their 
home here and in California. 
She was known to have a beau
tiful singing voice and added her 
talent to many public gatherings. 
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Ver/e's View. • 
I 

The communitv is saddened bv the death ·of Rose I 
Gordon, a friend t~ all. And, as -a friend to all, her l 
community wishes to express its sentiments to her. We 1 

think that possibly, this is the b~st way . . . I 
~ " In this paper, Rose Gordon wrote many tributes 

~ ~ 
about people of her community when they passed on. 
Now, who is to remember Rose? In our hearts, we all 
remember Rose. Her helping hands that eased an aching 
body, her understanding.words-that comfurted an.aching 

~~ heart, her gentle spirit that soothed a troubled soul, her 11 
~ ~ humor and laugh and soft voice-oh, we all remember I 

I 
I 
I 
I • I 

\J ~ Rose- I 
b0 ~ . OUR ROSE IN MEMORY 1

11 
Dress all crisp and white as snow 1 

Soothing voice so soft and low; I 
Gentle hands, to ease all pain I 

Gentle heart, to calm all strain - I 
Our Rose. I 

I Aroma of chicken and trimmings sans measure 
Wood-burning warmth and cozy pleasure; 

Familiar hum of melodious tune 
A superb meal-but ended too soon -

Our Rose. 

Summer nights and weather fair 
Or blizzard and cold beyond compare, 

Come theater night she lived the plot 
in agony or ecstasy-we've nut forgot -- -

Our Rose. 

I 
I 
ii • I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

A year long gone-a concert of Songs I 
This above all in ouvmemory belongs: I 

When the worldly gave way to ethereal tone 
"Swing Low Sweet Chariot" comes to "Carry 

Her Home." 
Our Rose. 

Friends. 

May God bless the soul of a true Christian lady. 



Dear Ken 

15004 Li.men Ave. N. 
Seattle, Washing ton 98133 
M~ 21, 1971 

Many thanks ft:r tte copies of Taylor Gordon •s wills. Rather 

unusual, a.me •t they? John Colene.n wrote ll'e a. feI1 days ago and. told 
: \ 

me tre State Historical Society seeme tt> hav ! mat · s in hatxJ.. Which 

is good , beeaus e it would be a s 'tame if Tqlor 's 

preserved. 

I've just been revisirg 

which should appear in too Mon 

this year or early r:ext. 

at whatever papers he 

was tape 

L I ~· 

a.ylo:r, and 

of W, stern History l :ter 

\8s 'I would like to look 

could be written. · 

about 19.3 6-19$9 

59, as far as I can tell) is ooveredJ 

:tch he wouldn ~t talk about w:ll9n I 
\ 
l 
I 

i 

Carol and I head off ~n a backpacking tr.lp 

thi ocean beach. Then abo~ three inore weeks 

of work for both of us 1 and a ten-day va.catto n --, before· more writing 
j \ 

tor me and more teaching for her. Should be a good summer, 1bougb; 
' " 

ve don •t extend ourselves much in nice weather. 

·Take car$ 

· ~ " 
\ 







' ~} 



O F FICE OF 

CLER K O F THE D I STRICT COURT 

Kenneth Twichel 

Mr . Ivan Doig 
15004 Linden Ave . N. 
Seattle , Wn. 

Dear Ivan, 

a!raglrer Grnunty 
•nntana 

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS 

May 18, 1971 

I'm enclosing a copy of Taylor Gordon ' s Will or rather 

Wills. I think the orly one which counts is the holygraphic one . 

The typed one is easier to fol l ow though . 

NAT ALLEN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

ROUNDUP , MONTANA 

RICHARD DEHN 
COURT REPORTER 

ROUNDUP , MONTANA 

I talked with Don Powell yesterday , and he said he was 

going to have the State Historical Society come over and iventory 

everything & take it all to Helena for safe-keeping . I didn't know 

they could do that , but there is a lot I don ' t know •••• 

I think Taylor had an exa~rated idea of the worth of his 

real property . However I ' m sure his papers are a real treasure 1. 

Don Powell, as you will read in the Will, is named as his 

Executnt. However he says he may turn i t over to the Public 

Administrator. I wish you could someday go through Taylors papers with 

the object of writing his Biography. The entire town , needless .to say, 

is saddend by his death . 

Will keep you informed of any major development~ . 

Best Regards , ~ 

. ~~ Twichel 



Taylor Gordon 
Box 650 
Whit• Sulphur Springe.Montana 59645 

D~c •• 25th 1 1968 

To whom It m y concerna 
Owing to my Slat r11 1udden death,and I have no other reta• 

tlone to leave •Y property,1 1 d ttke to Make th•1•t911Porary Wt It .ft 

The (cop)'rf ght of Born To 8• ) to the Mont na attonat Aaao
etatto of Colored P ople.) The e"uecrlpt of ~oaoftda," which ta 
t n the,• Chem I ea I ank Safe-depco t t -, . } To the l t brary of 

Congrea1) and the paoera -Ith It , o that they May atudy th.,. 

to tr1 and 11111end the lawa eo that no-other person wf 11 h-f9 to 
b• denied the protection of the LAW I 

Io .. an old bf 11 1of 91.000.0~ (One thowaand doflare)to Mrt. 

Oort• (Harold) kl•b•tl of• 5 eoftldt• Ave •• New Haap-•hlre. 03301 . ;. 
My Painting oft~'// • b1 R~bert Chandlter1t928,,x•,to the 

Meagher county Hf etortaat Soclet1. 
I we few outetandf no bc.i la ... The wel l•n but tdtno 1hould 

be •olf to P•1 funeral ••P•n•t• and blll•. 
1,a Ilk• the Gordon Reefdence to be ••d• Into a •a.ue•m • anct 

.. ,101 at ••••t ONE COLORED PERION11'or the Cltr of Whit• Sulphur 
iprf gt,and Meagh•r oounty ••• Ae I .,. the flrtt .. n to preduce a,• 

~Tf~~Rt:Jrri:· And the memory of my Father and Mother wfth the rest 
:1- h•P• t:o t twe IOftl eN>u9h to eatabtl•h a (foundatl• ) wt th 

•1 wrttlnt•••• In the •••nt I don•tal'd ttke.Mr. Donald R.Powetl 
of the Flr1t Natlona ,I Bank,W98.Mont1na1 to be the adMtntetr tori 
without bond•. 
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Clockwise from above: Lewistown 's city library, the Virginia City 
Museum, the Troy Town Hall, and Flathead County Courthouse at 
Kalispell-a/I potential sources of historical records. 

----WHERE ARE MONTANA'S RECORDS? 
In January, the Archives began to inventory 

and assess Montana's historical records. The 
purpose of the project is to locate records of 
historical significance and to record their quality 
anc,l condition. The project aims to determine the 
needs of Montana's record keepers (improved 
storage conditions and preservation, for exam
ple) and, by doing so, ultimately make the 
historical records throughout the state more ac
cessible to researchers. 

The work is funded by a $24,000 grant from 
the National Historical Publications and Records 
Commission. Montana is one of 38 states to 
receive such an award. 

The grant, coordinated by State Archivist 
Brian Cockhill, is to focus on the records held by 

local historical societies, museums, and libraries. 
In addition, representative county and municipal 
repositories will be surveyed. Archivist Bill Sum
mers will be responsible for most of the field 
work with Cockhill conducting the evaluation of 
state government records. 

The inquiry began with a questionnaire mailed 
to all local historical societies, museums, and 
libraries; to the commissioners and clerks and 
recorders of all 56 counties; and to officials of all 
126 incorporated municipalities. The survey asks 
about the sorts of records held (diaries, 
manuscripts, official documents, etc.) and the 
problems encountered with the management of 
historical papers. A good response to the ques
tions will familiarize the project staff with the 

more common problems in local collections, and 
alert them to records of potential significance 
previously unkown to researchers. 

Field archivist Bill Summers' on-site inventory 
has him traveling throughout '1ontana from ear
ly February through most of the year. He will be 
visiting as many of the non-government reposi
tories as possible. He hopes to discover letters 
and diaries that chronicle political activities at 
the local, state, and national levels-both by in
dividuals and groups. Minutes of organizations, 
and school records that register names of 
teachers as well as pupils and their families are 
other items of potential use to researchers. 

Business records reflecting the homestead 
boom and bust, especially in eastern Montana, 



are also of special interest. Summers cites, as 
another example, research resources on the travel 
courts that sprang up in the 1920s and 1930s, 
preceding the motel when Americans began tour
ing by car. It is one of many types of business in
formation present and future historians may 
seek. 

A cross-section of representative government 
repositories-housing records of cities, counties, 
and school districts-will be chosen on both 
geographical and population bases. Their 
holdings to be inventoried include records that 
are not of purely administrative, legal, or fiscal 
purposes. 

A report will result from this lengthy survey. It 
will describe the status of Montana's historical 
records, any solutions or remedies that may be 
sought for problems that are encountered during 
the project, and may include recommendations 
for statutes which might assist Montana' s 
records keepers in protecting the state's written 
heritage. 
At right, field archivist Bill Summers with a fron 
tier business ledger from our own research collec
tions. 

MHS Press plans are announced 
With the publication of F. Jay Haynes, 

Photographer in October 1981, the Montana 
Historical Society revived one of its traditional 
functions that began more than a century ago -
publishing quality books on the history of the 
state and region. The Montana Historical Society 
Press is alive and it is the Society's hope that one 
or more volumes per year may be published 
under the Press imprint. - --

Funded with the proceeds of its own book 
sales, the Press will publish manuscripts from all 
historical disciplines that relate to the history of 
Montana or our geographical region. Potential 

books include scholarly monographs, bi
ographies, memoirs, photo books, guides and 
reference works, and more. 

"This is an effort," Society Director Robert 
Archibald remarked, "that fulfills one of our 
most important missions - to provide educa
tional materials for the use and enjoyment of 
Montana's citizens. Not in Precious Metals 
Alone, an excellent and successful book pub
lished by the press in 1976, and F. Jay Haynes, 
Photographer demonstrate that the society press 
can produce quality volumes on a pay-as-you-go 
basis." 

Gordon papers received 

The twenty-five-year-old Taylor Gordon in New' 
York, July 1918. 

2 

With the recent settlement of the Emmanuel 
Taylor Gordon Estate, the Society Archives is 
now able to begin processing of the collection of 
materials donated to us by the terms of Mr. Gor
don's will. 

Gordon, a noted singer and author during the 
1920s, grew up in White Sulphur Springs as a 
member of the town's only black family. As a 
young man, he had traveled with the Ringling 
family and their circus, as a porter, before going 
to New York to pursue his musical career. His 
autobiographical story, Born To Be, was 
published in 1929 and reprinted in 1975. Gordon 
returned to White Sulphur Springs in the 1950s 
and lived there until his death in 1971. 

The Gordon Collection contains cor
respondence, music, clippings, photographs and 
manuscripts written by Taylor Gordon. There 
are also materials of other members of the Gor
don family including his sister, Rose, a physical 
therapist and small-business woman in White 
Sulphur Springs. 

An additional donation relating to the Gordon 
Collection has been made by Gertrude 
McStravick of White Sulphur Springs. Miss 
McStravick, a friend of the Gordons, has 
presented to the Society Library her copy of Cir
cus Kings, the story of the Ringling family. 

A Press Advisory Committee, composed of 
Society staff members, will aid the Press in 
selecting manuscripts. The Committee includes 
Gordon Brown, archivist; Marcella Sherfy, state 
historic preservation historian; Rick Newby, ar
chival technician; Robert M. Clark, librarian; 
and Sue Jackson, archivist. Authors who wish to 
send manuscripts to the Press should first send 
letters of inquiry, describing their work. "Some 
materials," Press editor Bill Lang commented, 
"will be inappropriate for us to publish, but I am 
certain that there are many solid manuscripts 
that we will want to look at very seriously." 

There are several Society publishing projects 
that might be undertaken by the Press, if funds 
become available. One item, a comprehensive in
dex for Montana the Magazine of Western 
History, has been a hope of the publications and 
library departments for years. But there are other 
possibilities, including publication of biblio
graphies, guides to collections and other 
reference works. 

ISSN 0047-7958 

Written and edited by William L. Lang and Barbara C. Fifer 
as the official newsletter of the Montana Historical Society, 
225 North Roberts, Helena, Montana 59620. Contemporary 
photographs by John Smart, historic photographs from 
Montana Historical Society unless otherwise specified. 
Published quarterly with issues dated Feb.-March, May
June, Aug.-Sept., and Nov.-Dec. Material herein comprises 
news of the Montana Historical Society and its membership, 
and articles based on Society holdings. Permission is granted 
for republication of these contents, provided credit is given 
to the Montana Historical Society. 

The title "Montana Post" is used with the permission of the 
Historic Landmark Society of Montana. This newsletter is 
not intended as a continuation of Montana's first bona fide 
newspaper of the same name, first published at Virginia City 
August 27, 1864. 
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Carl Van Vechten 

least two other desirable qualities which were lacking in my father: 
tact and discretion. "10 

\Vith reviews and prefaces behind him, Carl Van V echten con
tributed a number of his mvn articles to periodicals. Theatre Maga
zine published his "All God's Chillun Got Songs," a paper about 
Paul Robeson and Lawrence Brmvn, for \vhose debuts he had been 
responsible. Vanity Fair ran half a dozen of his pieces. The first, 
"The Folksongs of the American Negro," declared that these were 
"the most important contribution America has yet made to the 
literature of music. . . . They contain, indeed, every element of 
modern jazz, save the instrumentation."11 

In "The Black Blues," he pleaded, again in terms of hyperbolic 
propaganda, for wider recognition, predicting that the blues would 
"enjoy a similar resurrection which will make them as respectable, 
at least in the artistic sense, as the religious songs."12 

Carl's "Prescription for the Nigger Theatre" in 192 5 bemoaned 
the absence of so much Negro material on Broad\\·ay because of the 
constant repetition of what had preceded. Shuffle Along, and its 
formula-following imitations Runnin' ff"i!d, Dixie to Broad'"UJay , 
The Chocolate Dandies, held to a single doctrine, '\vhich varies so 
little that only once in five years or so after the customers have for
gotten the last one is it possible to awaken interest in a new exam
ple. "13 Blacking up the comedians and whiting up the chorus girls 
did not help. Carl Van Vechten's own suggestions for improve
ment were several: advertise for a Negro chorus and forget about 
autonomy in color; forget the false make-up, the mammy songs, 
and the ghost-in-the-graveyard skits; insert some spirituals; do a 
Harlem cabaret sequence; do a Stri\·er's Row sequence; and hire 
Bessie Smith for a number. He could ha,·e suggested, \Vith equal 
facility, Taylor Gordon or Nora Holt, t\vo disparate singers in 
whose careers Carl had become passionately involved. 

10 "My Friend, James Weldon Johnson," J.mzes TVeldon Jo hnson (l87z-1 93S), 
p. 22. 

11 July, r925, P· 52· 
12 August, 1925, p. 92. 
13 October, 1925, p. 92. 

The Darktown Strutter's Ball 

Taylor Gordon "somehow got himself on p,1pcr, hnky six-feet, 
falsetto voice, molasses laugh,"11 in his autobiography, Hom to He, 
for which Carl wrote a foreword in 1929. They had met four :Tc.us 
earlier, when James \Yeldon Johnson's brother was preparing a 
book of spirituals, engaged Gordon to join him in performing them, 
and took the young tenor around to meet "the Abr<1ham Lincoln of 
negro art." Carl's "pure blue eyes" had a piercing effect that 
"mighty near stopped my breath for fear," Gordon wrote. " ... at 
last I am before Old Pilate himself. If I can pass this examination I 
will be O.K. and if I can't, ne\·er no more singing." \Yhile they 
\Vere performing, Fania came in, "clad in a Japanese robe ... a 
be\vitching creature five feet six, exquisite figure, dark eyes, fasci
nating face \vith a head full of jet black hair and keen feet!" That 
afternoon, he concluded, "led to all our success."15 

Tavlor Gordon missed on the color of Carl's eyes and added a 
fe\V i~ches to F ani:J, but his closing remark was accurate. The \Tan 
Vechtens introduced him to Lawrence Langner, who arranged the 
first Gordon-Johnson recital for the Theatre Guild. After that, 
G ordon's c ~ueer was assured, and his social life too: at Van Vechten 
p:mies, at those of the Knopfs, 1'1uriel Draper, and Robert Chanler. 
He \vas at the latter's house when Carl's portrait was being painted. 
Gordon sang The St. Louis Blues while Chanler slashed paint at the 
canvas. Chanler surrounded his models with guests and refresh
ments, an appropriate atmosphere for his subject that day, though 
Carl balked \\·hen, as a final double stroke, Chanler's brush sho~ 
forth to add the famous fangs. Even at forty-five, Carl had not 
totally reconciled himself to his unspeakable teeth. 0\·cr the years 
he had learned to smile \vith his lips closed; indeed, he had trained 
the muscles of his mouth to do his bidding. 
~ora Holt met Carl under entirely different circumstances, in a 

Harlem speakeasy that had just opened; cerrninl?, no singer could 
have been farther reman d from Taylor Gordon. ~.\ girl of sur
passing beauty, she had come to "N"e\v York a few days earlier from 

H P.v. 
15 Ibid ., pp. 185-86. 
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372 BOOK REVIEW DIGEST) ) ~ ~'1 
GORDON, J., and GORDON, C. J.-OonUnuedJ 

"Readers familiar with the European vaga
bondings of the Gordons will hasten to share 
these. And if they fear the impressions gathered 
cannot be as 'romantic' as those of France 
and Albania and Spain, because 'America is 
no longer romantic,' the Gordons reassure 
them." F. B. + Boston Transcript p3 D 22 '28 700w 

Cleveland Open Shelf p70 My '29 
''Their book is full of shrewd sense, and of 

unfailing humour; and the authors' sketches
there is unhappily only one illustration in colour 
this time-add greatly to its charm." + New Statesma,n 32:676 Mr 2 '29 200w 

"In essence their book is a deftly mannered 
sketch of American folk life, not written, as so 
many visitor's diaries, either in malice or 
charity, but rather in a spirit of friendly 
inquiry, with a quotient of dry humor and 
accurate observation that stamps the volume 
as a self-revealing and entertaining contribu
tion to our library of books about ourselves." 
Halsey Raines + N Y Times p11 Ja 6 '29 1450w 

"These two English artists are keen observers 
of the American scene and they have done 
some clever character studies of typical Ameri
can types." G: Joel + N Y World pllm F 10 '29 80w 

"Shrewd, sensible, slyly humorous, cheerfully 
tolerant, they see and report on everything from 
artists• colonies to cotton fields, and discover 
much that is still picturesque In the American 
rural scene. The illustrations, in black and 
white and color, are charming." + Outlook 150:1373 D 19 '28 120w 

"We are indeed deeply grateful for the pic
ture of that other America. which to the 
Englishman is as a closed book, and we 'guess' 
no one could interpret it with greater insight 
and understanding. The drawings are as good 
as ever.'' + Spec 142:92 Ja 19 '29 580w 

"The American scene was one the authors 
were peculiarly well-fitted to observe, and the 
result ls a book which is not only hlgnly enter
taining but valuable.'' + Times [London] Lit Sup p42 Ja 17 '29 

760w 
Wis Lib Bui 25:101 Mr '29 

GORDON, TAYLOR. Born to be; with an in
trod. by Muriel Draper, a foreword by Carl 
Van Vechten. 236p 11 $4 Covicl 

B or 92 29-21297 
"Taylor Gordon, black boy and singer of 

spirituals, makes his debut into the world of 
letters with his hand tucked gratefully Into 
Carl Van Vechten's, that beneficent godfather 
to all of sophisticated black Harlem. Muriel 
Draper Is his justifiably ecstatic editor, and 
Covarrubias supplies decors. . . In the course 
of [this autobiography] a colored boy who be
gan his career as a diminutive uniformed page 
In White Sulphur Springs dlscov~rs himself, 
at thirty-six, sought-after entertainer and guest 
at parties where 'royalty' attends."-Books 
(N Y Herald Tribune) 

. / "Certainly this confiding autobiography ls 
V unique and attractive both in manner and 

material. .. Only an unreconstructed and chol
eric Southerner is likely to take offense at 
Taylor's ingratiatingly childlike and most legiti
mate delight in his good luck." D: C. Tilden 

G ti!" th. Books (N Y Herald Tribune) p5 O 13 
~ 0 "J ,,_f,) '29 900w 

c_~~~ Q.) Boston Transcript p4 D 14 '29 420w 
. . ~ "Taylor Gordon-unless, of course, I am mls-

V ~!lken-has set himself to discover just what 
the world expects a Negro artist to be and 
then, with all the good humor in the world, 
has been it: simple, lusty, amoral, nomadic, 
sexually superior, sporty and laughter-loving. 
In this µianner, he has succeeded In making 
a good three-quarters of his book amusing and 
even exciting, if not important." M. P. LevY 

S-i + - New Repub 61:175 Ja 1 '30 380w 

6 /VER. 

"The biggest thing in Taylor Gordon's book 
ls just the straight story of his own gay, ir• 
responsible, happy-go-luck{, sensual1 sinful, 
lyrical life. I don't think ever reaa a book 
where a man gets himself so completely, simply, 
excitingly into words. He never could master 
g1·ammar, he tells us, and his spelling is his 
own; but he has style in that highest degree 
which consists in using the exactly right words 
to say with the utmost precision exactly what 
he wishes to say." Shaemas O'Sheel + N Y World plOm M 24 '29 380w 

"It isn't often that one finds an autobiography 
written with the unaffected simplicity and 
childlike frankness found in Taylor OOrdon' s 
'Born To Be.' Seemingly aware of the fact 
that every experience has its place in the varied 
scheme of character building, he sees no reason 
for withholding any incident of his extraordi-
nary life, however sordid or sensual it might 
appear ... After having read the unique account 
and reflected on its merits as an important 
contribution to literature, one finds oneself ask-
ing if the /a.tronizing foreword by Carl Van 
Vechten an the introduction by Muriel Draper 
are not unduly ecstatic. As for Covarrublas's 
illustrations, they reflect so strongly the ele
ments of travesty and burlesque that they are_/ 
wholly out of keeping with a story that is Y 
presented in all seriousness." R. E. Kenne<!)' -.-A I - + Sat R of Lit 6:514 D 7 '29 570w ~05~ 

Theatre Arts Mo 14:89 Ja '30 lOOw V 
~, o!;,-TH 

GORDON-BARRETT, RICHARD REGIS, 
Motoring in Italy. 223p 11 $2.50 McBride [7s 6d 
Methuen] · 

914.5 Italy-Description and travel 28-292.81 
Th~ first part of this pocket-sized guide for 

the motorist in Italy gives a brief genera.J 
description of the country; the second part 
describes motor routes thru different parts of 
Italy and the conditions the motorist wlll meet; 
the third part tabulates the Important Italian 
cities and the things to be seen in each. 

Cleveland Open Shelf p44 Mr '29 
"A most excellent travelling companion. Road 

conditions (which within late years have enor
mously Improved), the right time to visit Italy's 
various districts, hints on suitable itineraries, 
and quantities of good potted history-they are 
all here.'' + Spec 141 :219 Ag 18 '28 UOw 

"For motorists visiting Italy Mr. Gordon
Barrett's book wlll prove an exceedingly useful 
compendium of Information. The major portion 
of it consists of a description of roads in the 
form of a diary of tours made by the author. 
Here a good deal of space might have been 
saved and used for more practical purposes bX 
omitting many details of no general interest. ' + - Times [London] Lit Sup p734 0 11 '28 

550w 

GORE, CHARLES. Christ and society. (Hatley 
Stewart lectures, 1927) 218p $2 Sfribner (48 
6d Allen & U.] 

261 Sociology, Christian. iesus Christ 
28-21926 

"In these lectures Bishop Gore goes through 
the history of Christian assoclatlonh dwe1llng 
with affection and honour on the C ristlanlty 
of the apostollc and early patristic ages. It 
ls Bishop Gore's aim to show that it ls only 
by the attitude of the early Church-the tlfe
association of good wills-that the potentiality 
of Christendom can be reaUzed. In the last 
chapter he lays down the practical measures 
he believes our circumstances demand."-Spec 

"Altof?ether these lectures are extremety welt 
worth reading, as an illustration of a better 
application of the principles of Jesus to the 
(notably Engllsh) social order." ShaUer 
Mathews + Christian Centurv 46:17 Ja 3 '29 880w 

Pratt p9 summer '29 
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· ;'.· toym,. ~ tile ~b)vay., you · wlU p~babJ1 . glad· w·~ 
co,!118/ ·~ .f~ that the worJd ts. f!at, ~t&.: :o . · 

· & MUCb the ISSme eirect . But..$15.0 



..... ~--~~::--."l"'T~--.uow aoo , w ommg r . es fffifn what Back 
Bay and the Best of· Boston thought a\>out such mattets 
-neither acute nor dairvoyant. What he himself really 
was, also partly revealed above-:-too meagerly revealed. in 

. this co11ection of his letters; which is rather narrowly se~ 
lected from what must have been an enormous correspon· 

· " dence, and mechanically put together..;_is. a whimsical, bu-~ 
niorous, lovable man, a great, ait,' .omnivorous reader and· · 
annotator of books, a ~ouquinist• ff America ever produced 
one, with a keen flair for the . distinguished, the tare, in lit
erature, despite occasional lapses of judgment and this de- : 
1patring wail of his old age: "Sometimes it seems as if 

: '· only the atupid people wrote boob in a vain effort to· get 
1 ; .. , ... away from their own dullness." That n:iay h~ve been the 

reason why Thomas Sergeant Perry, alter producing 1n 
i883 his admirable "E~ll&h Literature in the Eighteenth 

· Ccntwy," so rarely put his hand to the making 0£ boob. · 
His was the mind and the spirit of the connoisseur satis- , 

· , . tied that othets should furnish the material for h1a enjoy
. ment •. One wonders if another spirit like Tom Perry'• 

has aurvivetl t_he machin.e age. , 
RoBERT HnruucK. 

··Many places. wnere 1 useca to go, 1 return to find sorne 
'Uncouth niggah bu beeri there and fixed it so l can't gei 
b1 again!' . . . 

Covarrubias has illustrated the book with ten of the bes 
of his caricatures that I hal'e ·ever seen J Samuel Jacobi 
typography ia splendid. 

I , ' 

Beethoven and Brahms . 
BeethOflen: The ·Man Who Frttd Music11 b1 Rohtrt 

H®en 8chau6ler. N~w York: Doubleda1, Doran and 
Comp~ny. 2 flpls. 69J pages. $10. 

Brahmt" hy Walter Nieman!'· Translated from t1tt 
German by Cat.herine Alison Pbillip1. NeUI Yori: .4.lfrtd 
A. Knop/. 492 ~ge1. $5~ · 

BIOGRAPHERS are getting much more searchin1 
ancl intimate nowadays. People· in this century want 

to .know how their hero dressed, talked, drank and ate, and 
what he did about ' women and his creditors. Even in 
. lJeethoven~a own time, Schindler fell out with· Ries be
cause the latter thought that to "tell the whole truth about 
great tnen was right and could do them no injury." 
Thayer's otherwise ex~llent biography is a good deal spm1t 

Born To Bi" hy Taylor Gordon. Witla an Introduction because he thought fit to suppress ''certain facts ol impor· 
tance." Ernest Newman, on the other hand, has worked h1 Muriel Dri1ptr; d Foreword by Carl Yan Yechten and l d 

.·~ · Jlluitrationl by Covarrubiat. New y orll: Covici-Friede. hard to .prove-that, in effect, Wagner was it e more th211 
an "erotic little monkey." He has recently, in his "The 

aJJ ~fl"· $4. · r Unconscious Beethoven," tried to tell the troth about 
.' ,. · BORN TO BE,'' the autobiography of a. Ncgr~ spiri· Beethoven. . 

1 ' '_ tud tfnger, .. has been tharacterized by its publishers Mr. Schaufller knows all ahout these tend'encics, but in 
' and some of its sponsors and tritics as .an adventure in bis book has macle rather a feeble compromise. He hu 

charming naivete. And 10, indeed, it is: but not in the chosen to be "matey" about Beethoven. . 
precise aense indicated. Taylor Gordon-unless~ of course, lt is aomehow a fact that today we can think af Beethover,i 
l am mista~has set himself to discover just what 1 the · "spitting out of a front window, using the candle snuffer• 
world expects a Negro artist to be and then, with all the as toothpicks, throwing eggs 'not to his taste' at die house
good humor in the world. has been Its simple, lusty, amora1, keeper, the waiter, or his . fellow diners at the Prater," and 
noms.dic • . sexually super,ior •. sporty and laughter·l~ing. ln still be very fond of him. For there is undoubtedly • 

,- ~. this manner. he , has succeeded In making a good three- . simple and passionate grandeur about Beethoven which 
· ' quarter• of 'his book amusing and even exciting, if not im- easily overrides these things, whether we choose to tolerate , 

portant. It hotels too dosely to the pattern for the lives· or object to them. And if the "great distinction of a 
of colored men 1et by the Van -V echten school to be \tery superior man.'' to use Beethoven's own words, is "stcadfast
deeply revealing. " . · , · . -~ - · ness under misfortune,'• no ·man ever lived more deter-

1 t is not to be doubted. of course. that the narrative is minedly up to his convictiOna. A small, ugly man, pos- , 
true: thlit young Gordon, born in a Montana mining amp . sibly suffering from venereal disease, highly s~ed and non· 
actually did spend his childhood in communion with the ascetic. ''there was never a time," according to his boyhqod 
town's bawds •nd saloonkeepers--suth things as these were friend, Dr. Wegeler, "when Beethoven was not in Jove, and 
·common to all boys, white or black, in that environment-, ' . that in the hig~cst degree.'• Yet he was unable\ to gain 
It Is not at all incredible that he captured. the fancy and l any woman's lasting affection. Throughout his . life, he 

·" friendship of the great John Ringling, nor that, while act- . was tormented by servants, by his iight-minded half-sister 
ing as porter on a· Puilman car, he was able to achieve sex- 1 ·and his scapegrace nephew Karl. and by domestic worries of 
u.al intimacy with an attractive woman never seen before or the most trivial and shipid kind. One year in Vienna, he 
since, nor that, having begun life in poverty, he was at iast changed his lodgings fourteen times. At the age of 28, 
able to sing before royalty and Carl Van Vechten, "the the trouble with his hearing began to &how itself. Four 
Abraham Lincolii of Negro art": all these. things might · ~years later he could not hear a "lierdboy singing!• At 
naturally occur in the course of an existence. It is not · the time of the i>erformance of the "Pastoral Symphony,'' 
easy to believe, however, that this man ct?uld have gone .. when he was 54, -be was literally ~able to hear the ap- ~ 
through these adventures-;-or ahy others-and remain so ., 11lause of the audience. lJut be managed, by means o~ a 

' abnormally untouched and without ·suffering; nor that a11 . determination at once conscious and instinctive, to .••seize 
·of the bawds, chauffeurs, ~ootleggerJ ·and . laborers be has fate by the throat;' (his own words again), and make an, 

Y.': ever met could have been . such thorough playboys as he de- . impression on the world which is unequaled in its sugp 
• I.' scribes, neither needing, noraecidentally~oming by, families J tion of power and intensity. ' 

·· and permanent re5ponsibil~ties.. . ... . · · · --".. In the face of all this, Mr. SchaufHcr'a attitude is petty 
~ ,· Only in the single chal>ter "~y People" doe9' "Born To . and irritating. No o~e -dislikes the "rugged" bust of Beet

., lJe0
. tcveal more th~n ... the ·pleasant conveqtion . of ~.he ro-, :- hoven by. Klingsor more-than I do, and no.one is kcertcr to 

: /M~~&.t+~ T~i.~~;;-~.'~~· < 

• ., (' .. "' ' • < ~ I • ' 

r.11f · · /vmr7(~· , 6~·j, .11~· a · · 
~, ~- " .;~.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



THEATRE ARTS BOOKSHELF 
which appeared serially in THEATRE ARTs· 
for April and May, readers will recall as 
a careful study of their closet dramas, 
Bothwell, Queen Mary and The Senti
mentalists. He speaks more in sorrow than 
in anger that these three poets, all poten
tial- dramatists, especially Meredith, should 
have ignored or scorned to equip themselves 
with the technique of the theatre, and by 
so doing, should neither have profited the 
theatre nor been profited ·by it. 

If these friendly researches into a van
ishing decade fail to uncover any rich ore, 
they nevertheless result in a book that is 
rich in observation, analysis and, at times, 
humor. Walter de la Mare's paper, in 
particular, is brilliantly written. And 
Granville-Barker's graceful introduction 
c9ncludes with the pertinent suggestion that 
"by a wider view than we can take from 
the top of the pile . • • of imaginative and 
unimaginative literature, the Englands of 
the 1870's and 1920's may have more in 
common than the change in the noise of 
their life lets us . suppose" and that our 
own, to us active, decade scanned at some 
future date may, as Mr. de la Mare puts 
it, "be packed up in an old satchel." 

VERA KELSEY 

OTHER NEW BOOKS 
Cyrano, by Cameron Rogers. Double· 
day, Doran: N. Y, Isadora Duncan's 
Russian Days, by Irma Duncan @nd 
Allan Ross Macdougall. Born to ·Be, 
by Taylor Gordon. Covici-Friede: 
N. Y. The Tragic Era, by Claude· 
Bowers. Houghton Mifflin: Boston. 

JUST around the corner from the shelves 
of books on the theatre are lengthening 

rows of volumes which, if not definitely 
related to the stage, have every right to 
be recognized as in-laws Of these, Cyrano, 
a lusty tale of a lusty 17th century swords
man, Libertin, and man of letters is wel
come both for itself and because it tells the 
tale of that great romantic whom Rostand 
has perpetuated in Cyrano de Bergerac. 
Although strangely enough, the real Cyrano 
was cold to love, it was the sensitiveness 
engendered by his prominent nose that held 
him back from success in his three chosen 
fields even as it barred him from the lady 
of his heart in the play. And by virtue 

of Mr. Rogers' skill in the telling, the flesh 
and blood Cyrano is almost as moving a 
tragi-comic figure as Rostand presented him 
on the stage. 

Irma Duncan and Allan Macdougall 
have been less successful in portraying 
Isadora Duncan during her last shadowed 
years in Russia, America, and France. For 
those who are not satisfied to know Isa
dora, the artist, through her own words in 
The Art of the Dance, and who wish to 
penetrate beyond the final pages of the 
dancer's turbulent, stirring My Life to the 
experiences she herself had planned to tell 
of her Russian experiment, Isadora Dun
can's Russian Days will, of course, furnish 
a record of dates and places and events. 
But it reveals nothing further of the person
ality that was Isadora, nor, fortunately, can 
it take anything away. 

Anticipating any attempt at biographr:'ll 
Taylor Gordon autobiographs himself in 
Born to Be. The book is a frank, straight
forward account of his life from his urchin 1 

days in Montana when as a boy among 
boys he never realized his skin was brown 
to his present position as one of America's 
foremost Negro spiritual singers. As he 
tell almost nothing of his musical experi
ence, the book is of interest chiefly as a rev
elation of his reactions and attitude on dis
covering himself a Negro in a white man's 
world. 

Except for a few descriptive paragraphs 
of plays and players in Washington during 
post-Civil War days, The Tragic Era has 
little legitimate claim to a place on or near 
a theatre book shelf. Yet as a recreation 
of the twelve tragic years following the 
assassination of Lincoln, it is so vividly 
theatric hath in theme and treatment that 
it may well be considered as it stands a 
great American drama or as the potential 
material from which the long expected 
"great American drama" may come. 

Up to Now, by Martin Shaw. Oxford 
Univ~rsity Press: London. 

T HIS is an entertaining little autobiog
raphy, ambling and inconsequent, . full 

of revealing anecdotes about other interest
ing people besides the author and his im
mediate associates. One of the most valu~ 
able chapters tells of the early associa
tion of Martin Shaw and Gordon Craig, 
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Books of Special I11t~r~~t~~·. :'. · 
. .....~.>l v~ · -" ':I ,~"-~.·.-..,, . 

:he Last Stuart . theme, but fails~ to<.br~(::lt&~d~p ·causes up 
JEEN ANNE. By BEATRICE into appropriat~: JCtief.':'..:::· ~:: · · . 
UtoWN. Indianapolis: The Bobbs- The .book• tlidi;,;it:i '."'quie:tly c~nsistent and 
... ,, convincing revela:H9~"J>r} _::. perpetually be.; ... o. 192g •. , •4· j <. h h 

·i :-ed by BARTLET ·BREBNER fuadled and thwJirted: womarr, w o ap-
" pened to be a queen. The tragedy of her 

1 rd to decide whether it was an life was corripl~ted "by tile -~fact that she 
age or a disadvantage to . choose could bear children, but children who could 

mrt as a subject for fictionalized not live. In this account of her life there 
y. .The poor, stupid woman '!as , · are a few slight historical errors, such as a 
~ .ble a person lief ore she became tbo-early introduction of the theories of the 

.t it is difficult to dredge up out exiled Locke, but in general the imaginary 
ifferent past much that is signific- . history; the "decorated,'' and the docu-

her1 although not so difficult as mented, do not seriously off end. One ques-
1r of this book would have her tion remains. Why, after all, should we 
!lieve. Yet the consequence is that give our time and attention to ghost-like 
1her with temerity and the encour- anCI imaginary wraiths on the surface of the 
offered by our present appetite for mirror of history when the active under-
istorical portraits, can present al-:- lying forces are brought to life for us and 
r picture of Anne before 1688 that the whole deep perspective of the times re-
!S. Of course the aim will be to ceives such effective treatment as .it does in 

imaginary portrait not tot? uhlike the brilliant and dramatic "England under 
e who worried William and Mary · the Stuarts" of G. M. Trevelyan? That 
Jly .ruled in their place. The fact . living historian recreates Anne's life-time 
, however, that even after Anne was more fully and satisfyingly than Miss 
into public ken by. her mere blood- · Brown and he does so with no less interest 
f inheritance, she proved to be so · · or iiterary charm. There are some expert 
le and chicken-headed · a · nonentity-'· · historians who can write as well as interpret. 
en and since she was and has been ' Why should we not rediscover them before 
d as an incalculable living organism we offer too hearty encouragement to mere 
continued breath alone stood between . novelty? . Then we might give such books 
ded nation and the distresses that as Miss Brown's the place they deserve, in 
1 breeds. this case tribute to a well-written personal 
ing chosen so difficult, or so easy, a history of a nonentity. 
, Miss Brown has done a good piece 
.traiture. She manages to sustain in
in the life an~ career of her subject 1 
remarkably. ln fact she almost sue- · 
in concealing the horrid truth_; . 

y, that Anne was ''a person bf no i~-
1ce" except in terms of the 1 drama of · 

t mes. . She was the bridge, or perhaps., 
the temporal stop-gap, between the 

1ercial and imperial England that only 
>f the Stuart would-be . despots under
, and the even more commercial and 
rial England that finally imported alien 
; from Hanover ~s mere constitutional 
eniences. Anne was thus queen at a 
when all her Stuart instincts craved for 
iracle to revive the divine hereditary 
: of kings, hut when those instincts had 

death and exile to feed on. Miss 
m makes · this personal tragedy her 

What are ·you giving 

A Negro Musician 
. BORN TO BE.. By. TAYLOR GOROON. 

·, New York: Covki-Friede. 1929. $4.. 
, · Reviewed by R, EMMET KENNEDY · · J T isn't often that .one finds an auto· 

. .biography written with the unaffected 
simpljcity and childlike frankness found in 
·Taylor Gordon's "Born To Be." Seemingly 

: " aware' of the fact that every experience has 
its place in the varied scheme of character 
building,. he ' sees no reason for withholding · 

. any incident of his •extraordinary life, how-
ever sordid or sensual it might appear. 

Throughout the ever-changing narrative · 
· the surprised reader cannot help being im
pr~ssed by the spontaneity and honesty of a 
mind endeavoring to reveal its homely story 
·precisely as it came about. Unlike many 

• j. 

your .chi1d~~n f o! Ch_ristma~P 

THR BLACK BUCCANEMR 
·Stephen VV. l\tleader 

Illu1trateJ hy JAMES J>AUGHERTY 

"The thrilling . adventurei of tw~ · boys kidnapped by 
pirates ••• outstanding in its field. The iJlustrations by . 
Mead Schaeffer are auperb."-N ation. $3.SO . 

artists who have climbed to success and l1ave 
made a conspicuous place for themselve > in 
the world of music and letters, Taylor Gor
don speaks of hit lowly beginning and e• rly 
struggles with admirable candor and unre-

·: straint. One is conscious of his deep feeling 
of pride in his humble origin and Af i ican 
heritage when he speaks of his Zulu fa her, 
and tells of his mother who was ho ·n a 
slave on a Kentucky plantation, and o1 her 
brave efforts to support her children .1fter 
her husband's death. 

It was Taylor Gordon's unique good for .. 
tune to be a member of the only colored 
family living in the little Montana town 
where he was born. His schooldays, passed 
with white companions, were untrouble I and 
happYJ and his mind remaining free from 
all feeling of race-consciousness enable I him 
in after years to approach his own 1 ·eople 
and study ~heir characteristics in a n anner 
far different than if he had always lived 
among them in close intimacy. 

Starting to work at an early age, l e tells 
of his experiences as a page in the qu ' stion
able house presided over by Big M a ude, a 
blonde-haired daughter of joy who c !aimed 
relationship to English nobility. G ·owing 
tired of the hectic life and small to,vn op
portunities, he tried hi(! luck as a ch 1uffeur 
in St. Pauls then as a cook on the private 
car of the Ringling Brothers circu ; ; next 
as a Pullman porter; then at vario 1s other 
things, until he finally arrived in Ne v York 
City and began to consider music as his real 
calling. Keen observation and a h 1morous · 
outlook add much to the telling of the un
usual episodes. 

A regrettable feature of this entertaining 
book is that so large a portion is devoted 
to amorous escapades and dallyings with the 
"lustful heathen maid" and so l ittle atten
tion is give'n to Taylor's musical begin
nings and early interest in song. Coming 
of a race naturally endowed wi th melodic 
sense and vocal equipment, it is surprising 
that his interest in the art of song was not 
wholly awakened until he was t~enty-two 
years old,-if one is to rely on his own 
statement. He speaks with admiration pf 
his mother's voi~e . and the songs she sang. 
Were these the same moving, melancholy 
spirituals which he is conceded to interpret 
with such · depth of feeling and understand
ing?-melodies that never had to be learned 
but were a part of his being from earliest 
childhood? 

After having read the unique account and 
reflected on its merits as an important con-

-, tribution to ~iter_at\Jre, .one finds oneself ask
ing if the patronizing foreword by Carl 
Van Vechten and the introduction by Muriel 
Draper are not unduly ecstatic. As for 
Covarrubias's ·illustrations, they reflect so 
strongly the elements of travesty and burles
que that they are wholly out of keeping 
with a story that is presented in all serious
ness. 

Greek Poets 
HELLENISTIC POETRY. By ALFRED 

KORTE. -Translated by JACOB HAMMEil · 
and MosEs HADAS. Columbia University 
Press. 1929. h. . K ORTE'S · "Hetlenistische Dichtung" ap· 

· peared in t925 .:. In the preface he 
says: 

Thia little book Is intended not for scholars, 
but for the wider circle of readers who can ap• 
preciate poetry even wheii it is presented in l 
forei1rn 1rarb. • • • Everv ,.cfnr.atPd neraon ie 

pll'lln!m.ITn!DR!t'f 

Witchcraft in 
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By GEORGE LYMAN 

"lt is as fine a bit 
Professor Kittredge 
in such endeavors 
great, has ever done. 
monweal. "After s1 
and misleading boo 
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WHO'S WHO IN COLORED AMERICA , 1q:;.8-'l 
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iouis and Washington, D. C.; B.S. Howard Univ., 
1919; M.D., 1924; Harvard Univ., 1925-26; seco_nd 
marriage Ambria I. Ward, June 4, 1927; one child, 
Beverly C., b. Jan. 30, 19~; Physician, 1924-.pres: 
ent; Specialist, Venereal Diseases ; mem. Elks ~ Ph~ 
Beta Sigma; Chi Delta Mu; Pol. Republican, 
Relig. Baptist; Office, 1915 - 7th St., N.W., Wash
ington, D. C.; Residence, 1931 - 17th St., N. W., 
Washington, D. C. · 

GOODLOE, MRS. DOROTHY OLIVE
Teacher. 
b. September 10, 1902, Mardela Springs, Md.; 
d. Elzey and Vicie A. Brow~; educ. Grammar Sch., 
Mardela Springs, Md.; Princess Anne Academy, 
Princess Anne, Md., 1916-19; Morgan Coll.: 
Baltimore, Md., 1920-24; A.B. Morgan Coll., 1924, 
m Carey Reid Goodloe, Apr. 17, 1924; Attended 
Y:W.C.A. Student Conference, Talladega Coll., 
Talladega, Ala., 1923; Teacher near Mardela 
Springs, Md.; Teacher, High Sch., Hampton, Va., 
1924-25 · Teacher, High Sch., Chestertown, Md.; 
Sept., 1925-June, 1926 and Sept:, 1926-pre~ent; ~em. 
Zeta Phi Beta, Y.W.C.A.; Relig. Methodist Episco
p~l; P.O. Address, College Ave., Chestertown, Md.; 
Home Address, Mardela Springs, Md. 
While a student at Princess Anne, she won 

a number of prizes and later received a four 
year scholarship to Morgan College and the 
Hargis Gold Medal for the best English Ora
tion. 

In the Junior year at Morgan Colle!?e she 
was elected Undergraduate Representative of 
the Y. W. C. A. and was sent to the Confer
ence at Talladega College, Ala., and there was 
elected a member of the National council and 
was sent to the conference in Eagles Mere, 
Penn., where the colleges from six states were 
represented. 

GORDON, EUGENE-Newspaper Man. 
b. Nov. 23, 1890, Oviedo, Florida; s. Elijah and Lil
lian (Burk) Gordon; ed11C. Graded Schools, Hawk
insville, Ga.; Howard Univ. Academy and Coll., 
1910-17; Attended Officers' Training .Camps, Des 
Moines, Ia., and Camp Upton; Took special courses, 
Boston Univ., 1921-22-23; ni. Edythe Mae Chapman, 
Jan. 10, 1916; Reporter on Bost01i Post, May-July, 
1919; Feature Dept., editing copy, 1919-present; 
since 1923, Editor of short stories and serials in 
Daily Post; contributor of . editorials to Su~1day 
Post and occasionally to Daily Post; has written 
on Negro press for various publications, including 
Fourth Estate and American Mercury. Listed in 
Honor Roll of Edward J. O'Brien's "Best Short 
Stories of 1927; for story, "Rootb9und," printed .in 
Opportunity: J ourual of Negro Ltf e, 1926; 0 ff ice 
Address, Boston Post, Boston, Mass.; Home Ad
dress, 32 Copley St., Cambridge, Mass. . 

GORDON, TAYLOR-Concert Singer. 
b. Apr. 29, 1893, White Sulphur Springs, Montana; 
s. John F. and Anna (Goodlow) Gordon; educ. 
Public Sch., White Sulphur Springs ; Montana ; 
Auto Mechanic, 1909-1911; Silk Designer, 1918-19; 
Chef, 1914-15; Deportation Attendant, 1915-16; 
B. F. Keith (Vaudeville), 1919-22; Concert Singer, 
1924-present; Residence, 110 W. 106th St., New 
York, N. Y. 

GOVAN, CHARLES_:_Heating Engineer. 
• educ. Pub. and High Sch., Georgetown, S. A.; 

Ecole Technique, Montreal, Canada; M.E., 1917; 
associated with Black Star Line as Marine Engi
neer; 1919-20; Organized Harlem Mechanical 
Works, 1920-22; Employed as Foreman, Lehigh 
Valley R.R. Co. at Caxton, Pa., 1922-23; Prop., Le
high Heating Co., heating engineers and contractors, 
1924-present; mem. Phi Beta Sigma; Masons; 
Relig. Protestant; Bttsincss Address, 2202 Seventh 
Ave., New York, N. Y.; Residence, 813 St. Nicholas 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 

GRAHAM, ARCHIE ALLEN-Clergyman. 
b. Feb. 9, 1873, Fulton Co., Ga.; s. Wade Monroe 
and Elizabeth Graham; educ. Knoxville Coll., 1888-
95; Virginia Union Univ., Richmond, Va., 1898-
1900; B.D., 1900; D.D. (honorary), 1911; m. Flor
ence Evelyn Isham, Sept. 18, 1901; five children, 
Archie Alvah, b. Nov. 14, 1902; William Wade, b. 
April 2, 1905; Flora Elizabeth, b. Nov. 15, 1906; 
James Isham, b. Nov. 15, 1907; Charles Sanford, b. 
Dec. 18, 1913; Teacher, 1895-1906; Pastor, Zion 
Baptist Church, Phoebus, Va., 1900-present; Corres. 
Sec. of the Lott-Carey Baptist Foreign Society, Inc., 
U. S. A., 1919-present; autli. "The Negro's Own 
View," Social and Political condition of the Negro 
in America, and a "Diary on Travel," 1904; mem. 
Phi Beta Sigma, St. Luke's, Chairman .Negro Or
ganization Society of Virginia; Trustee, Va. Union 
Univ.; Chairman of the Alumni Assn. of Va., Union 
Univ.; Pol. Republican; Relig. Baptist; P.O. Ad
dress, P.O. Box 177, Phoebus, Va.; Reside11ce, 14 
Libby St., Phoebus, Va. 

Rev. A. A. Graham was the Moderator of 
the Norfolk Union Baptist Association for 
fourteen years and Secretary of the Baptist 
General Association of Virginia for fifteen 
years. 

The Lott-Carey Baptist Foreign Mission 
Society, Inc., U. S. A., of which Dr. Graham 
has been corresponding Secretary for seven 
years, is devoted exclusively to Foreign Mis
sion Work. It has workers in Africa, Haiti, 
Russia and India. Has established the only 
industrial plant in Liberia, except the Fire
stone interests. 

GRAHAM, JESSE M. H.-Clerk, Civil Service 
Dept. 
b. Feb. 8, 1869, Clarksville, Tennessee; s. James 
Monroe and Mahala (Mahan) Graham); eduf. Fisk 
Univ.; Clerk, Federal Civil Service; Editor and 
Publisher, Clarksville Enterprise, 1895-98; Taught 
school in Kentucky and Tennessee; First and only 
colored man elected to Legislature, from Montgom
ery Co., Tenn., 1896-97; me1n. Masons; K. of P.; 
Odd Fellows; Elks; United Spanish War Veterans; 
American Legion; Army and Navy Union; Pol. In
dependent; Relig. Christian Scientist; Residence, 
1527 Q St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

He enlisted in the regular army for service 
in the Spanish-American War and served in 
the Philippine Islands. Later he became a 
clerk in the Insular Bureau of Audits of the 
Philippine Islands, serving from 1902-1917. 

Attended the Officers' Training Camp at Fort 
Des Moines, Iowa, was commissioned Second 
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Denny, May lS, 1918; Lawyer, 1912-present; Pres., 
Citizens Trust Co. ; Vice-Chairman, Committee of 
Management, Butler St. Y.M.C.A.; Pres., Atlanta 
N.A.A.C.P. ; Pres., Atlanta Urban Le~gue; Pres., 
Atlanta Univ. Alumni Assn.; Chairman, Republican 
Executive Committee, 5th Congressional Dist. of 
Georgia; Grand Atty., K. of P. of Georgia; Grand 
Atty., Yorkrite Masons of Georgia and also Na
tional Body of same; K. of P.; Yorkrite Masons; 
Elks ; Alpha. Phi Alpha (Boule) ; Chairman, Trustee 
Bd., Wheat St. Baptist Church, Atlanta, Ga.; Pol. 
Republican; Relig. Baptist; Office, 205-7 Hopkins 
Bldg.; Residence, 524 Larkin St., S.W., Atlanta, 
Ga. 

WALDEN, H.-Instructor. 
b. March 15, 1866, Markham, Va.; s. James Madi
son and Nancy (Gaskins) Walden; educ. Wayland 
Sem. and Coll., 1886-93 ; Coburn Classical Inst., 
1893-94 ; Colby Coll., 1894-98 ; A.B. 1898 ; A.M. 
1919; Ph.D. 1923; m. Mary L. Williams, Sept. 24, 
1900; three children, Coburn Elder, b. Oct. 28, 1901; 
Edmonia Louise, b. Feb. 11, 1904; Marie Virginia, 
b. Jan. 27, 1910; Teacher, 1899-1926; President, 
West Va. Sem. and Coll., 1919-1928; Instructor, 
Latin and Science, Du Bois High Sch., Macdonald, 
West Va.; mem. Masons (32°); Pol. Republican; 
Relig. Baptist; P. 0. Address, Box 6, Macdonald, 
West. Va, 

WALKER, ABRAHAM McCARTNEY - Edu
cator. 
b. June 3, 1886, Avalon, Northumberland Co., Va. ; 
s. Robert M. and Lavey Weaver (Bee) Walker; 
educ. Va. N. and I. Inst., 1904-07; Va. Union 
Univ., Richmond, Va., 1910-12; Howard Univ., 
1912-16; A.B. 1916; m. Hanzie Pleston Johnson, 
Sept. 18, 1920; one child, Floretta Yvonne, b. Nov. 
22, 1922; Prin., Graded Sch., Lilian, Va., 1907-08; 
Prin., Graded Sch., Avalon, Va., 1908-10; Prin., 
Caroline County Training Sch., Bowling Green, 
Va., 1916-25; Prin., Christiansburg Industrial Inst., 
Cambria, Va., 1925-present; Conductor, Summer 
Inst., Gretna, Va., 1920; Voeational Instructor, 
Smith Hughes work, 1918-20; mem. Phi Beta 
Sigma, A.F. & A.M.; Pol. Socialist; Relig. Baptist; 
P. 0. Address, Christiansburg Inst., Cambria, Va. 

WALKER, MME. A'LELIA-Corporation Presi
dent. 
b. June 6, 1885, Delta, La.; d. Moses and Sarah 
(Breedlove) Mc Williams; ed1,tc. Knoxville College, 
Knoxville, Tenn.; m. James Arthur Kennedy, M.D., 
May 1, 1926; one adopted child, Mae Walker Jack
son; President, The Mme. C. J. Walker Mfg. Co., 
May, 1919-present; mem. Kappa Alpha Psi Silhou
ettes; Women's Auxiliary, N.A.A.C.P.; ex-member 
of Utopia Neighborhood Club, Women's Auxiliary 
Urban League and Board of Directors of the Nat. 
Urban League; was Vice-Pres., Harlem Child's Wel
fare League; was a member of Music School Settle
ment; Pol. Democrat; Relig. Presbyterian; Busi
ness Address, c/o Mme. C. J. Walker Beauty 
Shoppe, 110 W. 136th St., New York, N. Y. or 
(Headquarters) 640 N. West St., Indianapolis, 
Ind.; Home Address, Villa Lewaro, Irvington-on
Hudson, New York. 

Mme. A'Lelia Walker is the daughter of the 
late Madam C. J. ~N alker, the founder of the 
Madam C. J. Walker Mfg. Co., manufacturers, 
located in Pittsburgh since 1908 and Indian
apolis since 1910. The factory and sales office 

in Pittsburgh was left in care of Mme. A'Lelia 
Walker at the time of its organizatiop. On 
the death of Madam C. J. Walker, May 25, 
1919, the daughter took charge of the entire 
business, in Indianapolis and other cities, as 
well as the Eastern branch located at 110 West 
136th Street, New York, N. Y. 

Two-thirds of the net proceeds of. the busi
ness established by Madam C. J. Walker is 
donated to worthy Race charitiies,, such as 
Y.M.C.A., Y. W.C.A., Orphan's Homes, Old 
Folks Homes, Missionary Societies and 
Scholarships. 

WALKER, MRS. HATTIE BROWN~Li
brarian. 
b. Philadelphia, Penn. ; d. Robert and Anna Brown '; 
educ. Pub. and High Sch., Phila., Penn.; Temple 
Univ.; studied at Univ. of Cincinnati; m. (Rev.) 
J. Franklin Walker; two children, Helen ; Breta; 
Organized Inter-Denominational Ministers' Wives 
Assn. ; Chairman of Education, Religious Commit
tee, Y.W.C.A. (Cincinnati, Ohio); Librarian, 
Stowe Branch, Cincinnati Public Library, 1920-
present; Pol. Independent; Relig. Baptist; Address, 
3240 Beresford Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
She has the distinction of being the only 

colored person appointed Librarian at main 
library in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio. 

WALKER, MRS. MAGGIE LENA-Bank Presi-
dent-Editor. 
b. Richmond, Va. ; d. Eccles Cuthbert and Elizabeth 
(Mitchell) Guthbert; educ. Richmond Public Sch.; 
Richmond Normal Sch.; M.S. Va. Union Univ., 
1925 ; m. Armstead Walker, Sept. 14, 1886 ; two 
children, Russell E. T., b. Dec. 9, 1890; Melvin D., 
b. Aug. 9, 1897; School Teacher, 1883-89; Execu
tive Sec., Independent Order of St. Luke's, 1899-
present ; President, St. Luke Bk. and Trust Co., 
Richmond, Va., 1903-present; Editor, St. Luke's 
Herald, 1901-present; mem. Director, Hartshorn 
Memorial Coll.; Dir., Nat. Training Sch. for Girls, 
Lincoln Heights, D. C.; Dir., Virginia Industrial 
Sch., Peaks, Va. ; President, Council of Colored 
Women, Inc.; Vice-President, Negro Organization 
Society of Va.; Executive Board, N.A.A.C.P.; St. 
Luke; Tents; other fraternal organiaztions; Pol. 
Republican (Chairman of Republican Party) ; 
Richmond, Va.; Relig. Baptist; Business Address, 
900 St. James St., Richmond, Va. ; Residence, 110 
E. Leigh St., Richmond, Va. 

Mrs. Maggie L. Walker is the founder and 
President of St. Luke Bank and Trust Co. 
which has on its books more than 6,000 de
positors and resources of over a half million 
dollars. 

The order of St. Luke's, of which she is 
Executive Secretary, has a membership of over 
100,000, a building in Richmond, Va., valued at 
over $100,000, and an emergency fund in ex- . 
cess of $150,000. It is a fraternal organization 
with branches in large cities of the United 
States. Over 20,000 children are enrolled in 
thrift clubs1 part of the plan of the Order. It 
employs 145 field workers and there are 55 
clerks in the home office. 
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Philip Durham an:l Everett L. Jores -- The Negro Cowboys 
Dodd, Mead & Company, NY, 1965 

3 -- more than 5 ,ooo Negro cowboys after Civil War 

5 -- Clark's slave, York. Negro na.rred Jacob Dodson with Fremont 
on 1843 expedition, another named Saunders Jackson with F's 4th 
expedition in 18480 

9 -- "Duri~ the Civil War, 178,975 Negro soldiers wore the hlue 
uniforms of ttl3 Union Armies, and Negroes took part in 449 engagements. 
More than 38,000 were listed as killed, wourrled or missing in action." 
Two infantry and two cavalry regimmts served in the West after War. 

10 -- Indians called them ttBuffalo Soldiersn 

1.52 -- Negro cowboys at XIT 

140 "There were probably fewer Negro cowboys in Idaho and 
Montana. ttan in any other part of tha cattleman's West. One reason 
was race hatred and bitterness: early steamboat traffic up tte 
Missouri had resulted in the immigration into Montana of many 
11 unrecons tructed" Soo.therner s and too simultaneous arrival of a 
nunber of transient Negro steamboat crewtren a.rd river front 
roustaboutso • o • 
142 -- "Montana had no monopoly of cheerful killers, but it seems 
clear that its citizens, school b:>ards and legislatures did little 
to mke ttE territory or state particularly attractive to Negroes. 
The late opening of its eastern ranges also acted to reduce the 
number of Texas trail crews entering (po 143) the territoryo 
Consequently few Texas Negro cowboys entered or ranained in Montana. 
Negro cowboys dvl7Ve longhorn cattle, which were mo longer in great 
demand. o •• 

So the census figures, though never very accurate indicators of 
the drifting cowboy population, show conparatively few Negroes. 
The census counted 183 Negroes in tie Montana Territory in 1870, 
and 346 in 1880. 11 

144 -- "Most of the few Negro cowboys who worked in the territory 
seem to have CODE from Texas, delivered their herds and ridden back 
down the :brail. They cane .to Montana., but they were never a part 
of i to" 

epilogae nenti.ons Wister and Zane Greyo 

Negro cowboys : Bill Pickett, "Deadwood Dick" Nat Love. Mountain man 
Jim Beckworth 

229 -- "Americans have lost something valuable if they forget that 
Wild Bill Hickok arrl George Washif€ton Carver grew up on the Western 
plains at the same time." 
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grasp glittering opportunity. Because he was also the most Jaw, whose grateful inhabitants rechristened their t@Wll 

ruthless and egotistical of the brothers, he forced them to go H.ingling-a great loss of picturesque nomenclature, but very 
along \vith him. i\.nd because he was the most farsighted, gratifying to Uncle John. With his usual recklessness of geo-
with the possible exception of Otto, his gambles paid golden - graphical exactitude he called it the White Sulphur Springs 
dividends for many years, m1til in the days of depression, and Yellowstone Park. It is still running, with my brother 
when opportm1ity shriveled and all bets were off, he came John as president, while my cousin Paul Ringling ranches the 
close to lonely ruin. remaining 20,000 acres of the original landholding. 

Nor were John Ringling's ventures confined to circus busi- My uncle's fondness for calling his railroads by high-
ness. As he traveled around the country on the circus train, sounding names was probably a reflection of circus-style 
his eyes were always searching for opportunity. He loved exaggeration. One of his most grandiose gestures in this 
money more than anything except pictures, and he never direction was the twenty-mile railroad he built between East-
missed a chance of making some. He might see a theater in land and Breakwater, Texas, which he called the Eastland, 
some small city that was doing badly and could be turned Wichita Falls and Gulf. The family were teasing him about 
into a profitable movie house; or a streetcar line that needed this pretentious title when Uncle Charlie came to his rescue 
a little capital; or even a steam laundry whose owner wanted by saying, "It may be only twenty miles long, but it's just as 
to retire. It did not matter to Uncle John what the line was as wide as anybody's railroad." 
long as there was money in it. As a result, he owned businesses The most profitable of all John Ringling's gambles in rail-
all over the United States. roading was not due to his acumen, but to pure happen-

Another of John Ringling's extracurricular activities was stance. Perhaps this is not quite correct, for Uncle John al-
building short-line railroads. Since he routed the circus, he ways put himself in the path of Opportunity and that 
was as familiar with rail systems of the United StateB as a capricious dame did not even have to knock once; she had 
spider with its web. Although the great railroad-building days but to droop her left eyelid. 
were over and the transportation system almost complete, In i913 one of her favorite haunts was still the old Waldorf 
Uncle John occasionally would discover a missing link that bar. At five o'clock every weekday afternoon tycoons and 
might be forged with profit. One such line, built about i911, tycoonlets gathered under the potted palms in its somber 
was the fifty-five-mile connection between Mark Twain's magnificence to discuss past triumphs and future amalgam-
home town, Hannibal, Missouri, and Bowling Green, which ations; and to refresh themselves with old bourbon or those 
Uncle John proudly named the St. Louis and Hannibal, newfangled martinis. There might sit Otto Kahn, Frank 
though it went nowhere near the Missouri metropolis. It Vanderlip of the National City Bank, and George F. Baker 
operated profitably until the i93os, when it was scrapped. of the First" National, a trio of Morgan partners, a couple of 

Another short line was in Montana. Before starting this V anderbilts, Charles M. Schwab, Payne Whitney, Cornelius 
railroad, Uncle John took the precaution of buying about Kelley of Anaconda, and, with ears quivering and his mind 
70,000 acres of adjoining real estate. He then built a twenty- working like a still uninvented electronic computer, that 
mile line from White Sulphur Springs, Montana, to Broken brilliant young opportunist, Bernard M. Baruch. 
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en joy a European dinner with vintage wines, what he liked 
best was Old Curio scotch and hash-any kind of hash. He 
cou1d put away tremendous quantities of hash. I remember 
an occasion when a Chinese valet who had left Uncle John's 
employ came to his Venetian palace in Sarasota to see him 
and ask for his old job back. 

"But I have a good man now, Willy," Uncle John said. "I 
don't need a valet, I need a cook." 

"I can cook, Mr. Lingling," said Willy, who had the oriental 
block against the letter r. 

"You kept your secret well," Uncle John observed. "Can you 
make good hash?" 

Willy beamed. "Mr. Lingling," he said, "I can make sleven
teen kinds of hash." 

He got the job. 
So far I have discussed the frivolous side of John Ringling's 

emerging character. But anyone who supposed that this was 
his measure-and some did-was apt, in the words of the old 
song, to find "his head tucked underneath his arm." 

During the time of Ringling Brothers' great expansion he 
gradually assumed the leadership of the partnership. Though 
in theory each partner remained equal with an equal voice, 
in practice Uncle John played the dominant role. There were 
several reasons why he was able to do this. For one thing, 
the others were immersed in the technical problems of their 
respective departments of the circus, while John, freewheeling 
between Europe and America, did not get bogged down in 
details. Coming back from his trips with a fresh point of view, 
he was able to see what military men call the big picture. And 
his imagination showed him the way to profit by it. 

While his brothers were generally content to progress 
slowly, John's tremendous drive and soaring ambition made 
him impatient with conservative policies. His was an all-or
nothing spirit, ready to go out on a long financial limb to 
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YORK 

B~ GEORGE REASONS AND SAM .PATRICK 

A Negro with the single name of York was a mem
ber of the historic Lewis and Clark expedition which 
was the first to explore the wilderness all the' way to 
the Pacific Northwest. 

York was the "black servant,, of Capt. William 
Clark and he was a "remarkable, stout, strong Negro," 
according to journals describing the voyage. 

Though a servant, York performed the same labors 
and suffered the same hardships as other members of ,, 
the party. The wilderness had little respect for a man's I 
rank or race. § 

York took his turn at provisioning the expedition, ;_~. 
hunting buffalo, bear, deer and other game. He also -
served as guide and scout, and as boatman on ·the I 
journey up the Missouri River. It was a rigorous life. I 

, The weather was hostile and so were the. Indians. ~ 
~ 

THE WINTER OF 1804 saw a number of the men ~ 
~ afflicted with frostbite - one of· them was York. "My 

servant's feet also frosted,' 1 Clark wrote in his journal. 
Clark and Capt. Meriwether Lewis headed the ex

pedition whicl1 had been ordered by President Thomas 
Jefferson. 

Jefferson was curious about the Indians, the flora 
and fauna and the course of the mighty rivers of the 
interi-0r. 

Jefferson also expected the expedition to open up 
the interior to a lucrative fur trade and to establish 
America's claim to th.e territory. 

The expedition moved up the Missouri in 1804 in 
three boats. The party consisted of nine Kentuckians, · j 
14 soldier-volunteers, two French boatmen, an inter- i 
p1·eter and York. A . corporal, six soldiers and nine 
watermen accompanied the expedition on the first leg 
of its journey.and then returned. 

The color of York's skin was a great advantage to 
the expedition. The Indians along the route had never 
seen a Negro. They were so curious they forgot to be 
hostile. · 

ONE TRIBE GAVE YORK the name of "Great 
Medicine." The Nez Perce called him "Tse-mook-tse
mook To-to-kean," or "black white man." In North 
Dakota, an Indian chfef was skeptical about York and 
agreed that his skin was truly black only after spitting 
on his finger and attempting to rub off the "paint." 

Everywhere, however, the Indians were eager to 
see York and astonished once they did. York played his 
role to full advantage. 

He frequently performed feats of strength to im
press them. Once when a group of Indians flocked 
around to examine him, York told them a tall t(lle 
about how he once had been a wild animal before 
being caught and tamed by his master. 

The tale fascinated them. York's skill in entertain
ing the Indians partly accounted for the fact that the 
expedition was carried off without a major Indian en
counter. 

NEXT: Catherine Ferguson, who loved little chil
dren. 

(Copyright, 1969, Los Angeles Times.) 
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NEW YORK IN THE TWENTIES 

BY SIR OSBERT SITWELL 

Srn OsnEnT SITwELL's .fh•e 1'0lumes of reminiscences, which were published in this country under the Allanlic

Lillle, Brown imprint, stand as a u.niqlle monwnenl lo Victorian and Edwardian England. Recently he has 

been at work on a new book, aboril his .fal/1cr, TALES MY FATmm TAUGHT ME. In the following essay he gives 

us a glimpse of what New York was like in !he late twenties, before the Depression cast ils shadow. 

IT WAS in November, 1926, that I set off to dis
cover America for myself - though, in fact, in the 
end I only explored New York. My visit coincided 
not only with the full tide of Prohibition but with 
the full height of the great Wall Street Beano. 
Never had so many rich people been crowded to
gether in so minute a space, for the island of Man
hattan is small and has therefore been obliged to 
develop vertically rather than horizontally. What 
follows in this essay relates to New York before _the 
Slump, when, as one looks back upon it, the city 
was as innocent as Adam and Eve before the Fall. 
Sophistication showed already in individuals but 
not in · whole sections of the people, as it does 
today. America had not yet grown used to her 
position as a great power. 

To give an example of life in New York at that 
time, let me here record that in the Ambassador 
Hotel, where I was staying, lived a friend of mine, 
a professional photographer, but, by the standards 
of the time, not a rich man. Except for getting up 
in the late afternoon to take a single photograph 
for an immense fee, he stayed in bed all day, tele
phoning to Wall Street to buy shares on margin, 
and invariably got up in the evening in time for 
dinner - at which he always ate oyster-crabs 

Newburg a specialty of New York - a much 
richer man on paper than when he had gone to 
bed the night before. Alas, this state of affairs 
was drawing to a close, but nobody knew it. 
People then presumed that it would last forever. 

When we arrived in New York, we found a day 
of extreme brilliance. It would be impossible ever 
to forget the first sight of the groups of slender 
towers that form the skyline of New York City, 
chanting hosannas to an autumn sky. English 
people who have not been there always presume 
that New York has a very dry climate, but, to the 
contrary, it must be one of the most humid cities 
in the world, though also that with the most 
changeable climate. In the two or three months I 
stayed there, I grew to know all the varieties of 
weather possible, except extreme heat, because 
every day I would go for a long walk, whatever the 
weather, stepping out fast beneath the clifflike 
buildings. I used, for example, to walk from my 
hotel to Wall Street, or to the Battery. I would 
make my way through the Italian and Chinese 
enclaves and examine them at my leisure. When
ever I saw a bookshop I stopped and entered it and 
looked round, and I visited many picture galleries 
and museums. Thus I saw New York when it 

Drawing by Muirhead Bone, courtesy of the Print Department, Boston Public Library. 
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pointing out to them the pa~ticular beauties and 
subtleties of color and detail. So well had he 
known them, so much had he loved them while he 
still retained his sight that he never made a mis
take; in this manner he kept alive and constantly 
renewerl his memories. 

J went home from my voyage of discovery by the 
, 0 uthern route, from New York to Naples, sailing 
~n a great I tali an liner, its interior designed and 
heavily furnished in the dark late-Renaissance 
stvle prevalent in the most expensive Italian 
h~tels. You entered Italy the moment you set 
foo t on board. The I tali an voice, so beautifully 
modulated and so beautifully produced by the 
J talian people - though often strident and shrill, 
equally among the rich and the members of the 
old ruling class - formed an animated back
crround. The ship was celebrated for its parties, 
and I recall that one lady from Boston had brought 
with her a gray silk dress that had belonged to her 
crrandmother, which she was determined to wear 
~-hen she presented the prizes at a Fancy Dress 
Ball. An instance of such an unsophisticated en
thusiasm for fun of a modest kind would not be 
easy to find today; but it must be admitted that 
in this costume she looked very well, after the 
manner, no doubt, of the simple-souled Quaker 
lady for whom it had been made. 

We sailed through the Azores, with its mists and 
under them, its hills covered with hydrangeas, and 
stopped for a day and a night at Funchal, the 
capital of Madeira, that lovely island, a single 
mountaintop rising from a great depth in the mid
dle of the Atlantic; an island full of fine nine
teenth-century villas with their entrancing gardens 
of semitropical Re~~ncy and early-Victorian style, 
gardens in which orchids flourish as easily as 
Dorothy Perkins grows in England, and solandra 

NEW YORK IN THE TWENTIES 

with their white buds so huge, several times the 
size of the flowers of a magnolia grandiflora, that 
if you pop them, as you might a fuchsia bud, they 
make a sound like an old-fashioned motor horn, 
and large paulownia and jacaranda trees that can 
only blossom with profusion in such a climate. 
All this floral exuberance rises on the foundation 
of the fortunes made from the wine that bears the 
name of the island. 

Perpetual early summer seems to reign here. 
We left the island and sailed through estival 
seas, sportive with dolphin and porpoise nosing 
and jumping out of the Atlantic rollers, and with 
flying fish sequining the green-blue lanes between 
them. We disembarked at Naples, and a fevv days 
later, I met in the street a very shrewd American 
lawyer to whom I had talked on the boat. It was 
his first visit to Europe, and he observed to me: 
"One thing I notice particularly; the people you 
pass in the streets here have a different expression 
in their eyes from what they have at home." 

What did he see in those magic mirrors, afford
ing clues to the past and the future, r wonder: in 
the past, the European triumphs of every sort, 
but specially in the arts, for century after century; 
the age-old dusty poverty, aggravated by war, 
of Naples, the last great classical city surviving 
to our own day; or in the future, hints of the Civil 
War in Spain, that short rehearsal for the wicked 
war which was waiting for us round the corner, 
or the revival of the torture chambers and the , 
introduction of gas ovens in Germany? And what 
did he see in the eyes of his own countrymen when 
he returned to New York? What I saw in the 
eyes of a generation ago was infinite kindness 
and credulity, and the boundless confidence which 
enabled a great people to grasp the leadership of 
the civilized world, and then not know what to 
do with it. 

CONTINGENCIES 

BY LYNNE LA WNER 

Windows spangled with sun 

And all the air a great, unfolding rose; 

Tracery of trees on stone, 

Debris on water. 

Lost in deceptive spaces of contingencies 

My hair turns chestnut, 

Burns, 

Smoking in the early evening of your eyes. 
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wJ so hard that the water spla<;hed back frum 
f II . d h .] 
tlH· p:ivi.:111cnt. 1. sa.w lt un er sno"·: w en: unu 
tht' dusl from buildmiss that . wer~ bc1~~ de~troye.d 

11 
ik posses:1nn of it - and in .\cw) <Jrk ~1ganuc 

~ilicts arc always being destroyed and re -created 
it wa a· white and clean as the :'.\orth Pole. 

1 ha\'e seen it when the wind \\·histles knife 
Jik round street corners. and I ha\·e heard the 
lion-n iouthed thunder rcdou bled by swn~ and 
cment drown the hootings of .the grea't liners: but 

1 h.l\C ne,·er known a day more beautiful than this 
tir . t unt, dry and cracklinr:;, and it enabled me to 

mJke a d r-coYery of V'>hich no one had ~poken 
beforehand: that in :'.\ev• York you recein:'. a harm -
1 s elcetric shoc k when yr)u rim~ tht r:le :a tor bell. 
But i - 1 a)ked for an expJa, ati<Jn . t.here \'\·ould 
ah'J~- be the sa me murmur~ ab(Jut ·· .':.tatic clec

;nc1iy. 

TiE firq ni~ht spent in . ·ew York J was t ak~ :i 
tv ;in immense dinner party given by a gn~at pic -
ure co!!ccwr an d hi . charminrs and di-,u:rninl{ 

.,:;e. T~ ey wt>re \:e•y kind w m e. and aft<~r dinrJer 
::i,,· '::!os1e-~s led me up to a chai r. a crrY:.s bel\~ ':'.<:n a 
e:__f)StOO and a .~ hooti ng stick . but mack of v. orJd , 
a:c said : 'Thi is our D a nte Chair. ·· 

.. You ___ ean D a nte sat in it::'"' J inquired . 

.. _·a . he was asked to , but ref u.':.ed .· · 1..Jv: n-plied. 
-c.=c 6a1 i.:- \\.hy '~e <.all i t our lJanff (JiC1ir . I 
. a..::: yoJ l 'J sit in it un this. 1he nid1t of ·rJur 

2:":·:a] rn .'\ ew York .. , 
_~_c.cord ingly, I sat m it, and. as l d;d <,o. Jt 

:::-1=fil.:::d imo dust - albeit .. crumbled·· is not 
:.::<:- ·.~· ·Jrci lrJ describe th is proce-.;c... "ince i t c.a rnes 
:: 5tns-: c•f irnrned iac.". H hilt th i<:- d isi nte):!,rat ion 
-. .?.S i2 l2.n aneou s. \'\.hen I h ad rec <J\·err:-d from 
·_-_f: ~.'.Joc.k - and I may say that ny host <~:., s YI i:t'

~v::-:::.Lel. · jnd about the inuden t. 1huugh 1 c.01Jld 
· i::,: i'.'.).:t:J~C her to enjoy it - 1 found myself <:-n 
r~=:d iri conYersation with a fanuf uJ lad\' rJf 

::,~'!:?;:n e i.:-arne, elaboratelv upholc..tered in gTeen 
:..:ic ;;::.:...·.-,,. }:irocade . 

· L::: ·5 u lk about ) 'ou:· '-.Je was sayin!S. "You 
?_.:.2~~:nen all \'\·ear arr:ior .. , 

...,.._.) ·,,.,-h.Jth J countered: ":'.\o. Let us keep ii to 
·· '..r ... ;nc-11. · · 

·-·'1.~ replied: ·Tm just a wild Irish thing, just a 
'1 ... ':'.;precha un. '' 
11-y fJ.rst novel! Be.Jore the Bombardment, was about 

~1:, .Jr.,~ pu.bfo:hed in America, and George Doran; 
· :;;; ?1:Ubli£her, gave a dinner in my honor for some 
-w~. p~nJrJns. Even at so comparatively small a 
:.:~:t'? the American passion for oratory made 
<t'"1:7--:l.fnner speeches compulsory. Among those 
1r"·t1~rji ·wb(Jm I recall '~:ere \Villiarn Rose Benet 
i ":-:;;Js- \>V.innerton, F. P. Adams, and the biog~ 
"<'))::J~;r of George V\'ashington, \'V. E. \\Toodvrnrd, 
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a banker turned debunking but ~enial author. Jn 
the middle of dinner he hissed into my ear: "I 
have read your book, and r knovv you \ .. ·on!t be 
taken in by this Dollar Business .:' I reassured him. 
Jn addition, I rccc;ivcd a v:arning from a friend 
\\·ho was prese nt at it tho.t l shrJuld leave the party 
punctually at t we] n~, since the flrst alcoholic r<J\'\ s 
w<>rc likely to break out at that hour. 

Liqur>r under Prohibition had become a n a 
tional obsession. Lu,·e of li~Jerty made it almost a 
duty to drink more th a n was v"ise . In this respect, 
intellectual s \ ·icd with socia lites . At the end of a 
ball it w a5 not an uncommon ;; pecrac:le to sec ')mart 
younis men who had. in the phn:1 5e of the time, 
··passed 01Jt": Sta.eked in the hall ready for dc]iq~ry 
at home b.· taxicab. :\t any Ji cr;,ry ~at.!wring 
the re v.-ould be almost equally n~ Ja .":ed beho.Yior , 
b<:caus.e mv~t fe-.ti ·i ies depended <m -,u pplie~ of 
-.ymhetic. ~in and \'I hi<>key, an d the ~ tr<~ng th uf 
hem '" · a~ formidable. 

To ~hrJ\\ th e im~:enuity uf pun·c yors: 1 remember 
U ic.k \\.ynd harn ordued \.urne charnpal?ne fo r a 
party hr:: \'i·as i?j\·ing - he h ad taken a 5tud i(J at 
he Herkeky - and he next morn in!?. '~bile he 

'" ac.. .. till in bed . tlie door wa 1:1 u n lo<.ked and a. 
1 J r: rich couple enterr~d v•ith trwir luggage. ·1 twre 
~r'emed a ~. rt:al d<·al (Jf it. Dir.k kept explai 1ing to 
tLe:-m that thi'> '" ;,r }JJ\. r<JCJHJ and th at he '" a1:1 in 
)Jed in it. ·1 rwy appea red 1,() be c.ka f and p ai d nu 
a . tr~ ntirJn un Jl GJli Jw lug!!al:'e had IJeen colk<:wd . 
J h '~Y h<~n bultt:d 'dw duor. threw open their 
tru nk\.. pr od uu·d the charnpai.~,rw. rect:i\·ed 1hei r 
rnun r-y. and ld .. 

J.Jr<Jhi Ji11rm had "<Jrrw otJier curious, opprJ-.ite 
nm -,<~qunic e-. J <;r n;ampk, at the Amba.s~adur 
Hot<-1. '~ hH .. h JJ a d lar~c~ and magiiiiicent p ul)Jic 
roorn::~ . i 1

. v. a . JJJJ p()s~.i fJle ID an. ' of them. except 
dw din in!!_ r rJum . trJ r;b1ain a !!,la'iS r;f v:ater. sinc.e 
rir) bn·eroge uf anY sun \'las allov,.cd to be -.erYed. 

.'\nuther rr:· .. >1Jh rJf t}w current boom was a new 
de\e]upmr: tin h,~ durrws ic bird \'\Orld. 1<.ich uld 
ladies beq •Jtalhed large Jegaues to their parrut.s, 
but -; rJ many <Ji die huraan twin ~ 1:1 <~ relu c. tant 10 

t.ake un the job of looking aJ er t . '·":,e -,puiled bi rd~ 

that a .Parrob ' Hume. it \!\ a • '.end . ha.d been 
founded for ac..c<Jr.rimoda1in15 <Jn ]y privileged, 
moneyed parrots. cockatoos, and maca\l\·s, who 
YI ere lodged and fed accord ing io social position 
and income. Accent and way of talking were taken 
in1o account. The parrots who had inherited 
$10;000 a year and cultivated a Fifth Avenue voice 
would be given a better perch tha n the $3000-a
year b irds and would be entitled to more and less
mildevved grapes. What happened to these birds 
when the Great Slump came I never heard. 

\i\ hat I did discover was the existence of a com
pletely unknown set of alternative literary figures, 
writers whose names were familiar to en'ryone in 
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literary circles in America but of whom nobody 
had ever heard in England, and vice versa. Until 
I arrived in New York, I did not know the names 
of Heywood Broun, then at the height of his fame 
as a critic, of his wife Ruth Hale, ofF. P.A., and of 
many others. What seemed more extraordinary 
still was that English novels - romans a clef - were 
in the United States fitted out with an entirely 
different and local personnel. If, for example, 
Desmond MacCarthy had been said to figure in an 
English book, in America this same character 
would be attributed to Heywood Broun, and that 
of a woman writer, say Rose M acaulay, to Ruth 
Hale, and simila rly on through the whole volume. 
In short, there were two sets of figures, but if you 
explained that one of them was not an American 
but an Englishman, your statement would be re
ceived with incredulity. 

One of my most pleasant memories of that time 
was my first meeting with Marianne Moore, to 
whom I took a letter of introduction from my 
friend Mrs. Bryher. M a rianne Moore was then 
living with her mother in a trim red-brick house in 
a trim street in or near the Vill age . When I ar
rived punctually at four - and punctuality with 
me a lways means at least ten m.inutes beforehand 
(I have wasted as much time IJy this fault as an
other man loses by being la te) - Miss Moore had 
not yet returned from the office of the Dial, a ncl I 
was received by her mother . Mrs. :Moore, like my
self, greatly admired Dickens, a nd she talked to 
me of his tour in the States and told me of the 
towns where ,he had delivered his readings . After 
a little time Miss Moore arrived , a charming a nd 
very unpretentious young woman with the same 
quiet elegance and the same strong but merciful 
personality tha t have so finely developed through
out her life . In spite of her apparent simplicity, it 
'"'as easy to discern a very definite, delicate, and 
poetica l nature. Though shy, she was able to take 
refuge behind an appealing and almost apologetic 
smile. but she was as full of character, both indi
vidual and national , as a swarm is full of bees. 

A,rnNG the friends who gave parties for me when 
I arrived in New York, one of the first was Muriel 
Draper. I remember with what amusement she 
told me, apropos of this party, that when she had 
sent a card with "To Meet Captain Osbert Sit
well" on it to Ford Madox Ford, he had replied: 
"You can't ask Colonel Ford to meet Captain Sit
well." (I had invented for him the name of Freud 
M adox Fraud .) The party took place during her 
Gurdjieff period before she became a Communist, 
when she was still an interior decorator. There 
was much talk in her studio of furniture made of 
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metal and glass, but this occurred before the 
nightmare became true and culminated in the 
metal and chromium-plated tubes and uncured 
leather seats slung on three rods of steel that were 
to be the fashion . When I had been introduced 
to her in England some years before we had im
mediately become friends. Much of her character 
is still visible in her book Music at Midnight, and 
thus can be recaptured, but her amazing gift of 
life and her entirely individual appearance are 
more difficult to record. I had first seen her re
markable head in the stalls of Covent Garden be
fore the war. She seemed a realization of the 
American spirit a nd might well have been the 
figurehead of a new race . To talk to her was en
chanting, for she combined frankness with the 
most extraordinary powers of minute observation. 
Everybody who knew her either loved or hated 
her. There was no middle way. 

I also attended a party given by George Moore, 
the genia l America n financi er who had previously 
sha red a large house in London with Lord French 
of Ypres and who loved to provide amusement for 
his friends. He was now entertaining equally 
lavishly in New York. This was a noisy evening, 
with Cossacks giving toasts and singing and jump
ing over their swords. It was impossible to hear a 
single word your neighbor said, so, as I wanted to 
talk with Muriel Draper, who was sitting next to 
me, I proposed we should slip under the large 
supper table and in that refuge finish our conversa
tion , an idea which we put into practice. It 
seemed very quiet. 

One of the people I liked most in the New York 
of that time was Alexander Woollcott, who was 
fri endly and witty. The most valuable personal 
quality with which na ture had endowed him was 
his obvious love of life , and he showed no sign of 
the insolence with which his personality has been 
invested. I first met Woollcott, who was not then 
as famous as he became later, at Miss Elizabeth 
M arbury 's; I have heard him be so funny in con· 
versation that the taxi driver who was taking us to 
a theater had to pull up at the side of the road be
cause he was laughing so helplessly. Miss Marbury 
was, mentally and physically, one of the remark
able figures of the time in New York. To write 
that she was large is an understatement. She was 
of such enormous size that it was always difficult 
for her to get in or out of an automobile, but this 
disability in no way discouraged her from going 
about and usually caused her to laugh uproari
ously. Everywhere she went people were delighted 
to see her. Somerset M augham had kindly given 
me a letter of introduction to her, and I met her 
frequently just after I arrived in New York. On ·· 
each occasion she watched and listened to rne 
carefully, with a frightening look of acumen· 
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After this had happened four or five times and she 
had summed me up in her mind, she said to me: 
"I should like to act as agent for you" - an honor 
"·hich I fully appreciated. 

I used to visit the chateau on Fifth Avenue of 
:t-,lrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt, whom I had often met 
before in England. Indeed, on one occasion, at 
Po!esden Lacey, I had said to her: "What a lovely 
color your dress is, Mrs. Vanderbilt," to which she 
had replied in her happy innocence: "Yes, I love 
blue; that is why in New York I am known as 
the Kingfisher." 

Her house was the social center of New York. 
It \\·as not lovely but what v.ras called, in adver
tisements of houses to be let or sold, "well-ap
pointed," large and luxurious, full of Louis Quinze 
furniture and of footmen, already a rarity in New 
York. When the time came for me to say good-bye 
before leaving for England, I asked if 1 could do 
anything for her when I reached London . She 
replied: "Only to give my love to the dear boys." 

I knew immediately whom she meant: His 
Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales, and Their 
Royal Highnesses, the Dukes of York, Gloucester, 
and Kent. 

At this time, one would have said, certainly, 
that Mrs. Vanderbilt was one of the most con
ventional people alive. Even her clothes, her in
,·ariable bandeau, aud her gray hair were a clichc, 
but as she grew older her conventionality faded, 
as I was to find out many years later when I sat 
next to her at luncheon in the house of a friend in 
New York. She suddenly said to me, pointing to a 
\\"ell-known general who was sitting at the other 
side of the table talking in an extremely loud 
voice: "That man is too noisy. I shall scream." 

Before I had time to reply, she had let out a 
yell, loud and fierce enough to have done credit to 
an American Indian out for a day's scalping. Un
deterred by the sudden quiet that ensued, she said 
to me: "Shall I scream again?", but this time I 
was able to dissuade her. It is related that when 
Mrs. Vanderbilt met the Soviet Ambassador for 
the first time, she began the conversation by saying 
to him: "I was devoted to your Czar." 

There was much entertaining going on, and the 
descendants of the statesmen who had signed the 
Declaration of Independence still formed a society 
of their own. They constituted a kind of Domes
day Book society, and, however poor some of the 
members of these families had become in the in
terval, they were always invited to and invariably 
attended the dinner parties of their richer fellows. 

Tm tornado of prosperity swept on. Colored 
people offered hospitality as much as white, and 
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NEW YORK IN THE TWENTIES 

one of the most memorable parties I attended was 
a ball given by Madam Walker, the heiress of 
Anti-kink, for two young nieces who were on this 
occasion to make their first appearance in Black 
Society. Madam vValker, who must have been a 
very rich woman, lived in one house and reserved 
another for party giving. The room where she re
ceived us was a tent room, carried out in the 
Parisian style of the Second Empire. She stood 
attended by a niece on each side and by Dr. X, 
who was known as the Negro Lenin, but I did not 
have time to find out whether this was a correct 
description. One curious feature was that on ar
riving no one would shake hands until he or she 
knew exactly where you had come from, and 
when my name was called out, they gave me a 
searching glance until I added, "from Enuland." 
Then they shook hands warmly. 

Our hostess, a very large woman, was wearing 
an elephant-gray tight Greek ball dress, and 
braiding her hair was a Greek fillet in gold. When 
the time came for the dance to begin, Madam 
Walker asked me to go upstairs with her and talk. 
Downstairs we could hear the band start to play. 
Alleged Scotch whiskey was the drink supplied 
below, but upstairs Madam Walker produced t\'\10 

botLlcs of champagne, which she opened, and then 
proceeded to reveal to me her trouble: "Twenty 
years ago," she announced, "my feet spoiled my 
honeymoon - and tonight they're hurting me 
again, something crool." 

There was then no talk of integration. Down
stairs, one of the nieces, who was very sure of her
self, was saying to Dick Wyndham: "Excuse my 
asking, but arc you high-class?" 

He did not know what to reply. If he said no, 
he might be asked to leave; if yes, he would proba
bly be stamped by conceit, but in the end he 
judged it better to say yes, to which his dancing 
partner replied: "I am so glad, because I have no 
color prejudice, but I do think the classes oughtn't 
to mingle." 

The dancing was the greatest pleasure to watch. 
It was the year in which the Charleston took the 
city by storm, and most of the guests danced it 
beautifully. I sat there, interested and happy, 
until I grew very tired, and suddenly realized that 
I had become the victim of an inverted snobbish
ness that was causing me to stay up longer than I 
wanted because this was a party given by colored 
people. I knew then that it was time to go. 

Harlem in 1926 was no hostile fortress, as it is 
today, but a part of New York City, where col
ored people welcomed the white. It was an en
chanting place to go at night. Whenever there was 
an occasion, Carl Van Vechten was always the 
white master of the colored revels. I remember 
one ridiculous incident. It had been announced 
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that a hitherto unknown colored singer, a mistress 
of exotic and nostalgic song, would make her debut 
shortly in New York at a well-known nightclub. 
Excitement had mounted for weeks, and on the 
night in question the particular nightclub was 
crowded with people, standing as well as sitting. 
The artiste was very late in arriving, and when 
she did appear she had obviously swallowed more 
strong liquor than was good for her. However, 
when at last she stepped onto the stage, an ex
pectant silence fell on the audience, but, alas, she 
began to sing in a lachrymose, ululant manner the 
whole of Auld Lang Syne, the words interspersed 
with her own hiccups and gusts of laughter from 
below. 

I recall also \vith delight a comment made by a 
well-known Negro singer, Taylor Gordon, on John 
Webster, as we will call him, a contemporary 
English author and friend of mine. Webster al
ways wore rather loose, shaggy clothes and wore 
his tie inside a ring. Muriel Draper had said to 
me: "When you see Taylor Gordon, ask him about 
his meeting with John Webster." 

A few days later 1 saw him and accordingly said: 
"I hea r you met Mr. Webster. How did you get 
on with him?", to which he replied: "Mr. Sitwell, 
when I think that that man comes from the capital 
of the world's tailoring!" 

Trn New York theater was in a state of great 
activity and vigor compared with its London 
equivalent. For example, the play Broadwa_y was 
there to compete with the suburban comedies then 
to be seen in London. 1 t was easy to decide which 
was the more interesting. I found much pleasure 
and made many friends in the theatrica l world. 

Clare Eames wrote to me a fan letter about 
Before the Bombardment and asked me to have supper 
with her and her husband, the playwright Sidney 
Howard. \Ve became great friends. They lived in 
a small house - even then a rare possession -
and I often went there after the theater and ate 
chicken fri ed by an excellent colored cook at two 
o'clock in the morning. Clare Eames came of a 
famous theatrical family and was a niece of the 
well-knovvn Madam Clara Eames. Clare Eames 
would, I think, if she had lived , have become a 
great actress. Feeling for the stage was instinct in 
her every movement and expression, but she was 
the least affected person you could imagine . I 
saw her in her wonderful rendering of Katya in 
the dramatized version of The Brothers Karamazov. 
Alas, she died in London a few years later, and 
Sidney Howard died also before his time. It was 
during this visi t, too, that I became friendly with 
Charles Brackett, a friendship which happily still 
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survives, as I found in Hollywood many years 
later. 

In several directions American ways seemed to 
me to be old-fashioned. Thus, I noticed that every 
time George Doran entered his enormous office 
full of people, the whole personnel would stand up 
until he had crossed the floor to his own glass pen. 
This procedure, I reflected, must have wasted an 
unconscionable amount of time - say five minutes 
for one hundred people, which equals five hundred 
minutes, which equals eight man-hours and twenty 
minutes - but may have constituted one of the 
reasons why there was no unemployment in Amer
ica at that time. 

What I discovered in New York was a com
pletely new range of friends and the most wonder
ful collection of pictures, both old and new. The 
Americans h ad been the first foreign patrons of 
the great impressionist and post-impressionist mas
ters who were now beginning to come into their 
own, but I noticed a tendency to treat the patrons 
who owned such works of art as if they had painted 
them , a tendency which continues today and re
sembles the flattering regard in which scientists are 
held , as if they had themselves made the benefi
cent phenomena they reveal. All the same, the 
early American patrons deserve the greatest credit 
for their discernment and for having presented 
-pictures of these schools to public galleries. The 
most sc intillatingly beautiful of all pictures by 
these painters, J,a Grande ]atte by Seurat - a large 
canvas wherein top-hatted men a nd bustled 
women promenade by the shimmering water's 
edge in an eternity of li ght - was bought by an 
American patron and presen ted to the Institute of 
Fine Arts in Chicago. There is in France today no 
work by this grea t master to compare with it. In
deed, perhaps the only picture of his that is of 
equal importance is La Baignade in the Tate 
Gallery. 

Out of the welter of galleries and museums to 
which I submitted myself, a few stand out with a 
p articular clarity, notably the Frick Collection 
with its individuality and splendor (the most 
beautiful Bellini in the world, for example - Saint 
Francis; a room of Fragonards, surely one of the 
most wonderful decorative rooms that has ever 
been painted; The Polish Cavalier; and so many 
other treasures of the finest quality, in a perfect 
setting, a spacious and lovely house instead of an 
impersonal gallery) and the Spanish Museum, 
today not defunct but much changed. The chief 
memory of all is human rather than aesthetic, a 
tragic experience which yet brought its own lesson 
of courage. I was taken by a friend to visit the 
apartment of a great collector - mainly of Italian 
primitives - who had gone blind and whose chief 
pleasure it was to take people round his pictures, 
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DRAWN FROM INTERVIEWS WITH JANE MAGUIRE 

\ 7iien Ed Brown finally /.eft Abbeville, Georgia, in 1962, he 
Va.JUI his wife worked as domestics/or Jane Maguire'sfam

ily, first in A llanta and then for thirteen years in New York 
City. During those years Ms. Maguire became fascinated by Ed's 
sharp memories qf what lije was like for a black farmhand in 
Georgia, and she persuaded him-he is illiterate-to I.et her help tell 
his story. She interviewed him, t,aking car~ful notes over a period 
of about four years, and assembled the interviews into a consecu
tive reminiscence entitled simply Ed. His direct, unself-pitying, 
and often heartbreaking story will be published by W. W. Norton 
later this month, and we are pleased to publish the following 
excerpt from this unusual memoir. 

Mr. Brown is now retired and lives in Brooklyn, New York, 
where his two daughters by a second marriage are in high school. 

ON SHARES 

n 1929 Mr. Addison bought a tractor. He was the first 
man I ever knowed to have one. Right away he cut the 

fifteen men on his place down to four hands. It would be 
a favor to him, he say, if I could get myself another job. 
That was the turrible year I worked on shares for Mr. 
Leslie Prince. 

To buy food and to take care of the smokin and chewin 
me and my wife wanted to do while we was ma kin the crop, 
Mr. Prince said he'd loan me ten dollars a month. He would 
put it out, he say, but not all in cash, January through 
June, with interest at 15 per cent. He was aimin to make me 
take all the meat and syrup he could rom his smokehouse. 

Then, on shares, the boss furnish you with the land, 
mule, seeds, tools, and one half of the fertilizer. I was to 
put out the other half of the fertilizer and all the labor. 

Things went all right for a while. I was the best cotton 
picker there. Whenever Mr. Prince hire anyone to pick by 
the hundredweight, he said, "I want you to beat Ed pick
in." The most I ever picked in an hour was a hundred and 
thirty-five pounds. 

But hard work didn't get me nowhere. Mr. Prince 
wouldn't show me the papers the gin and the warehouse 
give him, so I didn't know what the crop had brung and 
what my share should be. He took his share and all of 
mine and claim I owe him twenty-four dollars in addition. 

-··~H~··-
rn panic times ten dollars would buy a horse wagon full 

of groceries. You could buy ten pounds of sugar for fifty 
cents, fifteen pounds of bacon for ten or fifteen cents a 
pound. A gallon of syrup would cost fifty cents, and so 
would a peck sack of flour. 

And usually I had a garden, either for myself or on 
halves with the boss, such as potatoes, squashes, onions, 
turnips, collards, cabbage, snap beans, butter beans, peas, 
Irish potatoes, tomatoes, and okra. Come summer my wife 
would put up seventy-five or eighty jars of blackberries, 
plums, watermelon rinds, apple preserves, and jelly. She 
raised chickens, and I would have a sweet-potato patch 

Robert Gwathmey, a white Southerner by birth, is a painter who has 
always felt particular empathy toward black subjects. His simjJle 
and evocative serigraph, "Share Croppers," was made in 1939· 
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Down Home on the Range 
Ron Welburn 

THE ADVENTURES OF THE NEGRO 
COWBOYS 
by Philip Durham and Everett L. Jones. 
Illustrated with_ photographs; Bantam 
Pathfinder Books, 120 pp., s. 75 

This is a paperback edition of Durham 
and Jones' book first published in 1966 
by Dodd, Mead. It fits comfortably into the 
hip pocket or modem holster. The story of 
the black cowboys is yet another chapter 
in the ··rediscovery .. of the Afro-American 
and his neglected accomplishments en
route from slavery to freedom. The first 
cowboys and horsebreakers in southern 
Texas were black slaves, and one freed
man ow~d a large ranch with 2,500 cattle 
and several white-tutored slave·s of his 
own. 

Black cowboys, conspicuously absent 
from movies and television until the latest 
deluge, numbered close to 12,000 after the 
Civil War. They served in many capac
ities, as wranglers, ropers, cattle drivers, 
and cooks, some leading their own outfits. 
The black chuckwagon cook who bas 
appeared in Westerns has been the only 
remnant of the Afro's role in the cowboy 
tradition, ·and as everyone knows, the 
cook's role helped perpetuate a stereotype 
while the white cowpunchers got all the 
glory, let alone the appearance of tbe 
black cook playing a Sleep ·n• Eat role 
dressed in chaps and an apron. But the 
real experiences of the black cowboys was 
not unlike their white counterparts. Cattle 
and buffalo stampedes, cattle thieves and 
Indians, weather and desert marches sub
jected all cowboys to the same perils. and 
the men helped each other regardless of 

identity, situation, or for that matter 
skullduggery. Blacks helped blaze the 
Chisholm, the Western, and the Goodnight
Loving Trails from the Texas plains 
north through New Mexico and Kansas to 
Montana and the Dakotas. Accounts left by 
many cowboys praised the blacks for their 
courage, determination, and reliability. 

Blacks were with Billy the Kid in 
Kansas. In the 1870's, Dan Diamond ter
rorized Denver, where a small number of 
blacks worked in the stockyards and in the 
mines. Two cowhands worked for Texas 
John Slaughter (one even made Walt Dis
ney's TV version). But the most famous 
black cowboy was Nat Love. Portrayed in 
the romantic glitter of dime novels, Nat 
was born in slavery in Tennessee in 
1855. He left home in 1870, attaching him
self to a Texas cattle outfit and . event
ually turning up in Deadwood, South 
Dakota, where he won a roping contest, 
thus becoming the hero of the town, and 
earning the name Deadwood Dick. In his 
book, The Life and Adventures of Nat 
Love: Better Known in the Cattle Country 
as · 46Deadwood Dick,, --By Himself 
(1907), he commented on the experiences 
he shared with other cowboys: ' , In the 
midst of life we were in death, but above 
all showed the universal manhood' " (Nat 
was an avid reader and probably read Am
brose Bierce•s collection or stories titled 
In the Midst of Life.). 

This is a vividly written handbook on 
America• s ignored builders of the old 
frontier. The black cowboys have a chance 
now to be sympathetically revived for 
film audiences, if film directors and pro
ducers will be concerned with portraying 
them as they really were. 



Jan. 9, 'tla. 

Dear Ken--

When all else tails 1 tum to Ken '1\d.chel1 I always &fl3'• Or 
at least I ay 1 t now anl again. 

Here• s the situation. Wanting to kntW the inclusive years ot 
Rose Gordon's life for sonet.hing I'm writing" I sent off to the 
Hol._Ul Dept • of Heal th ro r her death certif ica teo Back cane a 
letter sa~ the7 ehar ge $5 (used tt> be $)) and $10 an h<nr to 

arch the files. I can't :mber when Rose died. So, do J01 
have that date in ~ tiles--and the year she was born, es well? 
I'll sa1ehar rewar<ryOu for this, but likely not at $10 an hruro 

How are things? How come you weren't at the ant:iQ ~ car race 
at Lake Sutherlin on tre 4th or July? Carol and I were. But that •s 
all the WSS visiting we mmged, a quick hop over from Helena that 
afternoon. Maybe more leisure, this fall. Hope you 're all wel.11 
am . surv.tvi~ this winter. 

all the beat 
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